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ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS

NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK THEtlE STUDY

ItTTRODUCTION

The Astronomy and Astrophysics National Historic Landmark Theme Study was
prepared by the National Park Service for the National Park System Advisory
Board as part of the National Historic Landmarks Program. Ihe purpose of
the study is to identify the sites, structures, buildings and objects signifi-
cant in the history of the sciences of astronomy and astrophysics in the
United States. Those properties nominated for National Historic Landmark
designation in this study will be evaluated by the National Park System
Advisory Board, a ccxnraittee of scholars and other citizens. The Board will
then recommend to the Secretary of the Interior the properties, which in its
opinion, should be designated as National Historic Landmarks. The decision
to designate or not designate a recommended property rests with the Secretary.

A complete explanation of the purpose of the National Historic Landmarks
Program and regulations of the program can be found in the appendix to this

study.

The subject of astronomy was first covered by the National Park Service as

part of Volime XX of the National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings
report , The Arts and Sciences: Scientific Discoveries and Inventions

,

1964 . The sites related to the history of the science of astronomy that
were examined for designation under this thane were:

1

.

Lowell Observatory, Arizona
2. Meteor Crater, Arizona
3. California Institute of Technology, California
4. International Latitude Observatory, Ukiah, California
5. Lick Observatory, California
6. >tount Wilson Observatory, California
7. Old Naval Observatory, District of Columbia
8. Harvard College Observatory, Massachusetts
9. Maria Mtchell Observatory, Nantucket, I'lassachusetts

10. Nathaniel Bowditch House, Massachiosetts

11. David Rittenhouse Birthplace, Pennsylvania
12. Matthew Fontaine Maury House, Virginia

At the 51st meeting of the Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic Sites,

Buildings and ftonuraents in 1964, the following sites were recommended for

designation as National Historic Landmarks.

1. Old Naval Observatory, District of Columbia (to recognize Matthew
Fontaine Maury)

2. Nathaniel Bowditch House, Massachusetts (Navigation)

XL



The board recommended that all action on the following observatories and

on other sites related to the develcpnent of astronomy be deferred until
a thorough study of the subject was made.

1. Lowell Observatory, Arizona
2. Lick Observatory, California
3. Mount Wilson Observatory, California
4. Harvard College Observatory, Massachusetts
5. Maria Mitchell Observatory, Massachusetts

Consideration of all the other sites discussed in the theme study was
also deferred.

At the 53rd meeting of the Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic Sites,
Buildings and Monuments in 1965, the Lowell Observatory was reconsidered and
recommended for designation as a National Historic Landmark.

In 1975 the National Park Service, as part of a revision of the Science
and Invention Theme Study, recommended the designation of the Edwin Hubble
House in California as a National Historic Landmark. The Hubble House was
designated in 1976.

In 1987 the National Park Service began a comprehensive study of observa-
tories and other sites significant in the development of the history of
astronomy in the United States. This study was soon expanded to include
the related science of astrophysics. At that time only two properties,
the Lowell Observatory and the Edwin P. Hubble House, were listed in the
National Park Service publication. History and Prehistory in the National
Park System and the National Historic Landmarks Program as landmarks sig-
nificant in the science of astronomy.

In reviewing for this theme study I consulted Vol. XX of the National Survey
of Historic Sites and Buildings Survey report. The Arts and Sciences: Scientific
Discoveries and Inventions , 1964, and the general files and records of the
National Historic Landmarks program. In addition, I reviewed properties
listed in the National Register of Historic Places. These sources yielded
the following properties for consideration under this theme.

1. Old Observatory, Alabama
2. Harquahala Peak Observatory, Arizona
3. Hale Solar Laboratory, California
4. Chamberlain Observatory, Colorado
5. Georgetown University Astronomical Observatory,

District of Columbia
6. Old Naval Observatory, District of Columbia
7. University of Illinois Astronomical Observatory, Illinois
8. Earlham College Observatory, Indiana
9. McKim Observatory, Indiana
10. Portland Observatory, Maine
11. Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory, Maryland
12. Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory, Massachusetts
13. Harvard College Observatory, Massadiusetts

12.



14. Detroit Observatory, Michigan
15

.

Goodsell Observatory (New Observatory) , Minnesota
16. Barnard Observatory, Mississippi
17. Weston Observatory, New Hampshire
18. Cincinnati Observatory, Ohio
19. Ohio Wesleyan University Student Observatory, Ohio
20. Allegheny Observatory, Pennsylvania
21. Stellafane Observatory, Vermont
22. Reber Radio Telescope, West Virginia
23. Buckstaff Observatory, Wisconsin
24. Washburn Observatory, Wisconsin

Additional sites, including the new Naval Observatory in Washington, DC, the
Palomar Observatory in California, Yerkes Observatory in Wisconsin, the
Dearborn Observatory in Illinois, and the Horn Antenna in New Jersey, were
suggested by historians of astronomy and included on my initial study list.
Further reading in the field of astronomy resulted in the inclusion of
many additional sites, such as the Leander McCormick Observatory in Virginia,
the McDonald Observatory in Texas, Sacramento Peak Observatory in California
and the Kitt Peak Observatory in Arizona. In all, more than 100 sites, including
laboratories, workshops, homes and sites associated with the lives and achieve-
ments of famous American astronomers, were included on my additional study
list.

The subject of Prehistoric American Indian Astronomy (Archaeoastronoray)

was not included within the framework of this theme study. The sites and
issues involved in this discipline require the skills of a trained archeologist/
anthropologist with a knowledge of astronomy and should be studied as a
separate theme study.

In order to be reconmended for designation as a National Historic Landmark
a potential site must possess national significance in the history of the

development of the sciences of astronomy or astrophysics in the IMited States.
This significance can be demonstrated by the association of the property with
some important event in the history of astronomy or through its association

with the life of an important individijal who has made a significant contribution
to the science of astronomy. A full listing of these criteria can be found

in the regulations of the National Historic Landmarks Program (36 CFR 65) in

the appendix to this report.

From the initial study list of more than 100 properties, a total of 25 were

actually visited. Of this total, 16 properties are reconmended for designation
as National Historic Landmarks. One site, the Blue Hill Meteorological

Observatory, was included to represent the science of meteorology. No other

sites representing the science of meteorology were studied.

Many of the properties not recannended for landmark designation are now
listed in the National Register of Historic Places or are believed to be
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. Other

sites were not recommended for designation for a variety of reasons that are

discussed in the sections at the end of this theme study. A short summary of
those sites reconmended for designation under this theme follows on the next

page. A complete listing of all other properties examined but not reconmended

for designation can be found at the end of this study.
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NATIONAL HISTORIC LANO^ARK THEME STUDY ON ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS

SUMMARY OF NOMINATIONS

CALIFORNIA

HALE SOLAR LABORATORY
PASADENA

The Hale Solar Laboratory is important because of its association with its
owner-builder, George Ellery Hale. Hale was an internationally famous scientist,
a trustee behind the endowment of the Hxontington Library and Art Gallery in San
Marino, California, and a trustee and organizer of the California Institute of
Technology.

The Hale Solar Laboratory was Hale's office and workshop for the later years of
his life. Hale's scientific contributions were many, especially in the area of
astronomy. Hale was one of the first scientists to compare observations in
physics laboratories here on earth to what is seen in the heavens. He, more
than anyone else, was the person most responsible for the rise of the science
of modem astrophysics in the United States.

The Hale Solar Laboratory was also the site of many scientific discoveries, the
most famous being Hale's refinement of the spectrohelioscope, a device that
made it possible to observe the hydrogen-rich prominences of the sun.

LICK OBSERVATORY BUILDING
MOUNT HAMILTON

The 36-inch Clark refractor housed in the Lick Observatory building was the
first large telescope erected on a site chosen for its astronanical advantages,
rather than for convenience in the builder's backyard, or on a university
campus. The location of the telescope on Mount Hamilton proved to be an
excellent choice and provided an example that has been follcwed from 1888 until
the present day. The discoveries of early Lick astronaners began a tradition
of excellence at Lick that has had a profound impact in shaping the history of
American astronany in the twentieth century. By combining excellent equipment,
a favorable location, and the proximity to the resources of the University of

California, Lick established the pattern for large modem observatories that
has continued to this day and has left a major imprint en modem astronomy.

LICK CROSSLEY 36-INCH REFLECTOR
MOUNT HAMILTON

The Crossley 36-inch reflector at the Lick Observatory was the first of a Icxig

line of metal-film-on-glass modem reflecting telescopes that have dominated

major astronomical advances for the past century. In addition, the Crossley

has produced more scientific results than any other telescope of its size
including several historically important studies in stellar evolution, the

structure and spectra of planetary nebulae, and the discovery and spectral

analysis of faint variable stars in young clusters. The Crossley also contrib-

uted to studies that confirmed the expansion of the universe.
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MOUNT WILSCW OBSERVATORY
PASADENA

The establishment of Mcxint Wilson Observatory in 1904, by American astronctner

Georpe Ellery Hale, brought a new era to the science of astronony. The Snow

horizontal telescope and the two solar tower telescopes were the first major
instruments placed on Mount Wilson. Completion of the 60-inch reflector in
1908 and the 100- inch Hooker reflector in 1917 made Mount Wilson the hone

of the two largest telescopes in existence and the center of the astronomical
world. These telescopes represented a quantum leap in mechanical and optical
engineering capability. They laid the technological foundation for all large

modem telescopes. Many of the major advances and greatest names in 20th-
century astronomy are associated with the Mount Wilson Observatory, including
Edwin P. Hubble, v*io in 1929 used the 100- inch Hooker reflector to gather data
that showed the universe to be in a regular state of expansion, thereby providing
the first clues to the origin of the universe.

PALOMAR OBSERVATORY 200-INCH REFLECTOR
SAN DIEGO COUNTY

The construction and delivery of the Pyrex glass disk for the Palomar 200-inch
reflector in 1936 marked a watershed in the history of astronomy. With the
successful casting of this large mirror, the Palomar project, conceived by
George Ellery Hale (1868-1938), and funded with a grant of $6 million by the
Rockefeller Foundation, moyed toward the completion of the largest reflecting
telescope in the world by 1948. In the 40 years since the completion of the
Palomar project, the 200- inch reflector remains at the leading edge of research
in the sciences of astronomy and astrophysics and stands today as a monument to
George Ellery Hale and his efforts to produce the finest instruments in the
world to answer the fundamental questions concerning the origin and nature of
the universe.

PALOMAR 48-INCH OSCHIN (SCHMIDT) TELESCOPE
SAN DIEGO COUNTY

Although not as well known as the 200-inch Hale reflector, the 48-inch Oschin
(Schmidt) telescope at the Palomar Observatory has performed invaluable scien-
tific research and has prepared the way for many of the important discoveries
made by the 200-inch. This instrument was first used in 1950 to carry out two
surveys of the Northern Hemisphere, one through a red filter and one through a
blue, so that a comparison of the two black and white prints would reveal how
cool (red) or how hot (blue) a star was. The suirveys involved taking 1758
plates of the northern sky and recorded stars never seen before. The Palomar
sky survey is the standard reference atlas for deep sky observation and provides
a base line with whidi to measure changes in deep sky observation targets in
future surveys. It is vtsed as a standard reference tool for all modem obser-
vatories doing deep sky observation.
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

UNITED STATES NAVAL OBSERVATORY
WASHINGTON, DC

The United States Naval Observatory is the oldest scientific institution in

the Navy, bein^ first established in 1830 as the Depot of Charts and Instruments.
The observatory is most noted for its work in study of positional astronomy
and timekeeping. The Naval Observatory, along with the Royal Observatory
in Greenwich, England, and the Pulkovo Observatory in the Soviet Unicn, is one
of the few places in the world that continually observes and redefines the
positions of the sun, moon, planets, and stars. The United States Naval Obser-
vatory is the only place in the United States v^ere precise instruments measure
celestial motions to provide accurate time and other astronomical data which
are essential for safe navigation at sea, in the air, and in space.

ILLINOIS

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS OBSERVATORY
URBANA

The University of Illinois Observatory is significant because of its association
with the development of the selenium photoelectric cell whidi revolutionized
the science of astronomical photoelectric photometry—the measurement of celes-
tial magnitudes. The research was conducted on the 12-inch Warner and Swasey
refractor telescope located in the second-story equatorial room of the 1896

brick observatory. The development of the selenium cell was done by Joel
Stebbins (1878-1966), in the years from 1907 to 1922, while he was the director
of the University of Illinois Observatory. As a result of Stebbins work at

Illinois with the photoelectric cell, photoelectric photometry became the

standard technique in determining stellar magnitudes. The determination of
stellar magnitudes is one of the most fundamental measurements in the field of

astronomv.

MASSACHUSETTS

BLUE HILL METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATORY
EAST MILTON

The Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory is the foremost structure associated
with the history of weather observations in the United States. Founded by
Abbott Lawrence Rotch on February 1, 1885, the observatory took a leading role
in the newly emerging science of meteorology and was the scene of many of the
first scientific measurements of upper atmosphere weather conditions using
kites to carry weather instruments aloft. Knowledge of wind velocities, air
temperature and relative humidity at various levels came into use as vital
elements in weather prediction due to techniques developed at this site. By

1895 the observatory was the source of weather forecasts of remarkable accuracy.
The observatory remains active to this day, continuing to add to the data base
of weather observations now over 100 years old, and stands as a monument
to the science of meteorology in the United States.
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MARYLAND

GAITHERSBURG LATITUDE OBSERVATORY
GAITHERSBURG

The Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory is significant for its association
with the study of polar motion, and for its symbolic value in representing an
important and long-lived program of international scientific cooperation.
Established in 1899 by the International Geodetic Association, the International
Polar Motion Service was a cooperative effort among scientists worldwide to
study the Earth's wobble on its rotational axis. The Gaithersburg Latitude
Observatory was one of six observatories around the world (in the United States,
Russia, Japan, and Italy) conmissioned under this program.

Between 1900 and 1960 these observatories were the best source of information

on polar motion available to scientists. Data supplied by the six latitude
observatories have been used in hundreds of scientific papers and studies
investigating the geophysics of the earth. The observatories have enabled
geodesists to better understand the size and shape of the earth and astronomers
to adjust their observations for the effects of polar motion. In more practical
terms, the work done by the observatories contributed to studies attempting to
determine earthquake mechanisms and the elasticity of the earth, and to predict
climate variations. The space program has also benefited from this work; polar
motion study is necessary to determine orbit patterns of spacecraft and satel-
lites, and aids tracking techniques used in deep space navigation.

The latitude observatories made a major contribution to science on an internat-
ional scale. The research undertaken in these small, simple structures
fueled work done in earth motion studies for decades. From its construction
in 1899 until the obsolescence of raan-cperated telescopic observation forced
its closing in 1982, the Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory played an integral
role in this important scientific endeavor.

NEW JERSEY

HORN ANTENNA
HOIUDEL

The Horn Antenna, at the Bell Telephone Laboratories in Holmdel, New Jersey,
is significant because of its association with the research work of two radio
astronomers, Dr. Amo A. Penzias and Dr. Robert A. Wilson. In 1965 while
using the Horn Antenna, Penzias and Wilson stumbled on the microwave background
radiation that permeates the universe. Cosmologists quickly realized that
Penzias and Wilson had made the most important discovery in modem astronomy
since Edwin Hubble demonstrated in the 1920s that the universe was expanding.
This discovery provided the evidence that confirmed George Gamow's and Abbe
Georges Lemaitre's "Big Bang" theory of the creation of the universe and
forever changed the science of cosmology—the study of the history of the
universe—frcm a field for unlimited theoretical speculation into a subject
disciplined by direct observation. In 1978 Penzias and Wilson received the
Nobel Prize for Physics for their monentous discovery.

18



OHIO

CINCINNATI OBSERVATORY
CINCINNATI

The Cincinnati Observatory is one of the oldest functioning observatories

in the United States. Founded in 1843. it was located on Mount Adams until
1873, when it was moved to its present site on Mount Lookout, just off
Observatory Avenue, in Cincinnati. The present observatory building dates
fran 1873.

The Cincinnati Observatory was the first fully equipped observatory in the

midwest and is associated with the productive careers of such famous American
astronomers as Ormsby MacKnight Mitchel (1809-1862), who published the Sidereal
Messenger , the first attempt to bring astronomy to the masses in the United
States, and Paul Herget (1908-1981), who was the world's foremost authority on
the computation of planetary orbits. In addition, the Cincinnati Observatory
is associated with Cleveland Abbe (1838-1916) , a meteorologist who began to
issue daily weather bulletins in 1869. Abbe's work proved so popular with the
American public that steps were taken to establish a permanent government
institution to continue this service—the United States Weather Bureau.

PENNSYLVANIA

ALLEGHENY OBSERVATORY
PITTSBURGH

The Allegheny Observatory at the University of Pittsburgh is significant
because of its association with the careers of astronomers Samuel Pierpont
Langley (1834-1906), James Edward Keeler (1857-1900), and telescope maker John
Alfred Brashear (1840-1920).

Langley was professor of astrcnomy and physics at the University from 1867 to
1887 and director of the Allegheny Observatory. During that time he invented
the bolometer and used it in 1878 to make spectral observations of solar and
lunar radiation. His paper en The Bolometer and Radiant Energy (1881) became a
scientific classic. While Langley was the director, the Allegheny Observatory
was the leading American observatory on matters relating to the study of solar
physics.

James Edward Keeler succeeded Langley as director of the Allegheny Observatory
and used the 13-inch Fitz-Clark refractor with a spectroscope to show, in 1895,

that the rings of Saturn were rotating as a unit but that the inner boundary
had a considerably shorter period than the outer. This was the first obser-
vational evidence that the rings were not solid but consisted of discrete
particles circling the planet at different speeds.

John Alfred Brashear was named acting director of the Allegheny Observatory
after Keeler' s departure for the Lick Observatory in 1898. Brashear was a
self-taught optician whose service to astronomy began in 1876 when he began to
make astronomical telescopes. Over the years of his active career Brashear not

only made both of the larger telescopes used at the Allegheny Observatory, but
came to be recognized as one of the best telescope makers of his day. In

the years since Brashear 's death in 1920, the Allegheny Observatory has used



his telescope (the Thaw refractor) to do fundamental work in the field of

astronetry, including the search for stars whose oscillations betray the
presence of invisible canpanions.

VERMONT

STEUAFANE OBSERVATORY
SPRINGFIELD

The Stellafane Observatory in Springfield, Vermont, possesses national signifi-
cance for its pioneering role in the develcptnent of amateur telescope making
and popular astrcnany in the United States. The Stellafane complex contains
both the original clubhouse of the first organized group of amateur telescope
makers in the country, the Springfield Telescope Makers, Inc., and the first
large optical telescope built and owned by that kind of amateur society. Since
their construction in 1924 and 1930, respectively, the clubhouse and observatory
have remained in continuous use by the Springfield Telescope Makers, and have
been preserved essentially in original condition. Stellafane new holds an
international reputation whidh attracts thousands of amateur telescope makers
and astrononers to annual conventions held on the site.

WEST VIRGINIA

REBER RADIO TELESCOPE
GREENBANK

The Reber Radio Telescope was the first parabolic antenna specifically designed
and built to do researcii in the newly emerging field of radio astrcxicmy. The
telescope was designed and built by Grote Reber, an amateur astronomer and
electronics expert from Wheaton, Illinois, who from 1937 until after World War
II, was the world's only active radio astronomer. The telescope design is the
forerunner of the majority of present day radio telescopes.

WISCONSIN

YERKES OBSERVATORY
WILLIAMS BAY

Yerkes Observatory was founded by American astronomer George Ellery Hale
in 1897 and represents his revolutionary concept for an observatory that would
also be a physical laboratory. To the majority of astronomers at the time an
observatory was simply a place for a telescope and observer. For example, v^en
the new United States Naval Observatory in Washington, DC, was completed in

1893, there was no provision for a darkroom or for a spectroscopic laboratory.
In contrast, Yerkes Observatory was provided with laboratories and a variety of
mechanical and electronical workshops. Yerkes represented the wave of the fu-

ture and established the modem observatory as a research institution where the
astronomer, using the disciplines of diemistry and physics, supported by engi-
neering and optics workshops, could apply his talents to the understanding
of the wonders of the universe. In the years since its founding by George
Ellery Hale, Yerkes has attracted the most famous astronomers in the world,
and contributed significantly to the sciences of astronomy and astrophysics.
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NPS Form 10400
(Rtv. M6)

National Historic Landmark Nomination OMf Ma )0t440f«

United states Department of the Interior

National Park Service

National Register of Historic Places
Registration Form
This form Is for use In nominating or requesting determinations of eligibility for Individual properties or districts. See Instructions In Quldttlnt

tor CompMIng National Reuistar Forms (National Register Bulletin 16). Complete each Item by marking "x" In the appropriate box or by entering

the requested Information. If an Item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not applicable." For functions, styles, materials,

and areas of significance, enter only the categories and subcategories listed In the Instructions. For additional space use continuation sheets

(Form 10-900a). Type all entries.

1 . Nam* of Property

historic name Hale Laboratory
other names/site number

2. Loettlon

treet & number 740 Hollada Road Lj not for publication

city, town Pasadena 1_ vicinity

•ttte California COde CA county Los Angeles code 034 ZlDOOde 91106

3. Cliulfleitlon

Ownerahip of Property

Q private

public-local

n public-State

I I public-Federal

Category of Property

gH bulldinQ(8)

n district

n«it«
I I structure

object

Number of Reaources within Property

Contributing Noncontributing

1 2 bulldlnga

sites

structures

objects

1 2 Total

Name of related multiple property listing: Number of contributing resources previously

listed in the National Reglater l

4. Stite/Fedaral Ag>ncy Certlflcitlon

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this

EH nomination lH request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties In the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the property LJ meets LJdoes not meet the hiatlonal Register criteria. LJsee continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property 1 meets 1 1 does not meet the National Register criteria. ^ See continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this properly Is:

entered in the National Register.

I I See continuation sheet.

n determined eligible for the National

Register. Q See continuation sheet.

1 [determined not eligible for the

National Register.

I removed from the National Register.

_] other, (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action
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6. Function or Ui

Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Research Facility
Private Library

Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Private Library

7. Description

Architectural Classification

(enter categories from instructions)

Spanish Colonial Revival

Materials (enter categories from instructions)

concretefoundation

walls concrete
Mission tiles

roof _
other

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The Hale Solar Laboratory is a T-shaped reinforced concrete structure

of Spanish Colonial Revival design with a dhiinney, mission tiles, rough

plastered walls, and deep set windows. The building is set back en a

rectangular lot on Holladay Road, behind a plastered wall, in Pasadena,

California. ^

Designed in 1924 by the architectxiral firm of Johnson, Kaufman, and

Coate, of Pasadena, California, the Laboratory's dimensions are 21 feet x

49 feet with two sections) the observatory and telescope, and the library

and living room. The third wing, which forms the "T" is belcw grade

and contains dynamos, transformers, and the heating and ventilating

plant. There are six rooms in all, built for $14,(X)0.

The portion of the building facing Holladay Road has two sections.

The northern portion has a gabled, tiled roof, the gable end facing

north. A chimney interrupts this roof line en the east. Two deep set

plain windows pierce the roughly plastered wall. Each window has a

smaller rectangular tile inset near the roof line. The second section

facing Holladay Road is the telescope tower, 21 feet square with a domed

top 14 feet in diameter and rising 30 feet from ground level. A long

rectangular window similar to those in the adjacent portion of the building

can be found with a blue tiled inset within a quatrefoil recess set

closer to the roof line. The roof is flat with a parapet wall 2.5 feet

high. In the center of the tower, descending from the spectrograph room

in the basement, is a well 10 feet in diameter and 78.5 feet deep.

Facing to the south in the tower is the front door. This arched entrance

is approximately 15 feet tall. Set into the upper portion of the arch

are astronomical details including the sun and its rays. Because of

Hale's interest in Egyptology, he commissioned the well kncwn sculptor,

Lee Lawrie, to create two bas-reliefs. The cast stone bas-relief over

the doorway is a tribute to Akhnatan (the King of Egypt and worshipper of

the sun god, Aton) symbolized by the sun's rays that end in the hands

that grasp the symbol of life—a copy from a Theban tomb. Another bas-

I I See continuation sheet
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relief by Lawrie is positioned over the fireplace in the library. Many
scientific journals and books belonging to George Ellery Hale remain in
the basement.

The sycamore trees flanking the entrance, the loquat trees, and the
arbutus that surround the Hale Solar Laboratory were planted in 1928.
The design for the landscaping was done by Beatrix Farrand, who also
designed the grounds, the parking court with its dwarf myrtis hedge and
sour citms trees and the drive which centers on the dome.

The observatory is at the end of a long driveway which is lined with
mature plants. The street facing facade is no longer visible, but the
path leading to the entrance remains intact. The 1924 annual report from
Mount Wilson describes the lot as 95 feet x 300 feet—the same lot size
as today, suggesting the plantings and design could be original. There
is an outbuilding at the northeast comer of the lot. The long asphalt
central driveway terminates at a large open motor court just beyond the
metal gates in the plastered masonry wall across the width of the property
from north to south. The driveway is located on the east-west axis of
the observatory portion of the building.

The exterior of the basement is surrounded by a light moat. Stairs with
an iron railing lead from the northern facade to the moat, which surrounds
all of the building except that portion v^idi is part of the telescope
tcwer. An arched windcw is in the northern facade. The east and west
walls of the structure are mirror images, except for the chimney on the
eastern wall.

The telescope tower has 45° clipped comers and the tcwer portion has over-
flows for roof drainage.

The Hale Solar Laboratory has not been altered since its construction in

1924. The building is in excellent condition and retains much of the

original equipment and personal bocks and journals used by George Ellery
Hale.
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8. Statement of Significance

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to oltwr properties:

pn nationally fl statewide kJcaMy

Applicable National Register Criteria [^A [X]b Qc \Z\D NHL Criteria 1,2

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) ^A ^B ^C Qd £ Qf \~\G

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates

National Register; Science
1 q?4-1 q'S2

National Historic Landmark: Science.

Siihthpmp: Phys-t r,al Science. Facet;
Asfrnnnmy Cultural Affiliation

N/A

Significant Person Architect/Builder

George Ellery Hale Johnson. Kaufman. Coate

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

Svnnnary

The Hale Solar Laboratory is significant because of its association with
its owner-builder, George Ellery Hale. Hale was an internationally famous
scientist, a trustee behind the endowment of the Hxjntington Library and Art

Gallery in San Marino, California, and a trustee and organizer of the

California Institute of Technology.

The Hale Solar Laboratory was Hale's office and workshop for the later

years of his life. Hale's scientific contributions were many, especially
in the area of astronany. Hale was cne of the first scientists to compare
observations in physics laboratories here on earth to v*iat is seen in the

heavens. He, more than anyone else, is the person most responsible for
the rise of the science of modem astrophysics in the United States.

"Hie Hale Solar Laboratory is also significant as the site of many
scientific discoveries, the most famous being Hale's refinement of
the spectrchelioscope, a device that made it possible to observe the
hydrogen-rich prominences of the svm.

O See continuation sheet
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History

George Ellery Hale was bom in Chicago, Illinois, on June 29, 1868. Hale
graduated fron the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1890 and after
some work in Europe, organized the Kenwood Observatory in Chicago. There
in 1889 he invented the spectroheliograph, a device that made it possible
to photograph the light of a single spectral line of the sun. Thiis he was
able to photograph the sun by the light of glowing calcium, and the result
was a clear indication of the distribution of calcium in the solar atmosphere.
Hale detected calcium clouds in the Sun that he called flocculi.2

To continue his research Hale felt the need for larger and more sophisti-
cated telescopes. This led to Hale's greatest accomplishments—organizing
and carrying out proiects involving the construction of astronanical ob-
servatories. During the course of his career, Hale was responsible for
the founding of three major observatories: Yerkes in Wisconsin, and
Mount Wilson and Palanar in California. He built the world's largest
telescopes many times over.

Hale began work on his first large observatory in 1892 when he persuaded
Chicago street-car magnate Charles Tyson Yerkes to support the establishment
of a large astronanical observatory for the University of Chicago. Hale
had Alvan G. Clark begin the process of grinding and polishing the glass
disks for the proposed 40- inch refractor. Yerkes Observatory was completed
in 1897, and its 40-inch refractor remains the largest refractor in the
world today. Generations of astronomers have been trained or worked at

Yerkes, in the past century making use of the fortunate combination of

Yerkes' money and Hale's vision.

Hale was not satisfied and soon left Yerkes to travel to California in

pursuit of newer and more powerful telescopes. In 1904 he founded the
Mount Wilson Observatory, obtaining the funding from steel magnate Andrew
Carnegie. A 60-indi reflecting telesccpe was placed in operation there
in 1908 and a 100-indi reflecting telescope was placed in operation
in 1917. the latter f)aid for by the Los Angeles hardware tycoon, John D.

Hooker.

3

The 100-inch was to remain the largest ?:elescope in the world for a

generation. By using this telescope, astronomers at Mount Wilson in 1930

first observed velocities of galaxies increase progressively with ever-
increasing distances fron the earth. This observation, combined with an
earlier observation made on this telescope in 1924 that galaxies are
stellar systems, clarified one of the most basic questions of cosmology

—

the nature of the large scale structure of the universe.^
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It was at the Mount Wilson Observatory in 1908 that George Ellery Hale
made his most famous scientific discovery when he detected the existence
of strong magnetic fields inside sunspots. This was the first association
of magnetic fields with any extraterrestrial body.

5

Hale's activities reached into many fields during this time. With
colleagues Alfred Noyes and Robert Millikan, he transformed the Throop
Polytechnic Institute into the California Institute of Tedmology. He
persuaded Henry E. Huntington to endow the Huntington Library and Art
Gallery. As a member of the Pasadena Planning Camission he was infl\jential

in obtaining for Pasadena the coordinated civic center buildings—City
Hall, Civic Auditorium, and Central Library. For this work he received
the Noble medal frcra the City of Pasadena, an award set aside for out-
standing local citizens.

Sane of his other contributions are less well known. He co-founded the
International Astronanical Union (lAU) and the Astrophysical Journal .

He persuaded President Woodrcw Wilson to foirm the National Research
Council, through whidi scientific minds could be best used to help the
country during World War I. Hale worked with Bertram Goodhue on the plans
of the building designed in 1924 for the Researdi Council in Washington,
DC.

After retiring from the active directorship of the Mount Wilson Observatory
in 1923 Hale seardied for a site for a new observatory—one where he could
work undisturbed. Hale investigated observing conditions around Pasadena
and found that the "seeing" was actually better in :he valley than on
Mount Wilson during the middle part of the day. A 95 x 300 foot lot was
purchased fran the Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery near the
southern border of Pasadena.

Construction began in 1924. The building permit application, dated
April 18, 1924, lists the ardiitect as Johnson, Kaufman, & Coate, one of
the more prominent firms in Pasadena. The reinforced concrete structure
was built vmder the supervision of George Jones of the Mount Wilson
Observatory staff. The 21 x 49 foot building included a done housing
equipment for viewing the sun (with a 78 foot pit below ground), a library,
and a basement with shop and lab.

The project was financed largely by George Ellery Hale personally, although
construction and sane of the equipment were provided by Carnegie Institution.
Upon completion in 1925 Hale made a gift of the buildings, grounds, and
equipment to the Carnegie Institution of Washington. The Solar Lab was to
becane a permanent branch of the Mount Wilson Observatory.

1U
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Hale spent his retirement years at his lab studying the sun with instruments
of his design. He installed a spectroheliograph at the lab, a device to
photograph the sun using the light of a single wavelength. Hale had won
the Janssen Gold Medal of the Paris Academy of Science in 1894 for this
invention. While at the lab. Hale redesigned the spectroheliograph, to
allcw the sun to be seen by hydrogen light. Hale's new instrument,
called the spectrohelioscope, shewed up the prominences of the sun in
greater detail than ever before observed. In his spare time he wrote
several books, v^ile also completing plans for the 200-inc±i telescope at
Palctnar Mountain.

After Hale's death in 1938 the Hale Solar Laboratory continued to be used
as a solar observatory for many years. It was at the Hale Solar Laboratory
in 1952 that Mount Wilson astronomers Harold and Horace Babcock (father
and son) constructed the first solar magnetograph. This instrument
finally enabled astronomers to measure the general magnetic field of the

sun, a goal which had long been sought after by Hale. In 1985 the Hale
Solar Laboratory was sold to William and Christine Shirley, who built a
private residence on the grounds. The * laboratory currently houses the
offices of the Mount Wilson Institute, a non-profit organization, formed
in 1986 to operate the Mount Wilson Observatory vAien the Carnegie Institution
of Washington announced plans to withdraw from the Observatory.
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Footnotes

1. Most of the material in this form was adapted fron the following
sources

.

Lorraine Melton, "National Register of Historic Places Inventory-
Nomination Form-Hale Solar Laboratory." (Pasadena, California:
Pasadena Heritage, 1984).

Christine Shirley, "The Hale Solar Laboratory-740 Holladay Road-
Pasadena, Califomia-A Guided Tour.. ." (Pasadena, California:
Christine Shirley, 1985).

2. Isaac Asiniov, Asimov's Biographical Encyclopedia of Science and Technology
(New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1982) , pp. 622-623.

3. Ibid.

4. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, "The 100-Inch Telescope
of the Mount Wilson Observatory" (Northrop Corporation, 1981).

5. Asiraov, op . cit . , 622.
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Boundary Justification

This is the original lot purchased by George Ellery Hale in 1923,

I I See continuation sheet
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Hale Solar Laboratory — Pasadena. California

Front View, 1931

PhoU) Credit: Mrs. Chrisline Shirley
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Hale Solar Laboratory — Pasadena, California

Library, 1926

Photo Credit: Mrs. Christine Shirley ^^



Hale Solar Laboratory — Pasadena, California

Basement Workshop, 1926

Photo Credit: Mrs. Christine Shirley
^5



Hale Solar Laboratory — Pasadena. California

George Ellery Hale using the Speetroheliograph, 1926

I'holo Credil: Mrs. Christine Shirley
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1 . Nam* of Proparty

hiatoric name Lick. Observatory Building
other nam(is/aite number

2. Location

street & number Mount Hamilton not for publication

city, town Santa Clara Countv vicinity

•tate California code CA county Santa Clara code 085 zip code 95064

3. Claaalflcatlon

Ownership of Property

I I
private

I I
public-local

H public-State

I I public-Federal

Category of Property

i I building(a)

Q district

site

I I structure

I I
object

Number of Reaourcea within Property

Contributing

1

Noncontrlbuting

buiidlnga

sites

structures

objects

Total

Name of related multiple property listing: Number of contributing resources previously

listed in the National Register

4. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, i hereby certify that this

LJ nomination Lj request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the property LJ meets LJdoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJsee continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Data

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion. the property
1 1 meets^ does not meet the National Register criteria. ^ See continuation aheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Data

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

i, hereby, certify that this property is:

Q entered in the National Register.

I I
See continuation sheet.

O determined eligible for the National

Register. Lj See continuation sheet.

I determined not eligible for the

National Register.

, removed from the National Register.

^

other, (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action
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6. Function or Uoo
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Education
Research Facility

Current Functiora (enter categories from instructions)

Education
Research Facility

7. Deocription

Architectural Classification

(enter categories from instructions)

Italian Renaissance

Materials (enter categories from instructions)

concretefoundation

.

wan* brick

roof iron dome

other

DescritM present and historic physical appeararK».

The Lick Observatory building is situated on the sunmit of Mount Hamiltoi,

4,029 feet high, in Santa Clara County, California,

leads to the mile-long ridge at the sviramitJ

A narrow paved road

The construction of the Lick Observatory building began in January 1880

under the direction of Thomas Fraser, James Lick's agent, who had recon-

mended to Lick the selection of the site, and Capt. Ridiard S. Floyd, who

was responsible to the trustees of Lick's estate for the planning of the

observatory buildings and the development of the instrumentation. Fraser

insisted on a high standard of craftsmanship in the canpleticn of the

project.

To level the tap of Mount Hamilton, Fraser had the top thirty feet of the

mountain removed with black powder explosives. Workers then moved, by

hand, an estimated 40 thousand tons of rock they had loosened. Masons

built a kiln next to a clay bed near the summit and fired the brides for

the building. All of the heavy materials for the dome and telescope

mounting were hauled up the mountain by wagon team and lifted into place

with simple mechanical aids.

The Lick Observatory building was designed by architect S.E. Todd of

Washington, DC, in the Italian Renaissance style with the use of deep

entablatures and moldings, and a pediment over the west door. The

building was canpleted in 1885 except for the large done housing the

36-inch refractor. The observatory building has an entrance hall at the

center with offices and workrooms opening off a corridor en either side.

A small 25-foot dome is at the north end of the building, and a large

75-foot done is at the south end of the building. The 25-foot done

originally held a 12- inch Clark refractor. This done new houses a

40-indi reflector known as the Nickel telescope.

I I See continuation sheet
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The large done, housing the 36- inch refractor, was completed in 1887 by
the Union Iron Works of San Francisco, and weighs 90 tons. The done was
advanced for its time in that its design compensated for metal expansion.
The circular floor rises and descends through apprcscimately 17 feet to
follow the eyepiece of the 58-foot telescope tube. While electric motors
now provide power, the original hydraulic cylinders still support and
move the floor.

The 36- inch Clark refractor at the Lick Observatory was installed in 1888.
In addition to the crown and flint elements of the achrcroat, there was a
33-indi correcting lens for photographic work. The 36- inch lens is

mounted in a 58-foot riveted tube that is four feet in diameter at the
center and surrounded by cranks, gears, rods, and chains to move the
telescc^e.

The mounting for the 36- inch refractor was made by the Warner and Swasey
Company. The telescope is set on a cast iron pier 10 x 17 feet at the
base, tapering to 4 x 8 feet at the top. James Lick's body is buried in
the base of the pier supporting the 36-inch refractor. A simple bronze
plaque with the inscription "Here lies the body of Jam.es Lick" is mounted
on the pier.

In 1985 the 36- inch objective lens was refinished. The walls of the
observatory building are under repair to correct recent earthqioake damage.
The observatory building and 36-inch refractor are still intact and will be
returned to full use in 1989.

M



8. Stortement of Significance

Certifying official has considered ttte significance of this property in relation to oltwr properties:

[UnationaMy Q siatevvide GlocaHy

Applicable National Register Criteria [x]A Db Qc Qd NHL Criteria 1

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) ^A Qb ^C Qd Qe Qf Dg
Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates

Naflnnal Reg-^ster Significance 1888-Present 1«8R-Presenf
Education, Engineering, Science

National Historic Landmark: Theme:

Science, Subtheme: Physical Science, Cultural Affiliation

Facet: Astronomy

Significant Person Architect/Builder

S. E. Todd

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

Sxjnmary

The 36-inch Clark refractor, housed in the Lick Observatory building, was

the first large telescope erected on a site chosen for its astronanical

ad\7antages, rather than for convenience in the builder's backyard, or en a

university campus. 2 The location of the telescope on Mcwnt Hamilton

proved to be an excellent choice and provided an example that has been

followed from 1888 until the present day. The discoveries of early Lick

astroncniers, starting with Shelbume Wesley Bumham, James E. Keeler,

Edward Emerson Barnard, and their later successors, began a tradition of

excellence at Lick that has had a profound impact in shaping the history

of American astronomy in the twentieth century. These astronomers have
contributed to almost every brandi of research in the history of astrcncmy.

By combining excellent equipment, a favorable location, and the proximity

to the resources of the University of California, Lick established the

pattern for large modem observatories that has continued to this day and

has left a maior imprint on modem astronomy.

History

Lick Observatory was opened in 1888, around the 36- inch refractor, financed

by California businessman James Lick. Planned from the beginning for use

by a large staff of astronomers for their individual research programs,

the institution was built around the great Alvan Clark 36-inch refractor,

housed in the main observatory building.

Prior to the establishment of Lick, few astronomers understood the advan-

tages of mountaintop observing, or had even studied the problem of obser-

vatory site selection. Major telescqjes had always been erected near

universities or in cities in convenient locations. Building a major
observatory en a mountaintop was unprecedented, but George Davidson, the

head of the Pacific branch of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, a

dedicated geodesist and astronomer, had traveled throughout California

and knew from first-hand experience the advantages of a mountaintop

CH Sea oondnuation sheet
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location. Davidson in his capacity as President of the California Academy
of Sciences, often met with James Lick, a bachelor, to discuss the dis-
position of his large estate. During these meetings Lick and Davidson
discussed topics relating to science and astrcnony and the need for large
telescopes. By 1873 Davidson's meetings with Lick were successful when
he announced to the Academy of Sciences that Lick had agreed to finance
the building of a large observatory in the Sierra Nevada Mountains.
James Lick took a perscnal interest in evalixating various sites for the
location of his observatory but the final decision in favor of Mount
Hamilton, located east of San Jose, in the Diablo Mountain Range, was
made by Thcmas Eraser, James Lick's foreman at the Lick homestead, and
close associate. Lick personally approved the selection of Mount Hamilton
shortly before his death on October 1, 1876.

This selection proved to be a fortunate choice. The skies above the
mountain were unusually transparent and Mount Hamilton was a sharp knife-
edged mountain that caused little perturbation or turbulence in the
airflow from the cool ocean current to the west.

The 36-inch lens for the Lick refractor was cast by a firm headed by
Charles Feil, of Paris, France, and ground by the American firm of Alvan
Clark, the premier telescope-making firm in the United States. At the
time of its completion in 1886 the 36-inch lens was the largest in the
world. The mounting for the telescope was completed by the engineering
firm of Warner and Swasey, marking the successful entry of this company
in the field and establishing their reputation in the mounting of large
astronomical telescopes. In the years after the establishment of Lick,
most major observatories in the country would turn to the Warner and
Swasey Company to mount their telescopes.

After the trustees of James Lick's estate turned over control of the
observatory to the University of California on June 1, 1888, Edward S.

Holden, the first director of the Lick Observatory, established four
major areas of scientific research for the 36-inch refractor. These
included double star research, an area of long-standing interest to
Wth-century astronomers; astrcmetry, the measuring of star positions;
the preparation of an accurate photographic atlas of the moon; and,

finally, spectroscopy—the study of the component colors in a star's
light to determine the properties of that star.

Lick Observatory attracted the most famous names in 19th-century astronomy
to use the 36-inch refractor. One of the first was Sherburne Wesley
Bumham, the well known double star observer from Chicago. Bumham's
presence, coupled with the famous 36- inch refractor and the unprecedented
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location, brought instant fame to the observatory. Bumham's work in

discovering and cataloging himdreds of pairs of stars, so future astroncniers

could study their orbits, continued at Lick for many years and was basic
to the future of astronanical research.
Also joining the staff was Edward Einerson Barnard who brought with him
experience in a technique new to astrcnany—photography. At Lick, Barnard
photographed the sky with a passion and in 1892 visually discovered the
fifth raoon of Jupiter, later named Amalthea, the first after Galileo's
discoveries. In all, four additional moons of Jupiter were discovered by
other astroncmers at Lick. In addition, Barnard assisted Lick's director,
Edward S. Hoiden, in taking a series of photographic plates to create an
atlas of the moon, v^iile his photographs of the Milky Way showed astronaners
the ccmplex arrangement of the galaxy for the first time. Barnard's work
at Lick pioneered the use of photography as a research tool in astronomy.

Another early Lick astronomer, James E. Keeler, completed pioneering work
in the field of spectroscopy, by recording the spectra of stars and cata-
loging this information. Keeler 's work in this field would eventually
lay the groundwork for understanding the types of stars in the galaxy.
Keeler' s measurements would also enable astroncmers to determine the
solar system's motion with respect to the nearby stars and would prove
the first step in the march to map out the motions of stars in the Milky
Way. This, in turn, led to a better understanding of cur Galaxy's contents,
size, and dynamics.

Although many of the early astronaners at Lick Observatory went on to
successful careers elsev^ere, great things continued to happen at Lick.
Heber D. Curtis extended Keeler 's work by pushing forth the xinderstanding
that spiral nebulae are galaxies. Robert Grant Aitken followed in Burnham's
tracks by discovering, catologing, and studying thousands of doable
stars. William W. Campbell organized many solar eclipse expeditions that
led to Robert J. Trumpler's confirmation of the general theory of relativity.
Trumpler's studies of stars in clxisters led to the discovery that dark
matter absorbs light in space, one of the most important discoveries
of twentieth-century astronomy.

In the 100 years since its establishment the Lick Observatory has left
a major imprint on the history of astrononv in America. By combining
excellent equipment, favorable location, and proximity to the resources
of the University of California, Lick established the pattern for large
modem observatories that has continued to this day.

4-2.
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Footnotes

1. The descriptive material in this section was taken from the following
sources

:

Leslie Sweeney and John Gustafson, ed. "Lick Observatory" ( University
of California, 1984), pp. 2-14.

Siegfried Marx and Werner Pfau, Observatories of the World (New Yorki
Van Nostrand Reinhold Canpany, no date), pp. 122-124.

Marian Card Donnelly, A Short History of Observatories (Eugene, Oregon:
University of Oregon Books, 1973), pp. 117-120.

2. The historical background for this section was taken frcra the following
sources:

Donald E. Osterbrock, et al.. Eye on the Sky; Lick Observatory's First
Century , (Berkeley, Califomiat University of California Press, 1988),

pp. 26>-271.

John R. Gustafson, "Pioneering Astroncniy at Lick Observatory," Astronomy
Magazine , May 1988, pp. 6-15.

Marx and Pfau, 0£. cit ., p. 124.
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Lick Observatory — Mt. Hamilton, Caiilbrnia

Exterior View of the Observatory from the West, 1952

Pltolo Credit: Lick Observalmy
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Lick Observatory — Mt. Hamilton, California

Interior View of the 36-inih Refractor, circa 1988

Photo Credit: Lick Observatory 5o



Lick Observatory — Ml. Hamilton, California

Exterior Close-up View of the 36-inch Dome, circa 1988

Photo Credit: Lick Observatory ^ 1
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1 . Nam* of Property

historic nam« Crosslev Reflector. Lick Observatory
other name«/8lte number Common's Reflector

2. Location

street & number Mount Hamilton 1
not for publication

City, town Santa Clara [_ vicinity

state California code CA county Santa Clara code nss zip code 95064

3. Claaalflcatlon

Ownership of Property

I I private

I I public-local

Q public-State

I I public-Federal

Category of Property

n bullding(8)

district

Qsite
5n structure

object

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing Noncontrlbuting

buildings

sites

1 structures

objects

Total1.
Name of related multiple property listing: Number of contributing resources previously

listed in the National Register

4. Stata/Fadaral Agancy Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, i hereby certify that this

EH nomination O request for determination of eilglbiiity meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the propertyO meets Odoes not meet the National Register criteria, LJSee continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property
1 1 meets^ does not meet the National Register criteria. u See continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

S. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is:

I I entered in the National Register.

I I See continuation sheet,

undetermined eligible for the National

Register. LZj See continuation sheet.

I I determined not eligible for the

National Register.

I I removed from the National Register,

n other, (explain:)
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6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Education
Research Facility

Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Education
—Research Facility

7. Description

Architectural Classification

(enter categories from instructions)

N/A

Materials (enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete
waNs concrete

roof _
other.

Iron

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The Crossley 36-indi reflector at the Lick Observatory was built by

British amateur astrcncmer Andrew Ainslie Cannon in England in 1876.

Cannon planned the telescc^e, mounting, and housing himself while the

36-inch silver-on-glass reflector mirror was designed and built by the

English telescope maker G. Calver. 1

To minimize convective thermal distxorbances of the mage fron any large

masses of metal near the cptical path, Conmon placed the primary mirror

above the declination axis, within a rigid but lightweight open framework,

supported by an equatorial fork mount. Counterweights were carried in

boxes below the mirror and below the declination axle. The polar axis was

partially floated in mercury to reduce friction, an innovation whidi was

applied years later to both the 60-inch and 100-inch telescopes at the

Mount Wilson Observatory. The telescc^e was stored horizontally in a

small wooden house with a sliding roof. The house had an exterior platform

on inclined ways to give access to the Newtcxiian focus. The housing and

platform could be rotated as a emit to the desired azimuth.

• In 1885 Conmon sold the 36-inch reflector to another British amateur

astronomer, Edward Crossley, who moved it to his estate near Halifax in

Yorkshire, England. The two 36-inch mirrors Conmon ordered for the

telescc^e were included in the sale. Mirror A, the one used by Canmcxi,

was installed in the telescope, while mirror B, also made by Calver, was

sent to an optical firm in Dublin, Ireland, to be refigured.

Since the observer's working area on the platform for the telescope was

too exposed to the weather, Crossley designed and constructed a substan-

tial dome to house the telescqje. The new dome was 39 feet in diameter

and covered with 1/12-inch galvanized iron. The dome weighed 15 tons and

- was driven by a water engine that turned it through a complete revolution

in five minutes. Pipes vinder the floor carried hot or cold water to heat
' and cool the dome when not in lose. The observer's platform was sxispended

inside the dome and rotated with it.

I 1 See continuation sheet
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By 1893 Crossley became dissatisfied with the climate of England for
astronomical work and decided to dispose of the 36-inch reflector and
done. After an exdiange of letters with Edward S. Holden, the director
of the Lick Obseirvatory, Crossley agreed to donate his telescope to
Lick.

During the sunmer of 1895 the large 36- inch reflector was taken down
and shipped to California. The massive done built to house the telescope
was also sent to Lick. By June 1896 the telescope was installed on
Mount Hamilton and ready for qjeration. Since it was not possible to use
Crossley' s water engine to turn the dome due to the lack of running
water on the mountain, the dome was turned instead by a rope and pulley
system. One arm's-length pull of the rope was necessary to move the
dome one inch.

The telescope was equipped with the f/5.8 newly refigured mirror B, \^ich
proved to be of excellent quality. However, due to problems in the
original mounting, it proved difficult to take satisfactory long exposures.

On January 1, 1898, James E. Keeler assumed the directorship of the Lick
Observatory and began to work with the Crossley reflector. Keeler
immediately began to make modifications to the telescope to improve its
optical qualities and working characteristics. Keeler cut down the pier
that mounted the telescc^)e by two feet, thus lowering the telesc<^)e by a
similar amount to provide more clearance between it and the dome. At
the same time the top of the pier was finished off with a slight bevel,

so that the polar axis was parallel to the axis of the rotation of the
Earth. These dianges in the mounting of the telescope were necessary to
compensate for the difference in latitude between Common's observatory in

England and Mount Hamilton. Other modifications included the addition of

a windscreen, a new and smoother drive clock and improvements to the
drive train and double-sided plate holder. Keeler also adjusted the

mirror of the telescope so that its qjtical axis was accurately aligned
with the center of the tube, and added a new low-power finder telescope,
for picking the right area of the sky, to work with the existing high-power

telescope. The latter was given a new and lighter-weight mounting.

Although Keeler was able to work successfully with the telescope and pro-

duce exposures up to four hours by 1899 the inst^rument still proved
difficult to handle and inadequate for longer observations. The major
problem was the insufficiently rigid mounting, v*iich failed to hold the

telescope steady in high winds and flexed excessively at large zenith

distances. Adding to these problems was the occasional slippage of the
mirror in its cell.
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James Keeler produced a large number of scientific papers based on his

work with the Crossley before he died on August 12, 1900.

The next astronomer to work with the Crossley was Charles Dillon Perrine,

who in 1900-1901, used the telescope to take nearly one thousand photographs
of the minor planet Eros as it approached the Earth. Although Perrine
continued to use the Crossley with good results, he was dissatisfied with
its performance and operation. Perrine was determined to improve the
telescope and in the years frcra 1902 to 1905, oversaw a reconstruction of
the telescope, which brought it into its modem form. !

Perrine replaced Common's original tube and mount with a much more rigid '

closed tube on an English equatorial mounting. The Newtonian flat mirror,
,

which brought the light out to a focus at the side of the tube, was removed >

and, in its place, Perrine introduced a plateholder directly at the prime I

focus of the telescope in the middle of the upper end of the tube.
,

Perrine also introduced a system of prisms and transfer lens so that the
observer could "guide" or accurately follow the motion of the stars during
the exposure from an eyepiece just outside of the tube. With these
modifications, the Crossley became a faster and more efficient telescope
for photographing nebulae and star fields.

The Crossley remained unchanged until 1934 v^en the large 36-inch mirror
was coated with aluminum, thus increasing its light-gathering capacity.
In the early 1950s, the drive mechanism of the telescope was replaced.
The polar axis was turned end for end so that a worm gear could new be
used to drive the telescope fran the south polar axle housing, and an
electronic clock replaced the old medianical clock. In the late 1960s
Selsyn telescope-position readouts were installed at the observing end of
the instrument, and the observer's platform was enlarged and strengthened
to carry the additional electronic equipment required by modem obser-
vational techniques. A large bearing was installed to ease rotation of
the top section of the tube. Finally, a modem darkroom was built.

The Crossley 36-inch reflector is found a few hundred yards southwest
of the Main Observatory Building of the Lick Observatory and is still
in use as an operational scientific instrument for the study of the stars
and galaxies.

Si^
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James Keeler/Charles Perrlne Andrew Common/Charles Perrlne

Robert Trumpler
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Summary

The Crossley 36-indi reflector at the Lick Observatory was the first of a

long line of metal-film-on-glass modem reflecting telescopes that have

doninated major astroncmical advances for the past century. In addition,

the Crossley has produced more scientific results than any other telesc(^)e

of its size, including several historically important studies in stellar

evolution, the structure and spectra of planetary nebulae, and the discovery

and spectral analysis of faint variable stars in young clxisters. The

Crossley also contributed to studies that confirmed the expansion of the

universe..

History

The Crossley 36-indi reflecting telescqje, at the Lick Observatory, marked

the first modem application of a reflecting telescope to astronomical

studies.

2

In 1789 Sir William -Hersdiel built a reflecting telescope with a A8-

inch polished mirror, but the telescope was difficult to point and the

mirror needed constant polishing. Shortly thereafter, the two-component

lens was developed and refractors became the telescope of choice. Despite

the many advantages of reflectors over refractors, it was not until 1880,

v*ien the ted\niqtie of making concave silver-siorfaced glass mirrors was

perfected, that reflectors again assumed importance in astronomy.

3

One of the earliest such telescopes was the 36-indi reflector built by

British amateur astronomer Andrew Coranoti. Coninon's telescope was built

around a 36-inch silver-on-glass mitrror that was mounted on an equatorial

fork and used as a photographic telescope. The diief innovations in

Ccnmon's telescope were the achievement of a smooth drive by relieving

the bearings of almost the entire weight of the telescope, and the inven-

tion of an adjtistable plate holder. The bearing load was diminished by

submerging a hollow steel float in mercury, while the platdiolder had an

C] Sea continuation sheet
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eyepiece and crosswire attached so that a star just off the edge of the

plate could be watched and, if it drifted away from its starting position,
be brought back by moving the plateholder. The end result showed that it

was possible to build a telesc<^)e that was sufficiently smoothly and
accurately enough driven to allow very good photographs to be taken.

^

By 1881 Comnon published a description of his 36-inch reflector, intro-
ducing the paper with a list of ten conditions vital for the successful
operation of a large reflecting telescope. The last of these conditions
was a suitable location for the erection of the telescope.

5

In 1885 Cannon sold his 36-indi reflecting telescope to Edward Crossley
of Halifax, Yorkshire, England, who donated the telescope to the Lick
Observatory shortly after his retirement from astronony in 1893.

Crossley' s donation of his telescope to Lick was fortuitous. For the
first time a large reflecting telescope was located on a suitable mountain
site where its large aperture could be used to its fullest advantage.

Within a short time the Crossley reflector was put to good use v*ien James
E. Keeler initiated a program of nebular photography with it. Keeler's
photographs showed the existence of hundreds of spiral nebulae that
are new known as galaxies. Neither Keeler nor anyone else at the time
realized that nebulae were predominantly extragalagtic, but Keeler, using
Crossley photographs, was the first to realize that these objects were a
major constituent of the tmiverse. After Keeler's death, astrononer CD.
Perrine canpleted Keeler's observational program, and in 1908 published a
remarkable selection of Crossley photographs in memory of Keeler. Keeler's
and Perrine 's success with the Crossley reflector was probably more
influential than any other single factor in convincing professional
astrcnaners of the practical effectiveness of large reflectors.

6

By the early 1900s, as a result of Keeler's and Perrine' s work with the
Crossley, it was apparent that the future of large telescopes lay with
mirrors rather than lenses. A few years later, when George Ellery Hale
began to plan for the establishment of a large observatory on Mount
Wilson in California, the use of a large refracting telescope was not even
considered. The Crossley had shown the way to the future of astronomy.
Large reflecting telescopes would now dominate 20th-century astronomy.

In the years since the early 1900s astronomers at Lick have lised the
Crossley for several historically important studies in stellar evolution,
including the structure and spectra of planetary nebulae and the discovery
and spectral analysis of faint variable stars in young clusters. The
Crossley has also contributed to studies confirming the expansion of the
universe.
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In 1908 astrononer Edward A. Path, xising data collected with the Crossley
reflector, established that none of the spirals observed had continuous
spectra, but were in his opinion, clusters of individual stars. His
conclusion was that spiral nebulae must be very distant and canposed
of very faint stars.

Building upon the work of Keeler, Perrine, and Fath, astronomer Heber D.

Curtis devoted his efforts with the Crossley toward a better understanding
of the nature of spiral nebulae. In 1912 and 1913 Curtis published exten-
sive lists and descriptions of the brighter nebulae and clxisters that he
photographed using the Crossley. Curtis' observations of numerous faint
novae in the nebulae he photographed with the Crossley led to his conclusion
that the nebulae were far more distant from the Earth than had previously
been thought. Curtis concluded the nebulae were beyond our own galaxy.
Curtis led the way in pushing forth the understanding of spiral nebulae
as galaxies, giant island universes, external to our galaxy. In arriving
at this view Curtis collided head on with astronomer Harlow Shapley, who
held the opposite point of view in the famous 1920 Curtis Shapley debate
held before the National Academy of Sciences, in Washington, DC.

In 1930 astronomer Robert J. Trumpler used data obtained from the
Crossley to publish his classic paper in which he examined the distances,
dimensions and space distributions of open star clusters. Trumpler
proved conclusively that our galaxy does contain a layer of absorbing
gas and dust which attenuates light of different colors by different
amounts. By properly taking into account this attenuation, Trumpler's
work led to considerably smaller dimensions for our galaxy than had
previously been considered.

Continued contributions made by astronomers using the Crossley telescq)e
in this century are almost endless. Comets, asteroids, and satellites
of the planets were regularly discovered. There were many studies of
novae, planetary nebulae and their central stars, star clusters, and
interstellar medium. Variable stars received attention, especially after
photoelectric photometry became popular. In more recent years the Crossley
has continued to be used as a scientific instrument, producing important

new information in the study of astronomy.

The Crossley reflector was the first large reflecting telescope put into

Gyration and used by astronomers at a first-class site. Using the Cross-

ley, James Keeler and other astronomers at Lick determined the success of

the reflector design for all subsequent large telescopes. Once the

Crossley was in operation on Mount Hamiliton, the future path of astro-
nomical research in the 20th century, based on large reflecting telescopes,
was determined. While larger and more powerful reflecting telescopes

were built, all would be, in a sense, the teciinologi cal descendants of

the Crossley.
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Footnotes

1. The descriptive material in this section was taken frorii the follcwing
sources.

Donald E. Osterbrock, et al., Eye en the Sky> Lick Observatory's First
Century (Berkeley, California: University of Califorinia Press, 1988).

Donald E. Osterbrock, James E. Keeler: Pioneer American Astrophysicist
and the Early Development of American Astrophyics (Cambridge, England;
Cambridge University Press, 1984).

Remington P. S. Stone, "The Crossley Reflector: A Centennial Review - I,"
Sky and Telescope Magazine , October 1979, pp. 307-311.

^_, "The Crossley Reflector » A Centennial Review - II,"
Sky and Telescope Magazine , November 1979, pp. 396-400.

2. Leslie Sweeney and John Gustafson, ed. "Lick Observatory" ( University
of California, 1984), p. 16.

3. Ibid.
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Lick Observatory — Mt. Hamilton, California

Exterior View of the Crossley 36-inch Reflector Building, 1988

Photo Credit: Lick Observatory
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Lick Observatory — Mt. Hamilton, California

Crossley 36-inch Reflector, 1900

Photo Credit: Lick Observatory
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Lick Observatory — Mt. Hamilton, California

Crossley 36-inch Reflector, 1988

Pholo Credit: Lick Observatory Cpe>
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6. Function or U—
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Research Facility
Education

Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Research Facility
Education

7. Deocriptlon

Architectural Classification

(enter categories from instructions)

N/A

Materials (enter categories from Instructions)

foundation mnrrctp, masnnflry, wnnd
waNs

roof _
OtfMT .

steel

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

Mount Wilson Observatory, placed in qseration in 1904, was the second (after

Lick) of the great astroncmical research observatories to be established in the

Far West. The observatory, at 5,710 feet altitude, is located in the Angeles

National Forest on a 1,050-acre plateau at the sunmit of Mount Wilson. All of

the major researdi telescc^es described belcw, with the exception of the 100-inch

Hooker reflector, are in operation. The 100-inch Hooker reflector was mothballed

by the Carnegie Institution (operator of the observatory since 1904) in 1985

due to lack of funds. Mount Wilson Observatory is in Los Angeles Ccunty,

20 miles east of Los Angeles on State Highway 2,1

Snow horizontal solar telescope

The Snow horizontal solar telescope was built at a cost of $10,000 for the use

of the Yerkes Observatory in Wiscorisin, with funds provided by Helen Sncw. Due

to poor visvial conditions at the Wisconsin site. Hale had the telescope shipped

to the Mount Wilson Observatory, where it was carried up the mountain, piece by

piece, on the backs of mules following a dirt trail only fcur feet wide. When

assembled in 1905 the Snow horizontal solar telescofje became the first permanent

telescope to be placed on the mountain.

The Snow telescope contains a coelostat, or slcwly revolving mirror, on a

clock-driven mounting, that receives light from the sxm and is reflected to a

plane mirror 30 indies in diameter. Fran this mirror the beam is reflected

nearly horizontally to a point 100 feet north, where it falls en a telescope

with a 24-inch concave mirror of 60-foot focal length, thus forming a solar

image about 6.5 inches in diameter. Because the path over v*iich the beam of

svmlight has to pass is very long. Hale raised the telescope high above the

ground on a series of stone piers, to protect the beam of light from distortions

caused by rising hot air. The telescope is covered by a long corrugated

metal shed to protect its working parts from the elements.

The horizontal design of the Snow telescope was soon superseded by solar tele-

scopes using a vertical design that provided a clearer image of the sun. The

Snow telescope is only lightly used today for solar and night-time studies that

require a stable platform and a large aperture (24- inch) mirror.

I

I I See continuation shert
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The 60-foot solar telescope

The horizontal design of the Snow telescope proved unatisfactory because of
heat rising frccn the ground that caused mirror distortion and air turbulence.
To solve this probem. Hale designed a vertical telescope in 1907—the 60-foot
Solar telescope.

This instrument employs a 60-foot tower to house a 12-inch coelostat, a 22 x
12.5-inch elliptical flat mirror and a 12-indi objective doublet with a focal
length of 60 feet. Both mirrors are 12 inches thick to prevent rapid distortion
due to solar heating. A laboratory at the base of the tower contains a 30-foot
underground spectroheliograph, sunk into the bedrock of the mountain, whidi
produces a 6-inch solar image. The mirrors of the telescope are attached to
motorized mountings in an assanbly housed in a small v^iite dome 60 feet above
the ground.

in order to prevent the instrumentation from buffeting in the wind, the telescope
has two towers for structural stability. The larger outer tower supports the
dome, while the smaller inner tower supports the mirror and lenses. The siting
of the spectroheliograph in a pit dug 30 feet into the bedrock of the mountain,
below the telescope, provides a stable vibration-free location calculated to
produce sharp images of the sun.

In the years since 1907, the 60-foot solar telescope has remained in constant
use. While the basic design and structvire of the telescope has remained intact,

recent improvements include the installation of an automatic guiding system to
provide a stable light feed to a tuneable magneto-optical filter that is mounted
on the spectrograph table. A computer system for data handling and reduction

has been installed in a specially constructed building next to the tcwer. The
60-foot solar telescope is still in tose.

The 150-foot solar telescope

With the success of the 60-foot solar telescope. Hale proposed a 150-foot solar

telescope of a similar design to adiieve an even larger image. The Carnegie
Institution provided the funds and the telescc^e was completed by 1912.

The tower is of double construction. The cuter tower supports the dome and

protects the inner optical support tower from wind and vibration. The mirrors

are fitted with water jackets for cooling, and the 12-indi objective is a

triplet designed to minimize the secondary spectrum. The instrument pit con-

taining the spectroheliograph is located 75 feet into the bedrock of the moun-

tain. The motorized mirrors in the sriSkll dome 150 feet above the ground focus

an image of the sun 17 inches across onto a table in the building at the base

of the telescope.

Tl
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The 150-foot solar telescope has been expertly maintained and upgraded over the
years. Recent modifications include the installation of a computerized data
handling system, a new grating and new exit and entrance slit assemblies. The
150-foot solar telescope is in use and remains one of the best facilities in
the world for solar observation.

The 60-inch reflector

The 60- inch reflector at Mount Wilson was constrxicted in 1908. Hale used the
60-inch glass blank that his father purchased for him in 1896. George Ritchey
finished the glass blank into a mirror of the proper size in the Mount Wilson .

optical shops in Pasadena, California. Ritchey also designed the tube and
mounting for the telescope, which were built by the Union Iron Works in San
Francisco. The design drew heavily on experience gained with the use of the
36-inch Crossley reflector at the Lick Observatory.

The telescope is supported by a 15-foot tube, v^idi contains eight separate
steel tubes and cross-braces designed to provide a stiffer truss and support
system than was originally found in the Crossley reflector. The mirror is
supported by a system of levers in a steel housing attached to the bottom of
the tube and is fork-mounted on the polar axis. Just below the fork is a 10-

foot diameter mercury float-bearing system designed to carry the weight of the
telescope. The telescope is moved with electric motors. The 58-foot dome of
the telescope is built from steel, on a concrete foundation, with double walls
for the free circulation of air. This design is necessary to minimize
temperature variations which could alter the shape of the mirror.

Hale designed the optical system of the 60-inch reflector so that the instrument
could be used for a variety of purposes. As a Newtonian telescope it was an
f/5 instrument for photography and low-dispersion spectroscopy. In a modified
Cassegrain configuration, using a convex hyperboloidal mirror before the prime
focus and a plane mirror at the lower end of the tube to reflect light to the

side of the tube, it could be used at f/16 for spectrography and an f/20 for
photography. Finally, as an f/30 Coude, light was reflected by an appropriately
geared mirror through the hollow polar axis into a constant-temperature room
housing a large spectrograph. This flexible optical system, which allowed the
telescope to be used for photographic and spectrographic purposes, was a model
for future large reflectors.

The 60- inch reflector was upgraded mechanically and electrically in 1967. In
1977 the telescope was equipped with a spectrometer for the study of stellar
magnetic activity; in 1980 a mini compniter was added to record data from this
spectrometer. The 60-inch reflector is in use as an important researdi tele-
scope.

Tn
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The 100- inch Hooker reflector

While the 60-indi reflector was under construction, George Ellery Hale began to
plan an even larger telescope. In 1906 with the support c£ a $45,000 grant
frcm wealthy Los Angeles industrialist J.D. Hooker, Hale ordered a 100-inch
blank disk, made fran wine-bottle glass, fran the St. Gobain glass works in
France.

After several failures, a satisfactory disk was cast in 1910 and shipped to
Pasadena for polishing. Despite some flaws in the glass. Hale persuaded his
friend George Ritdiey to begin the long process of grinding the glass into the
required shape. When Ritdiey finished, the 100-inch mirror weighed about 9,000
pounds

.

In 1910 Hale and Hooker persuaded the Carnegie Institution to grant 5500,000 to
complete the construction of the telescope. The preliminary design of the dome
was drawn up by members of the observatory staff and turned over to the firm of
Daniel H. Bumham, in Chicago, for completion. The English yoke mounting for the
telescope was designed by Ritchey and then modified by Hale and another member
of the Mount Wilson staff, Francis Pease. The use of the English ydce mounting
to provide much stiffer support for the telescope meant that the instrument
could never see the stars near the north celestial pole.

In 1915 the Fore River Shipbuilding Company of Quincy, Massachusetts, began
sending the various components of the mounting to Pasadena. Since the parts
were too large and heavy for the old road to the top of the mountain, a new
road, widened to 12 feet, had to be built.

To support the telescope, a concrete pier 33 feet high was built into the bed-
rock of the mountain. At the bottom the pier is a rectangle 20 x 45 feet
across, while the tap mushrooms out to a circular observing floor, 54 feet in
diameter, supported by two massive concrete support brackets. Within the hollow
structure of the pier are several floors used for storage and darkroom space.
F^uipment to re-silver the huge mirror is found just under the telescope.

By July 1917 the mounting was assembled and ready for the installation of the
100-inch mirror. By 1919 the Hodcer reflector was in regular qieration and
producing useful scientific data. The final cost of the telescope to Carnegie
was $600,000, not including the labor of the Mount Wilson staff, or the original
contribution by Hooker.

Optically, the Hooker telescope is very similar to the 60-inch telescope. It

can be used as an f/5 Ne^Ttonian, f/16 modified Cassegrain, or an f/30 Coude.

In the latter case the beam is brought through the hollow polar axis into a
constant temperature room in the south pier for high-dispersion spectrography.
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The polar axis of the telescope, on which the 87-ton instrument must turn
smoothly to counteract the rotation of the Earth, is defined by self-aligning
journal bearings, while the bulk of the load is carried by two steel drums that
float in mercury. The resulting friction is so lew that the telescope, with
200,000 pounds of moving parts, can be rotated by the force of one hand at the
end of the tube.

To rotate the telescope, a large worm gear 18 feet in diameter is mounted on
the south end of the polar axle. The gear, of cast iron with hollow spokes, is

made in two halves bolted together. It meshes with a tool-steel worm that is

rotated by a mechanical driving clock at one turn per minute. Because of the
accuracy required in tracking the stars as they move across the night sky,

great precision was required in cutting the teeth of the worm gear. This

operation was done by the Italian instrument maker, C. Jacomini, with the gear
in place on the telescope. Using a microscope and a diamond scriber, Jacomini,
divided the gear into 1440 equal segments, one for each tooth, scribing the
marks on an inserted brass ring near the edge of the gear. Later he gashed the
teeth individually. The gear and worm were "run in" with rouge and oil.

The rotating 100-foot, 500-ton double skin dome is similar to that found in
the 60-indi telescope. The dome is supported by railroad trucks on a precision-
ground double circular railroad track and is controlled by electric motors.

In 1981 the 100-inch Hooker reflector was designated an International Historic
Mechanical Engineering Landmark by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
In 1985, due to the lack of operating funds, the Carnegie Institution mothballed
the Hooker reflector.

Other Features

In addition to the five major telescopes described above, there are multiple
reflectors, refractors and cameras housed in smaller domes around the mountain.
There are also many support facilities including garages, warehouses, water
tanks, individual houses and dormitories on the mountain. Only the five major
telescopes described in this nonination contribute to the national significance
of the Mount Wilson Observatory.
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Significant Person Architect/Builder

George Ellery Hale George Ellerv Hale

Edwin Hubble

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria coraideratiorts, and areas and periods of significance noted atxive.

Sxjmnary

The establishment of the Mount Wilson Observatory in 1904, by American astrcnaner

George Ellery Hale, brought a new era to the science of astrcncmy. The Sncw

horizontal telescope and the two solar tcwer telescopes were the first major

instruments placed on Mount Wilson. Ccrapletion of the 60-inch reflector in

1908 and the lOO-indi Hodcer reflector in 1917 made Mount Wilson the heme

of the two largest telescc^es in existence and the center of the astronomical

world. These telescopes represented a quantum leap in medianical and optical

engineering capability. They laid the technological foundation for all large

modem telescopes. Many of the major advances and greatest names in 20th-

century astroncmy are associated with the Mount Wilson Observatory, including

Edwin P. Hubble, \^o in 1929 used the 100-inch Hooker reflector to gather data

that showed the universe to be in a regular state of expansion thereby providing

the first clues to the origin of the tmiverse. 2

History

The decision of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, DC, to build the Mount

Wilson Solar Observatory in the San Gabriel Mountains near Los Angeles was made

at the urging of Dr. George Ellery Hale, the organizer and director of the

Yerkes observatory at William's Bay, Wisconsin.

The first permanent telescope on Mount Wilson was the Sncw horizontal solar

telescope that Hale brought fran the Yerkes observatory in 1904. The Snow

telescope was followed by the 60-foot solar telescope in 1907 and the 60-inch

reflector, for deep sky observations, in 1908. In 1912 Hale added the 150-foot

solar telescope and in 1917 the 100-inch Hooker reflector. In 1920, after the

completion of the 100-inch Hooker reflector, the Carnegie Institution, changed

the name of the observatory from the Mount Wilson Solar Observatory to the

Mount Wilscxi Observatory.

I I See continuation afteet
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Hale, who was appointed the director of Mount Wilson in 1904 long dreamed of
establishing a mcxintaintcp observatory that would combine a solar telescope and
a large reflecting telescope. Hale's experience at Yerkes, with its large
40-inch refractor, convinced him that the future of astronany resided with the
large reflecting telescope that would prove a suitable instrument for the study
of astrophysics—the application of the principles of physics to astronomical
objects beyond the earth. He jvostified the combination of a solar observatory
with a large reflecting telescope, designed for stellar astronomy, v^en he
wrotec "The story of the origin of the stin and its development is illustrated
in stars of many types whidi are no less important to a thorough understanding
of its physical constitution than is a direct investigation of solar phenomena."

At Mount Wilson, Hale would put his theory of the modem observatory into
practice. The Mount Wilson Observatory soon set the style for modem obser-
vatories. Whereas Yerkes was built on the traditional pattern of an imposing
central building with domes for the various telescopes and separate houses for
staff on the grounds, at Mount Wilson Hale built only the observing instruments
and a "monastery" with temporary accommodations for the staff actually engaged
in observing. The staff lived in Pasadena, vtiere the headquarters of the
observatory was located.

The concentration of these modem instruments and the favorable location of the
observatory on a high mountain with clear skies soon attracted the most famous
astronomers in the world to work with and use these telescopes. Hale encouraged
this practice by helping many of them secure fvmds from the Carnegie Institution
through its Research Associate Program. These astronomers included Jacobus
Kapte3m from the Netherlands, Ejnar Hertzsprung from Germany, Bertil Lindblad
from Sweden, and Jan Oort from the Netherlands. Among the famous American
astronomers who came to Mount Wilson were Edward Emerson Barnard from the Lick
Observatory, Albert Michelson from the University of Chicago, Henry Norris
Russell from Princeton University, and Joel Stebbins from the University
of Wisconsin.

The success of the Mount Wilson telescopes Weis soon spread through the influence
of these men to the wider astronomical comnunity and led to the construction of

a whole new series of big reflectors between the two World Wars. While no
one telescope was as large as the 100-inch Hooker reflector, many smaller
reflectors were built using many of the design principles first tested at Mount
Wilson.

Perhaps the most famous instrument at Mount Wilson was the lOO-indi Hooker
reflector, which from 1919 until it was moth-balled in 1985, never ceased to
make significant contributions to the science of astronomy.
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The 100-inch Hooker reflector was responsible for the first detailed photographs
of "spiral nebulae." According to an early estimate by Hale, the Hooker ref-
lector could photograph at least two million nebulae. In addition, these
photographs not only shewed structure, but they also showed fainter stars than
anyone had seen before. Astronomer Edwin P. Hubble' s detection of the first
Cepheid variable star in the Andromeda Galaxy in 1923 ended all arguments on
the nature of the spirals. This discovery provided positive proof that the
spiral nebulae were each a stellar system, external to our own galaxy, the
Milky Way. Later, Hubble and his assistant Milton Humason, as a result of
their observations with the Hooker reflector, discovered that most galaxies
were moving at high speeds away from iftie Earth. Using these observations,
Hubble showed that the universe expands according to the following law: The
greater the galaxy's distance from us, the greater its velocity, in direct
proportion. This means that a galaxy twice as far from us as another is receding
twice as fast. Hubble soon realized that such an expansion has two curious
properties. First, every galaxy appears to be the center of the expansion as
seen from that particular galaxy. Second, at one time in the distant past, all
the matter in the universe must have been collected together at one place and
time. Hubble' s observations pointed clearly to a beginning. Here for the
first time was direct evidence for a unique creation event, v^at cosmologists
call the "Big Bang" theory.

Another important visitor to Mount Wilson was the Nobel Prize-winning physicist

Albert Midielson, of the University of Chicago, who came to the observatory in

1919 and returned frequently as a guest investigator. In historic experiments
on Mount Wilson in the 1920s, Michelson accurately measured the speed of ligjit.

Michelson mounted a rotating octagonal mirror on Mount Wilson, and used it to
reflect a beam of light to a flat mirror mounted on nearby Mount Baldy. Ihe
Mount Baldy mirror in turn reflected the beam back to another facet of the
spinning mirror on Mount Wilson, v*iere it was reflected to the observer's eye.

By adjiisting the rotation speed so that the 8-sided mirror would make exactly

l/8th of a turn as the light traveled from Mount Wilson to Mount Baldy and back,

Michelson measured the speed of light with great accuracy.

Michelson also used the 100-inch Hooker reflector to advantage. He developed

an instrument called the stellar interferometer, a device for use en a telescope

to allow the measurement of very small distances in the sky. With extra mirrors

mounted on a 20-foot beam attached to the top of the Hooker reflector,

Michelson made the first direct measurements of the sizes of stars other than

the sun. In 1920, for example, Midielson determined the diameter of the star

Betelgeuse to be 215,000,000 miles, a huge distance compared to that of cur

own sun. Other stellar diameters were measured, and they were able to

prove the validity of astronomer Henry Norris Russell's theory of red super-

giant stars.
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For most of this century the Mount Wilson Observatory and its major telescopes
have contributed mightily to our understanding c£ the science of astroncray

and the universe we inhabit. Within a few years after the observatory was begun,
five of the world's great telescopes, including the world's largest solar and
stellar telescopes, were in operation on the mountain. Many fundamental prob-
lems in astronomy— the nature of svmspots, the temperature and composition of

stars, the structure of the universe, and the most basic questions of all in-
volving the very origin of the universe were addressed by the greatest astron-
omers in the world using the best equipment money could buy. George Ellery
Hale's conception of the modem observatory was vindicated. The Mount Wilson
model had forever changed the history of the science of astronomy.
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Footnotes

1. The descriptive material in this section was taken fran the following sources.

Helen Wright, Explorer of the Universe: A Biography of George Ellery Hale
(New York: E.P. button & Co., Inc. 1966), pp. 207-209.

Michael Siiimons, "Reflections en Mount Wilson's Past: Building the 100-inch
Telescope," Reflections fran the Mount Wilson Observatory Association , Fall
1986, pp. 1, 12-16.

Owen Gingerich, ed.. Astrophysics and twentieth century astronomy to 1950
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1984), IV: 137-44.

Richard Learner, Astronomy Through the Telescope (New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, 1981), p. 112.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, The 100-Inch Telescope of
the Mount Wilson Observatory (Northrop Corporation, 1981) . (Brochure)

2. The historical background for this section was taken from the following
sources:

Gingerich, og^. cit ., pp. 137-144

Mount Wilson Institute, The Mount Wilson Observatory: A View Toward the
Future , Draft Proposal, October 1987.

Allan Sandage, "Inventing the Beginning," Science 84 , November 1984,

pp. 111-113.
"

Siegfried Marx and Werner Pfau, Observatories of the World (New York:
Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1984), pp. 115-119.

Simmons, op . cit . , pp. 14-16.
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LIST OI=^ BUILDIISIGS rf^T MT . WILSON OBS .

100-INCH DOME: Built in J918, contains historic 100-inch
telescope and aluminizing facilities.

60- INCH DOME: Built in 1907, contains 60-inch telescope
which was the first large stellar telescope on Mt. Wilson.

150-FOOT SOLAR TOWER: Tower containing 12-inch refracting solar
telescope. Built in 1910.

60-FOOT SOLAR TOWER: Built in 1907, solar telescope where George
Hale discovered magnetic fields in sunspots. Contains 12-inch
refractor.

SNOW TELESCOPE: Built with funding from Helen Snow and brought
to Mt. Wilson in 1904, this was the first permanent telescope of the
Carnegie Institution. Contains 60-foot reflecting solar telescope of
24 inches aperture. Although used primarily for solar work, it has
been operated historically for stellar spectroscopy by W.S.Adams.

10-FOOT SOLAR TELESCOPE: Small solar distortion telescope operated by
Caltech.

6-INCH DOME: Contains 6-inch Cooke refractor on a Warner
Swasey mount. Used now as a vistor's viewing telescope, it has, in the
past, been utilized many times as a test bench for expermental optics
by the staff astronomers at Mt. Wilson

24-INCH DOME: Empty now, has contained many telescopes over
the years. Most recently housed Caltech 24-inch relfector.

NRL INTERFEROMETER: Recent interferometer designed and operated by

Dr. Michael Shao, (et al)

.

UC INTERFEROMETER: Two trailer telescopes designed and operated
by Dr. Charles Townes, (et al)

.

OBSERVATORY OFFICE: Built in the 20's, this building housed the 50-

foot Michaelson - Pease interferometer until 1979 when it was
dismantled to make room for observatory office/carpentry
shop/electronics lab.

LIBRARY: Mountain working library and transient office

space. Also contains billards room and spare darkroom/plate baking

room. During the early days of the observatory, this was the mountain

physical laboratory where many experiments were carried out by Hale,

Gale, King, and H.D. Babcock.
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MACHINE SHOP: Mtn. machine shop. Also contains emergency AC-
DC power generators. North end is hardware room.

AC GENERATOR SHED: Small building housing on-line navy surplus
I 1 VAC generator,

BATTERY ROOM: Located below and west of the machine shop, it
was used as room for lead-acid batteries in early days. Now used for
storage .

SMALL ROOM: Small 1 room building of unknown use and
origin. Located next to and northwest of the library.

PLATE VAULT: Located under 60-foot tower, has been used in
the past as a storage room for unexposed photographic plates; now
empty .

SEISMOMETER HOUSE: Small wooden building containing Caltech/PCC
seismographs .

MAGNETOMETER HOUSE: Very small wooden building, now empty, which
at one time housed Carnegie magnetometers. Discontinued about the tine
of the arrival of TV stations (and TVI) on mtn.

MUSEUM-AUDITORIUM: Carnegie museum of astronomical photographs
and scale model of observatory. North end contains 256 seat auditorium
which was the location of friday night lectures that were discontinued
in 1942. Has the only public accessible restrooms on observatory
property.

MONASTERY: Sixteen room dormitory built in 1909, used as

sleeping accomodations for visiting astronomers and guests. Has
adjoining sitting room and dining hall. Adjacent is kitchen and rooms
for cook/steward.

GARAGES: Housing for snow plow and skip loader. Storage
for hand tools. Three sets of garages for mtn. employees large enough
to hold 13 autos, total.

FIRE PUMP ROOMS: Two buildings, one having a gasoline, and one

having an electric, fire pump. Both feed into a manifold which is the

basis for mtn. fire fighting system.

WATER TANKS: Three water tanks of about 670,000 gallon

combined capacity used for both mtn. potable supply and fire fighting.

PUMP HOUSES: Two water wells and asssociated pump houses

located about H mile down a north canyon. Source for mountain water

supply.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION SHED:Small building south of 60" which contains AC
circuit breakers for all facilities.

ASTROGRAPH SHED: Now converted to a studio, was used as housing
for astrograph in early days.

KAPETYN COTTAGE I bedroom vacation cottage available to
Carnegie employees.

HOTEL CABIN: Last remaining cabin of Mt. Wilson Hotel. I

room and in very poor shape.

CABIN #l: ^bedroom employee housing.

CABIN #2: 3 bedroom employee housing.

CABIN #3: 2 bedroom employee housing.

CABIN #4: 3 bedroom employee housing.

CABIN #6: 2 bedroom employee housing.

CABIN #7: 3 bedroom employee housing.

CABIN #8: I bedroom employee housing.

CABIN #9: I bedroom employee housing.

CABIN #16: I bedroom employee housing.

L. Webster 27-Jan-88
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The 100 -Inch Telescope of the Mount Wilson Observatory

An International Historical Mectianical
Engineering LarKlnnark

ThieAmerican Society of Mectianical
Engineers • June 20, 1981

Mount Wilson Observatory
Mount Wilson, California
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/
The completed facility.

BACKGROUND

THE MOUNT WILSON OBSERVATORY was founded

in 1904 by the CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASH-
INGTON, a private foundation for scientific research

supported largely from endowments provided by Andrew

Carnegie.

Within a few years, the Observatory became the world

center of research in the new science of astrophysics, which

is the application of principles of physics to astronomical

objects beyond the earth. These include the sun, the

planets of our solar system, the stars in our galaxy, and

the system of galaxies that reaches to the limits of the

visible universe.

SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS

The Mount Wilson 100-inch reflector dominated dis-

coveries in astronomy from its beginning in 1918 until the

dedication of the Palomar 200-inch reflector in 1948.

(Both telescopes are primarily the result of the lifework of

one man — George Ellery Hale.) Many of the foundations

of modern astrophysics were set down by work with

this telescope.

One of the most important results was the discovery

that the intrinsic luminosities (total light output) of the

stars could be found by inspection of the record made

when starlight is dispersed into a spectrum by a prism or

a grating. These so-called spectroscopic absolute lumi-

nosities, discovered at Mount Wilson and developed for

over forty years, opened the way to an understanding

of the evolution of the stars and eventually to their ages.

Perhaps the most important scientific discovery of the

20th century is that we live in an expanding Universe.

The observed velocities of galaxies increase progressively

with ever-increasing distances. It was this finding, made in

1E10 with the Hooker reflector, together with the earlier

discovery in 1924, also made with the Hooker reflector,

that galaxies are stellar systems, that solved the most basic

question of cosmology — namely, .what is the nature of

the large scale structure of the Universe.

Francis G. Pease af the Cassegrain focus of the 100-inch

telescope.
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1910-1918. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
OF THE MOUNT WILSON
100-INCH HOOKER TELESCOPE

In 1902, George Ellery Hale, builder and first director

of the University of Chicago's Yerkes Observatory, pro-

posed and persuaded the Institution that an observatory be

started in the California wilderness above Pasadena to study

the sun and stars from a mountain site. Soon after. Hale

assembled the nucleus of a group of astronomers, engineers,

and technicians who designed and constructed the Mount

Wilson telescopes to new standards of excellence and

performance. The first facilities to be built were the 60-

foot and 150-foot solar towers and the 60-inch reflector.

Hale began planning the 100-inch telescope project as

early as 1906. In that year a gift of $45,000 from Mr. John

Hooker of Los Angeles permitted placing the order for the

4y2-ton glass disk for the mirror with the Plate Glass

Company of St. Gobain in France. After initial failures a

successful casting produced the largest glass blank then in

existence. The disk was received in Pasadena in 1908.

Design and construction of the 100-inch telescope took

place during the years 1910-1918. Francis G. Pease (see

photo) was the chief designer and a trained mechanical

engineer. He was responsible for mechanical engineering,

design calculations, material selection, and performance

specifications of the 100-inch telescope. Major engineering

problems had to be solved. One was that of supporting the

massive mirror with no final stress that would distort its

surface in all positions of gravity loading, as the telescope

moves to follow the stars. Another was thecompensation for

flexure of the tube that carries the secondary mirrors

and photographic equipment so that the axis of the optical

train remains nearly stationary relative to the tube. As the

structure is very large, these problems of support were of

great concern. While the massive and intricate support and

mounting mechanisms were being designed, the mirror itself

was being ground to a precise figure In the Observatory's

optical shop, under the direction of G.W. Ritchey. The new

techniques of optical engineering invented here were later

used in all other telescopes built after 1920.

The larger and heavier parts of the telescope were con-

structed at the Fore River Shipyards in Quincy, MA, where

Professor Peter Schwamb of M.I.T. was resident representa-

tive of the Observatory. The dome was designed by D. H.

Burnham & Co. of Chicago; it was erected by the Morava

Construction Co.

The road over which the telescope and dome structures

were hauled to Mount Wilson.

Transport of the telescope and dome structures from

Pasadena to the mountaintop was itself a challenge. The

9-mile road previously carved out of the rugged slopes

of the San Gabriel mountains had to be widened. A special

truck was constructed; in the end, mules had to help.

Assembly of the telescope in its dome.
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NOTEWORTHY DESIGN FEATURES

Among the noteworthy features is the use of mercury

flotation for reduction of friction. (This was earlier used for

the first time on the Mount Wilson 60-inch telescope.)

The polar axle of the telescope, on which the 87-ton

instrument must turn smoothly to counteract the rotation

of the earth, is defined by self-aligning journal bearings,

but the bulk of the load is carried by two steel drums that

float in mercury. The resulting friction is so low that the

whole telescope may be rotated by the force exerted by

one hand at the end of the main tube.

To rotate the telescope at the sidereal rate, a large worm
gear, 18 feet in diameter, is mounted on the south end of

the polar axle. The gear, of cast iron with hollow spokes,

was made in two halves, bolted together along a diameter.

It meshes with a tool-steel worm that is rotated by a

mechanical driving clock at one turn per minute. Because

tracking errors greater than one-tenth arc-second cannot

be tolerated, great precision was required in cutting the

teeth of the large worm gear. This operation was done by

the Italian instrument maker, C. Jacomini, with the gear

in place on the telescope. Using a microscope and a diamond

scriber, he first divided the gear into 1440 equal segments,

one for each tooth, scribing the marks on an inserted

brass ring near the edge of the gear. Later he gashed the

teeth individually. The gear and worm were "run in" with

rouge and oil. The worm is driven by a governor-controlled,

weight-driven mechanical clock that was constructed In the

Observatory's shop.

The rotating dome placed over the telescope (which

weighs 500 tons) was also of innovative design in its

mechanical structure and electric control. The dome,

supported by railroad trucks on a precision-ground double,

circular railroad track, must rotate smoothly to keep the

open dome slit in the telescope's direction. The mechanism,

under control of the astronomer, must respond quickly to

his command no matter at which of the possible observing

stations he may be working.

Grinding the rails for the moving dome.

Cashing of one of the 1440 teeth in the 18-foot diameter gear.
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PLAQUE WORDING

INTERNATIONAL HISTORIC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING LANDMARK
The Mount Wilson 100-inch Telescope - 1918

The increased light-grasp of this telescope made possible many notable advances in

structural cosmology between 1924 and 1930. They have revised our ideas about the

universe in which we live.

One of these advances was that the spiral nebulae are galactic units like our own;

another was the idea of an expanding universe.

The telescope's mirror support and the use of mercury flotation to reduce the friction

are among its outstanding engineering features.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers — 1981

Aerial view of the Mount Wilson Observatory

AN ACCOLADE

The Mount Wilson 100-inch reflector telescope is an

engineering marvel whose role in the development of

astronomy is unique among scientific instruments. Its

past achievements are legend, and, given its age, it is even

more remarkable that it is still in regular nighttime

operation, serving still another generation of staff and

guest observers.

1918-1981, 63 years of

constant service

The western loop of Veil Nebula in Cygnus (taken with the

100-inch telescope).
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NATIONAL HISTORIC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
LANDMARK PROGRAM

In September 1971, the ASME Council reactivated the

Society's History and Heritage program with the formation

of a National History and Heritage Committee. The overall

objective of the committee is to promote a general aware-

ness of our technical heritage among both engineers and the

general public. A charge given the committee is to gather

data on all works and artifacts with a mechanical engineer-

ing connection which are historically significant to the

profession — an ambitious goal, and one achieved largely

through the volunteer efforts of the Sections and Divisions

History and Heritage Committees and interested ASME
members.

Accordingly, two major programs are carried out by the

Sections and Divisions under the direction of the National

Committee: 1) a listing of industrial operations and related

mechanical engineering artifacts in local Historic Engineer-

ing Records; and 2) a National Historic Mechanical Engi-

neering Landmark program. The former is a record of

detailed studies of sites in each local area; the latter is a de-

marcation of local sites which are of national significance —

people or events which have contributed to the general

development of civilization.

In addition, the Society cooperates with the Smithsonian

Institution in a joint project which provides contributions

of historical material to the National Museum of History

and Technology in Washington, D.C. The Institution's

permanent exhibition of mechanical engineering memora-

bilia is under the direction of a curator, who also serves as

an ex-officio member of the ASME National History and

Heritage Committee.

The Mount Wilson 100-inch Telescope is the fifty-ninth

landmark and fourth international landmark to be desig-

nated since the program began in 1973.

For a complete list of the Society's landmarks, please

contact the Public Information Department, ASME Head-

quarters, 345 E. 47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

212/644-7740.

The Mount Wilson Observatory is located in the mountains northeast of Pasadena, CA. Offices, shops, labora-

tories, and research facilities are at 813 Santa Barbara St., Pasadena, CA 91 101, 213/577-1122. The observatory

is one of five research departments operated by the CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF WASHINGTON.

THIS BftOCHURE WAS PRODUCED BY NORTHROP CORPORATION
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Mount Wilson Observatory — Mount Wilson, California

100-inch Hooker Telescope Dome, circa 1970

PhoU) ('red it: Mount WU.tori Observatory *Td



Mount Wilson Observatory — Mount Wilson, California

100-inch Hooker Telescope, circa 1970

Photo Credit: Mount WHson Ohservatoni '
I



Mount Wilson Observatory — Mount Wilson, California

60-inch Telescope Dome, 1971

Pholo Credit: Mount Wilson Ol)se)i'ato)y [oo



Mount Wilson Ohsci-vutory — Mount Wilson. Ciililornia

6()-inch T<'l('scoi)(". 1!)71

I'liiilo Crcilil: Mod til Wilxoii Olixirriilfi'dliiiji



Mount Wilson ()l)s('niUory — Moinil Wilson, ('iilifoniiii

l;")()-lbol Soliir 'I'owcr Tele 'scope, cifca li)7()

I'lidld Credit: Moiiiil W'Hsdii (IIisi rriihiril |OZ»



Mount Wilson Observatory — Mount Wilson, (^alilbrnia

6()-f'oot Solar Tower Telescope, circa li)7()

Photo Civdil: Moioil Wilson Ohsirmloni \Oo



Mount Wilson Obscrvaloiy — Mount Wilson, Oalilornia

Know 'r('l('sco])('. circa 1970

I'holo Cirdil: Moiiiil Wilson Ohncrriilorn I 04"
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NPS Fonii 10-900
National Historic Landmarks Nomination oua Mo. losMor*

United States Department of the Interior

National Park Service

National Register of Historic Piaces
Registration Form
This form Is (or use In nominating or requesting dttermlnationt of eligibility for Individual properties or districts. See Instruotlons In QukMInt
for Completing National Raglatar Forma (National Register Bulletin 16). Complete each Item by marking "x" In the appropriate box or by entering

the requested information. If an Item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not applicable." For functions, styles, materials,

and areas of significance, enter only the categories and subcategories listed In the Instructions. For additional space use continuation sheets

(Form 10-900a). Type all entries.

1. Nam* of Property

historic name Palomar Hale Reflector
other nam«8/8lt« number Hale Telescope

2. Location

atrMt & number Palom^r Mountain not for publication

city, town San Die,?;o County _ violnlty

state California code CA county San Diego code 073 zlD code 91125

3. Claaalflcatlon

Ownership of Property

n^ private

I I
public-local

I I public-State

I I public-Federal

Category of Property

building(s)

district

site

n^ structure

object

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing Noncontributing

.

buildings

sites

, structures

.
objects

n Total

Name of related multiple property listing: Number of contributing resources previously

listed In the National Register

4. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this

I I nomination CH request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth In 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the property CH meets CUdoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJsoe continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property Cll meets CUdoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJsee continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is:

I I entered in the National Register.

I I See continuation sheet,

n determined eligible for the National

Register. LJ See continuation sheet.

I I determined not eligible for the

National Register.

I I removed from the National Register,

n other, (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action



6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions) Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Research Facility Research Facility

7. Description

Architectural Classification Materials (enter categories from instructions)

(enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete, steel, decomposed grar

N/A walls concrete, steel, aluminum

roof N/A
other.

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The 200-inch Hale reflector is the principal instrument at the Palcmar

Observatory of the California Institute of Tedinology. The telescqje was

placed in qieration on June 3, 1948, and dedicated to the memory of

George Ellery Hale, whose leadership and vision were responsible for its

creation.

1

The dome of the Palanar Observatory is 135 feet high and 137 feet in

diameter and divided into two sections. The solid Icwer concrete portion

is immovable while the upper aluminum and steel section can be rotated to

permit the telescope to observe any section of the sky through the open

shutters. The base section houses photographic dark roans, telescope-ccntrol

computers, library, lounge, storerooms, air-conditioning equipment, photographic

plate storage vault, motor generators, massive switchboards, elevators,

and an oil pumping system that supplies the main bearings of the telescope.

The uppermost floor of the solid section houses the telescope. Adjacent

to the telescope is a glassed-in observatory gallery from which visitors

can view the instrument during daylight hours.

The movable upper section of the done weighs 1000 tons and moves on

tracks to permit the observation of any section of the sky. It rotates

on 32 four wheel trucks which move so smoothly that no vibration is

transmitted to the telescope. It is driven by two four-horsepcwer motors.

The two shutters weigh 125 tons each and roll together at the end of each

night's observation to seal the interior of the done against the heat of

the day and inclement weather.

The most important requirement in the design of the dome was good insulation.

For this reason there is a four-foot gap between the concrete walls which

form the base of the building. The interior wall is filled with aluminum

foil insulation. There is also a four foot gap between the inner and cuter

walls of the steel dome. The inner face of the dome is made of aluminum

panels built in the shape of boxes and filled with crumpled aluminum

foil. The aitside of the dome is composed of steel plates, 3/8-inch thick,

I I See continuation sheet
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butt-welded and molded to form a strong but smooth hemispherical done.
As the warm air rises through the double walls of the building and the
double layers of the dome, cool air enters below, thus preventing the
heating of the dome from the Sun's rays during the day.

The foundation of the dome is anchored to the mountain while the foundaticn
for the telescope is separately built on a base of crushed granite to
protect the telescope from iar and vibration in the event of an earthquake.

Operational Description of the Hale Telescope

The main telescope tube carries the 200- inch mirror at its bottcm end.
This structure is supported on ball-bearing trunnions anchored in a
large yoke, which consists of two 10-foot-diameter inclined tubular
girders tied together at the south end by a cross manber supported on a
pivot bearing, and at the north end by a giant horseshoe bearing. The
tube weighs 150 tons.

I'Jhen in operation, light from the sky is concentrated by the 200-inch
concave mirror into an image at the "prime focus" at the upper end of the
tube. Longer focal lengths—and hence larger images—can be provided by
inserting cane or the other of two convex mirrors just ahead of the prime
focus. The first of these, known as the Cassegrain secondary itt' -ror,

reflects the light down the tube through a hole in the center or the
main mirror to a focus just below the bottom of the tube. If a still
larger image is desired, the second convex mirror is substituted.
With the aid of a diagonal flat mirror its sends the light down through
the south polar-axis to a constant-temperature room in the stationary
portion of the dome.

The horseshoe bearing mounting permits the main telescope tube to see the
North Pole without interference. Oil is pumped though the pads supporting
the horseshoe bearings at a pressure of 300 pounds per square inch,

sufficient to lift the horseshoe and its load a few thousandths of an
inch. Between these two bearings the entire 530 tons of moving parts of

the telescope are "floated" on films of oil, providing virtually friction-free
operation.

The right ascension drive consists of two large gears that are used to move
the telescope; one gear slews the telescope east and west into the required
position, while the other makes it follow the stars. A computer system
is connected to the telescope to aim this system.

lOT
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The east and west declination trunnions are the pivotal bearings on which
the telescope tube tilts north and south in declination. Located in each
trunnion is an array of small motors and gear trains that provide slow
motion fine adjustments of the declination setting.

The 200- inch primary mirror is the heart of the Hale Telescope. All of
the other parts of the telescope have only one purpose—to make possible for
the mirror to perform its light-gathering function as efficiently as

possible. The mirror is supported at the bottom of the telescope tube on 36
delicate counterbalance supports to maintain rigidity. The delicate
reflecting surface of the mirror is protected by covers that close like
the petals of a flower over the glass disk.

The aluminizing chamber is a large steel tank located on the main floor of
the dome next to the telescope. When necessary, the mirror is removed from
the telescope and placed in the aluminizing chamber to replace the aluminum
coating that provides the reflectivity for the mirror. The prime-focus
observing capsule is located at the top of the telescope tube. The
capsule contains a seat for the use of the observing astronomer. On the
bottom of the observer's cage are hjrperboloidal convex mirrors capable
of changing the focal length of the telescope to suit various observing
requirements.

The Cassegrain and Coude secondary mirrors are used to change the focal
length of the telescope. With the use of this system, the focal length
of the 200-inch mirror can be changed from 660 inches to an effective focal
length of 6000 inches.

The Cassegrain-Coude diagonal mirror is mounted in line with the declination
trunnions. This mirror reflects the image formed by the main mirror either into
the yoke girder or down the south polar-axis to the Coude-spectrcgraph room.

The Ccude-spectroeraph roan contaias four spectrograph mirrors of different
focal lengths. The room is light-tight and serves as a camera. The
astronomer chooses the mirror with the focal length he requires and rolls
it into the light beam on its carriage to make his observations.

New auxiliary equipment for the 200-inch Hale reflector is continually under

development to enhance the light-gathering capabilities of the instrument and
to keep it as one of the foremost research instruments in astronomy and
astrophysics in the world today.

loS



8. Statement of Significance

Certifying ofTicial has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

[x\ nationally I [statewide
I [locally

Applicable National Register Criteria [^A Hb Qc ^0 NHL Criteria 1,2, J

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) ^A HHb ^C CUd HHe [HIf I |G

Period of Significance Significant Dates

iq-^fi-PrP.sent 1936-
Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions)

National Register: Education,

Engineering. Science

National Historic Landmark:

Science, Subtheme: Physical
Science, Facet: Astronomy

Significant Person

George Ellery Hale

Present

Cultural Affiliation

N/A

Architect/Builder

Dr. Russell W. Porter

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted atx^ve

Sunroary

The ccnstruction and delivery of the Pyrex glass disk for the Palcmar 200- inch

reflector in 1936 marked a watershed in the history of astronony. With the

successful casting of this large mirror, the Palcmar project, conceived by

George Ellery Hale (1868-1938) ~ and funded with a grant of $6 million by the

Rockefeller Foundation, moved toward the completion of the largest reflecting

telescope in the world by 19A8. In the 40 years since the ccrapleticn of the

Palcmar project, the 200- inch reflector remains at the leading edge of research

in the sciences of astronony and astrophysics and stands today as a monument to

George Ellery Hale and his efforts to produce the finest instruments in the

world to answer the fundamental questions concerning the origin and nature of

the universe.

History

Like buried treasures, the outposts of the universe have beckoned to the

adventurous frcn iiraiemorial times. Princes and potentates, political or

industrial, equally with men of science, have felt the lure of the

unchartered seas of space, and through their provision of instrumental

means the sphere of exploration has rapidly widened.

2

With this statement, astronomer George Ellery Hale opened his article in the

April 1928 issue of Harper's Magazine to set forth the case for the building of

what was to become the 200-inch Palomar reflector. The purpose of this article

was to inform the American public about his proposal to construct the largest

telescope in the world to answer questions relating to the fundamental nature

of the universe. Hale hoped that the American people wojld understand and

support his project.

Hale followed this article with a letter to the International Education Board

(later absorbed into the General Education Board) of the Rockefeller Foundation

dated April 28, 1928, in which he requested funding for this project. In his

letter. Hale stated?
I I See continuation sheet
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No method of advancing science is so productive as the development of
new and more powerful instruments and methods of research. A larger
telescope would not only furnish the necessary gain in light space-
penetration and photographic resolving power, but permit the application of
ideas and devices derived chiefly from the recent fundamental advances in
physics and diemistry.B

Hale was successful beyond his dreams when the Rockefeller Foundation voted to
support the project with a grant of $6 million. The Palcmar project (named
after Palcnar Mountain that was to be the site of the new observatory) was new
under way.

The effort to build the 200-inch telescope was easily the most famous scientific
undertaking of the 1930s. From the beginning, everyone associated with the
project realized that the work must be done right or not at all. Every task
associated with the Palcmar project required a considerable extension of the
technology of the day.^

For example, no 200-inch mirror had ever been cast before. The largest reflector
in 1928, at the time Hale proposed the Palcmar project, was the 100-inch mirror
in the Hooker telescope at Mount Wilson, California. The 100-inch Hooker had
also been conceived and brought to completion by Hale, but the Hooker telescope
raised at least as many questions as it answered. The 200-inch mirror was to
be the largest and most difficult telescope Hale ever constructed.

The Mount Wilson 100-inch mirror, a five-ton instrument, was a midget when
compared to the estimated 40 tons necessary for a 200-inch mirror. Hale led

the search for new materials to construct the 200-inch mirror investigating
metal alloys, fused qxoartz, and a new glass technology called "Pyrex." After
much experimentation and failure, Pyrex was selected as the best material. The
contract for the mirror was given to the Coming Glass Works. Borrowing from

then current construction technology, a solid sheet of glass was rejected in
favor of a hollow reinforced ribbed disk. After a successful trial run vhich
led to the casting of a 120-inch disk. Coming was ready to cast the 200-inch

mirror. The first attempt was a failure when the molds broke loose and floated
to the tcp. The problem with the mold was corrected and the mirror was finally
cast in 1936. By April the disk was delivered safely to Pasadena, California,

for grinding and polishing—a task that would eventually take twelve years to

ccmplete.

Other tasks, as great as the grinding of the blank glass disk, involved the

designing of the tube that was to house the mirror and the auxilary optical
equipment, the engineering of methods that would make the huge instrument

responsive to delicate adjustments, and the design and construction of the huge
dome to house the telescope.

1\0
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For the mechanical design of the telescope Hale decided to use oil-pad bearings
and the Serrurier truss. This was to overcome known limitations of a more
traditional fork type mount that wculd not permit the telescope to observe the
north pole and placed undue stress on the telescope's bearings in certain
observing positions. The use of the Serrurier truss, in which the deflections
of the primary and secondary mirror-support system are raatdied to maintain
correct mirror alignment, was a convincing solution to the problem of telescope
flexing. This systen permitted the placement of the primary and secondary
mirrors 43 feet apart at opposite ends of a 140-ton tube and allowed the mirrors
to remain in alignment to within 1/100- inch. This new method also allowed the
telescope to reach the entire sky. The use of oil-pad bearings with the Serrurier
truss made the weight of the entire structure iiniraportant since the bearings
would carry almost any load and, if the weight made the telescope bend, the
mirror alignment was still under control.

5

George Ellery Hale died in 1938 and did not live to see the completion of his
last telescope. In June 1948 the 200- inch reflector was dedicated to his
memory. The Hale reflector made it possible to photograph and resolve distant
objects as dim at the 26th magnitude—objects only 1/40,000,000 as bright as

the dimmest object visible to the naked eye. It detected faint galaxies that

were billions of light years frcm the earth. It enabled astronomers to detect

and resolve astrcncmical objects much better than was possible with the Hooker
reflector, the largest telescope in the world prior to 1948.6 Speaking at the

dedication of the 200-inch reflector Dr. Lee Du Bridge, President of the Carnegie

Institute said:

This great telescope before us today marks the culmination of over two

hundred years of astronomical research. And for generations to come

it will be the key instrument in Man's search for knowledge. ^

The superior optical qualities of the 200-inch Hale reflector were demonstrated
by astronomer Maarten Schmidt who came to the California Institute of Techology

in 1959. Schmidt was interested in certain radio sources that astronomer Allan

Sandage had managed to pinpoint to what looked like individual stars. The

spectra of these radio-emitting stars were not familiar and astronomers were

not able to make any sense of then. In 1963, using the 200-inch Hale reflector,

Schmidt realized that the unfamiliarity of the spectra was the result of an

enormous red shift and that the lines were familiar ones that ought to be in

the ultraviolet section of the spectrum. This turned out to be correct and the

enormous red shift indicated the objects to be very distant, a billion lights

years away and more. Since the objects were too distant to be stars, or even

galaxies, Schmidt concluded, they must be something else not previously seen in

the history of astronomy. They were called "quasi-stellar objects"; that is,

objects with a star like appearance or "quasars" for short.

8
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The discovery of quasars has had an enormous impact on modem astroncmy. Most
scientific discoveries either strengthen an existing scientific concept or result
in the birth of a new theory. The discovery of quasars, hcwever, has resulted
in the bewilderment of astronomers since there is no easy way to explain their
existence. The consequence of their discovery was that one either had to
question the validity of the yardstick of the astrononer, the red shift, or to
agree that there are processes out there for which we have no explanation.

9

While new technologies have led to the construction of larger telescopes based
upon techniques not known in 1948, the Hale reflector remains in the forefront
of research in the fields of astronomy and astrophysics and is the largest

successful reflecting telescope in the world today. With the construction of
this telescope, Hale pushed the technology of the monolithic mirror reflecting
telescope to its physical limits and created one of the finest research tele-
scopes in the world. The technology of the giant Pyrex glass mirror, cast in

1936, remains the best in astrophysics. A 1947 CAL Tech publication referres
to the final polishing of the mirror as "...the most daring optical job ever
attempted. "10 The Hale reflector stands today as a monument to George Ellery
Hale and his quest for better and more efficient instruments to answer the
fundamental questions concerning the origin and evolution of the universe.

\12>
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Footnotes

1. The description of the 200- inch Hale reflector was taken from the
following sources

:

Staff of the Palomar Observatory, Giants of Palcmar (Hansen Planetarium, 1983)

.

Helen Wright, Palcmar: The World's Largest Telescope (New York: Maanillan
Conpany, 1952), pp. 154-57.

2. George Ellery Hale, "The Possibilities of Large Telescopes," Harper's
Magazine , April 1928, p. 639.

3. Bob Clark, et al . , "The Palomar Observatory Project" (Unpublished
Report, Files of the Palomar Observatory, 1983), p. 1.

4. Ibid., 11.

5. Richard Learner, "The Legacy of the 200-Inch," Sky & Telescope , 71

(April 1986), p. 350.

6. Isaac Asimov, Eyes On The Universe (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,

1975), p. 185.

7. Patrick Moore, Patrick Moore's History of Astronomy (Londcn: Macdonald Sc Co.

1977), p. 154.

8. Isaac Asimov, Asimov' s Biographical Encyclopedia of Science & Technology
(New York: Doubleday & Company, 1982), p. 890.

9. Alexander Hellemans and Bryan Bunch, The Timetables of Science: A Chronology
of the Most Important People and Events in the History of Science (New York:

Simon and Schuster, 1988), p. 541.

10. Clark, pp. 16-17.
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Previous documentation on file (NP8):

Opreilmlniry determination of Individual Hating (36 CFR 67)
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prevloualy Hated In the National Reglater

prevloualy determined eligible by the National Reglater

designated a National Historic Landmark

recorded by Historic American Buildings

Survey # _„
r~l recorded by Historic American Engineering

Record #

^ See continuation sheet

Primary location of additional data:

I

I

State hiatoric preaervatlon office

1 Other State agency

Federal agency

I
Local government

G University

D Other

Specify repository;

10. Qeographlcal Data

Acreage of property less than 1 acre

UTM References

A LUZJ I5lli2l6i6i0l I3i6|9i0|6i0i0
Zone Easting Northing

B

J L

Zone Easting
J L

Northing
J L

J L

I I See continuation sheet

Verbal Boundary Description

The boundary follows the outside perimeter of the structure.

r~] See continuation sheet

Boundary Justification

The boundary includes only the Palomar Observatory building, the sole
resouce which is nationally significant.

I I See continuation sheet

11. Form Prepared By

name/title

organization

Harry Butnwsky
National Ppir]< Service

street & number 1100 L Street. NW

city or town Washington

. date May 1. 1QSQ

telephone (202) 343-8155

state DC zip code ?nm -^

• U S GPO: 1 988-0-223-9 1
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PaloniJir ObsciTatory — San Dicj^o ('ouiity. ('aliloriiia

Moonlij^ht View oCtlic 2()()-iii(li Dome of the Ilalc TcN'scopc. circa !!)»«

riiotii Cri'dil: I'dloiiiiir Ohscrrdliirji m



Faloniar Observatory — San Dicj^o (bounty, ('alifornia

2()()-in(h Hale T('l<'.s(()p<' poiiitinj^ to tlic north poh', circa 1988

I'liolo Cfcilil: I'dloiiKir Ohscfi'dloril \zx



Palomar Observatory — San Dicj^o County. (Jalil'ornia

2()()-in(h Hale Telescope, showinj^ tlic oh.sci-v'cr in ])rinH'-Hxtis ohsciTinti position, circa 1!)H»

I'holi) Crcilil: I'dloiiKir Ohscrrdlorii 123



Paloniar ()l)S('i-\<itory — Sail Dicf^o Couiily. CaliCornia

2(){>-iii(li Hale Telescope poiiitiiifi •<> Hi*' zeiiitli. ciica 1<)!{8

l*lioUi Crrtlif: I'dltitHdr tthscrralorff 1X4



HPi form '0400 National Historic Landmark Nomination OMMk ictneii

United States Department of the Interior

National Park Service

National Register of Historic Pieces
Registration Form

This form is for um m ncfr^lnatlng or raquctting dttarmlnatloni of •llglbillty for Iridlvldual propartlaa or diatrtcta. Sm Inatruetlona In OuMaMriM
for Completing National Ragiatar Forms (National Raglatar Buliatin 10). Complata aach itam oy marking "x" in th« approprtata Box or by antarlng

tha raquaatad information. If an Itam doaa not apply to tha proparty ba<ng documantad. arnai "N/A" for "not applicaM." Pot functlona, alytaa, matartala,

and araaa of sigmflcanca, antar only trta catagorlaa and subcatagoriaa llstad in tha Inatruetlona. For additional apaca uaa continuation ahaata
(Form i0-900a). Typa all antrlaa.

1

.

N«m« of Prop«rty

hiatofic nama Palomar 48-inch Tele.<:!rnpp

othar namea/8ite numbT THp R^g ';rhm^Hl, xhp n^rhir. Telescope

2. Location

stf—t 4 number Palomar Mountain
"^

I I not for publication"

city, towfi

ttitt California
San Diego County

cod« CA county San Diego
iJ vicinity'

COd> 073 zip code 91125

3. Cla—lflcitlon

Ownership ot Property

I

private

I

publlC'local

,

public-State

I

public-Federal

Category of Property

n bulldlng(s)

diatrlct

site

•tructure

object

Narna of related multiple property listing:

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing Noncontributing

buildings

sites

1 structuree

objects

1 Total

Number of contributing reeources previously

listed In the National Register Q

4. Stif/Ftderal Agtncy Cartltlcitlon

As, the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this

I I
nominationO requeat for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Ragiater of Hiatoric Placee and meeta the procedural and profeaalonal requirements set forth In 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the propertyO meeta Odoes not meet the National Regleter criteria, LJsaa continuation shaat.

Signatura of cartitymg official Data

Stata or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property 1 1 meetsn doee not meet the National Regleter criteria.u See continuation sheet.

Signatura of commenting or oihar official Data

Stata or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park 8tvIc« CtrtHlcatlon

I, hereby, certify that this property Is:

Cj entered in the National Register.

! I

See continuation sheet.

I 1 determined eligible for the National

Register,
i

i See continuation sheet.

I I determined not eligible for the

National Register.

[ ! removed from the National Register.

C] other, (explain:)

Signature ot the Keeper

\13

Date of Action



6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Education
Research Facility

Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Education
Research Facility

7. Description

Architectural Classification

(enter categories from instructions)

N/A

Materials (enter categories from Instructions)

concrete, steelfoundation

walls concrete, steel

roof _
other

N/A

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The 48-inch Schmidt telescope (Oschin telescope) at the Paloraar Observatory

is a standard Schmidt camera telescope using both lenses and mirrors to

create a wide field of view for photographing large sections of the sky

at one timeJ Construction on the Sdimidt telescope began in 1939 and was

completed in 1948.

The telescope was manufactured in the Caltech machine shops and consists

of a tube 20 feet long in a fork-type mounting which allows the telescope

to sweep all parts of the sky from the north pole to as far south as declination

minus 45 degrees. The combined weight of the fork and tube is more than 12

tons. This assembly moves on a 2-inch ball bearing in the polar axis.

The tube, partly cylindrical and partly conical, is made of 5/16-inch

welded steel plate. The telescope shutter consists of two rotating

shells located inside the tube behind the correcting plate. This

construction allows the correcting plate to be removed or auxiliaries to

be mounted without renoving the shutters. The mirror and its cells are

mounted at the lower end of the tube and are kept at a constant distance

from the focal surface, regardless of temperature fluctuations, by means

of three floating metal alloy rods.

The telescope uses Selsyn indicators which take their signals from de-

clination and right-ascension gears and transmit the position electrically

to the control desk. Other electrical features include automatic limit

switches which stop the telescope four degrees from the horizon, automatic

control of the dome's rotation, and automatic regulation of the wind-screen

height. The telescope is driven by a 1/25-horsepower synchronous

motor.

Two sizes of photographic plates are used in the camerai 10 inches square

and 14 inches square. The spherical mirror is 72 indies in diameter and

has a radius of curvature of 241 inches. The corrector plate at the

upper end of the tube is 49.75 inches in diameter. The 48-indi telesccpe,

at an optical speed of f/2.5 covers an angular field of 7 degrees. The

telescope is guided by two 10-inch refractors attached on each side of

the txibe.

i

i

I I See continuation sheet

\26



UnltAd StatM Dtpartmtnt of tht lnt«rlor

National Park Sarvico

National Reglater of HIatorIc Placaa
Continuation Sheet

Sactlon numbar 7 Page 2

The telescqae was cfverhauled recently to prepare for the new Palomar sky
survey project sponsored by the National Geographic Society. A new
48- inch-diameter corrector plate was made by Grubb-Parsons in England and
installed in the telescope. This new plate produces better images over a

wider range of wavelengths than the original. Other new equipment includes
an autanatic guider and an internal calibration source for placing technical
information at the edge of each plate while the sky exposure is being
made. There is also a photometer to monitor sky brightness and provide a
zero point for the callbrat ion.

2

The dome housing the 48-inch Schmidt is 48 feet in diameter and 48 feet
high and is located about a quarter mile east of the 200-inch Hale
reflector. Darkrooms, offices, and a study are found on the ground floor
while the second floor is occupied by the telescope.

I (2.7



8. Statement of Signtflcance

Certifying officia] has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

Pn nationally I I statewide I I locally

Applicat>le National Register Criteria Ha ^B QC Dd NHL Criteria I

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) Qa Db \Z]C \Z}0 Qe Qf ^G

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates

Nattional Register 1948-Pressnf
Engineering. Science

National Historic Landmark!
Science. Subtheme: Physical Sripnce, Cultural Affiliation

Facet; Astronomy

George Ellery Hale

Significant Person Architect/Builder

Don Hendrix

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas arKJ periods of significance noted atx:ve

Summary

Although not as well known as the 200-inch Hale reflector, the 48- inch

Schmidt telescope (Osdiin telescope) at the Palanar Observatory has

performed invaluable scientific research and has prepared the way for

many of the important discoveries made by the 200-inch. This instrument

was first used in 1950, to carry out two surveys of the Northern Hanisphere,

one through a red filter and one through a blue, so that a ccmparison of

the two black and white prints would reveal hew cool (red) or hew hot

(blue) a star was. The surveys involved taking 1758 plates of the
northern sky and recorded stars never seen before. The Palanar sky
survey is the standard reference atlas for deep sky observation and
provides a base line with which to measure changes in deep sky observation

targets in futxire surveys. It is used as a standard reference tool for

all modem observatories doing deep sky observation.

3

History

The successful construction and use of large reflecting telescqses in the
20th century increased the need to have accurate deep sky star maps that
would provide suitable targets for observation. Althou^ large telescopes,

such as the 100-inch Hooker reflector at Mount Wilscn, could peer deeply
into the cosmos, they could only cover a small section of the sky at one

time. The optics of the large parabolic mirrors in these reflectors

permitted observation of objects only in a narrow viewing area. These
telescopes were therefore unsuitable for mapping the sky to discover
interesting targets for future observation. \iJhat was needed was a re-

flecting telescope that could see deeply into space, and also photograph
large sections of the sky to produce accurate sky maps needed to guide
the large reflectors.

A. solution to this problem was reached by a Russian-German optician,

Bemhard Voldomar Sdiraidt (1879-1935) who, in the 1920s, conceived of a

cccapromise between reflectors and refractors, instruments that made use

I I See continuation sheet
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of both mirrors and lenses.^ Schmidt's solution was to design a telescope
that used a spherical nirror with a "corrector plate," a lens that could be

placed at the center of curvature of the sphere and through which the light
would pass. The corrector plate lens is thickest in the center, less thick
at the edees, and least thick between the edges and the center. Schmidt
designed the plate to refract the light passing through it in such a
way as to make up for the spherical aberration introduced by the mirror,
without introducing visijal errors such as chromatic aberrations commonly
found in large reflectors.

Since the "Schmidt telescope" could take photographs over wide sections
of the sky and gain large amounts of information at one time, its use
spread rapidly in the 1930s, to increase the efficiency of the large
reflectors. A Schmidt telescope could survey a wide field, producing
single photographs containing the images of as many as 1,000,000 stars
and 100,000 galaxies, and, if anything in that field looked suspicious or
interesting, a reflector could then observe the object more closely.

5

During the construction of the large 200-inch Hale reflector on Palonar
Mountain the astronomers at Caltech realized the need to build a large
Schmidt telescope to work with the 200-inch reflector. The result was
the construction of the 48-inch Schmidt telescope which could photograph
large sections of the sky in a short period of time.

During the 1950s the Naticnal Geographic Society and the Palonar Observatory
collaborated on the original Palonar Sky Survey. This work took five years
to complete and ranains the deepest photographic record of the entire northern
sky. VJhen the proiect was begun the heavens were almost unexplored
territory at the faint limiting magnitudes reached with the 48- inch
Schmidt. The idea was to identify objects that could be studied in
greater detail with the 200-inch reflector.

6

The Palonar Sky Survey was an unqualified success by the time of its
conpletion in 1957. Many discoveries were made with these photographs,
including distant star clusters, dwarf spheroidal galaxies, dwarf galaxies
in the local group, and clusters of galaxies. Astronomers have used the
survey for morphological studies of galaxy classification and for work on

peculiar galaxies. The survey has been heavily relied on to identify
objects at wavelengths outside the visible spectrum, such as radio galaxies.
X-ray soirees, and quasars. It has also proven valuable for making
finder charts to aid in deeper studies with other telescopes.'

The 48-inch Schmidt is now being used to complete a new survey of the sky
that will supplement and update the original sky survey. When completed

\Z^
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this survey, taken together with the original work, will form a data base

of information about deep sky obiects, that will enable astronomers to

observe changes in the sky over a period of 30 years and to formulate new

theories about the nature and extent of the universe.
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Footnotes

1. The descriptive material in this section was taken from the following source.

Albert G. Wilscai, "The Big Schmidt," Scientific American , December 1950,
pp. 34-41.

2. James Schombert, "Surveying the Northern Sky," Sky & Telescope , August 1987,
p. 129.

3. Richard Learner, Astronony Through the Telescope (New Yorkt Van Nostrand
Reinhold Conpanv, 1981), p. 129.

4. The information from this paragraph was taken fron the following source:

Isaac Asiroov, Eyes On The Universe (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1975),

pp. 179-80.

5. Ibid .

6. Schcmbert, p. 128.

7. Ibid.
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I I State historic preservation office

Bother State agency
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Specify repository:

10. Qaographlcal Data

Acreage of property less than 1 acre

UTM References
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Northing
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Zone Easting
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Northing
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I I See continuation sheet

J L

Verbal Boundary Description

The boundary follows the outside perimeter of the building.

¥
I I See continuation sheet

Boundary Justification

The boundary includes only the Palomar 48-inch Schmidt Observatory structure, the
sole resource which is nationally significant.

I I See continuation sheet
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and areas of significance, enter only the categories and subcategories listed in the instructions. For additional space use continuation sheets

(Form 10-900a). Type all entries.

1 . Name of Property

historic name United States Naval Observatory
other names/site number

2. Location

street & number 34th & Massachusetts Ave., NW
1

not for publication

city, town Washington L. vicinity

state code DC county DC code 001 zip code 20390

3. Claaalfleatlon

Ownership of Property

1 private

J
public-local

ZH public-State

3 public-Federal

Category of Property

C? bulldlnQ(s)

n district

r^ structure

object

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing Nonoontributing

8

8

. sfi buildings

---^Jltes

structures

objects

58 Total

Name of related multiple property listing; Number of contributing resources previously

listed In the National Register

4. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this

L_\ nominationO request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the property LJ meets LJdoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJsee continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property 1 i meets 1 1 does not meet the National Register criteria.
1 1 See continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is:

I I entered in the National Register.

I I See continuation sheet.

I I determined eligible for the National

Register. Q See continuation sheet.

I [determined not eligible for the

National Register.

[
I
removed from the National Register,

n other, (explain;)

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action



6. Function or Uf
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions) Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Research Facility Research Facility

7. Description

Architectural Classification Materials (enter categories from instructions)

(enter categories from instructions)

foundation Br-ick
Classical Revival, Egyptian walls SfntiP. Rr^rk

roof Copper

other

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The U.S. Naval Observatory dates fran 1830 when the Depot of Charts and
Instruments was established under the control of the Navy Department to care

for chronaneters , charts and other navigational equipment. By a Ccngressicnal
appropriation of 1842 the Depot was re-established in 1844 in new permanent
quarters on the knoll north of the present Lincoln Memorial, at 23rd and E

Streets NW, in Washington, DC. In 1854 the institution was officially designated

the United States Naval Observatory and Hydrographic Office. The Hydrographic
office was officially separated in 1866. '

The E street site proved to be a poor choice for an astronanical observatory
due to the mud flats and swampy land itmiediately to the south and west and the
closeness of the Potonac River v*iich caused foggy conditions. Since t±ie Naval
Observatory required a clear atzmosphere free from the smoke and heat radiation
of nearby buildings, in 1880 the Congress authorized the purdiase of a new site.
The area chosen was the 73-acre Barber estate in the country north of Georgetown,
presently 34th St. and Massachusetts Ave., NW, in Washington, DC. At the time of
the purchase the site contained a mansion, stable and many outbuildings. This
new site was chosen for the rural character of the estate and the fact that the
land had the highest elevation in the Washington, DC, area. The architect for the
Naval Observatory was Ric±iard Morris Hxjnt, who began work on the original nine
buildings in the Spring of 1887. By 1893 the new Naval Observatory was in

operation.

To protect the integrity of the astronomical instruments fran unwanted vibrations
that would interfere with operations. Congress passed a Joint Resolution August 1,

1894 (28 Stat. L. 588), prohibiting the construction of any highways within the
area of a circle described with a radius of one thousand feet from the center
of the clock rocm of the observatory. The circle thias described marks the
official boundary of the observatory. In 1988 the District of Columbia Zoning
Canmission provided further protection for the Naval Observatory by declaring

the area immediately adjacent to the observatory as a Naval Observatory Precinct
District.

I I See continuation sheet
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Contributing Structures

The following buildings, designed and constructed under Hunt's supervision,
contribute to the significance of the Naval Observatory as a National Historic
Landmark.

The Main Building, new known as the James Melville Gilliss Building, is 69 feet
wide and 307 feet long. This building has two stories and a basement with
stone and brick walls, and houses the offices of the Naval Observatory and the
Oceanographer of the Navy. The east end of the building has a circular extension
with a conical roof that houses the library of the Naval Observatory, while the
west end hcuses a telescope tower for a 12-inch Alvan Clark refractor. The
main section of the building and the library extension are covered with dressed
stone with Greek classical details and the telescope end with rock-face stone
with Egyptian details.

The Great Equatorial Building (renamed for astronomer Asaph Hall in 1966) is 46
feet wide and 72 feet long with one story and a basement with stone and brick
walls. The historic 26-inch Alvan Clark refractor originally placed in operation
in 1873 is in this building. In 1892, in preparation for the move to the new
Naval Observatory, a new mounting was ordered from the Warner and Swasey Ccmpany
in Cleveland, Ohio, for the sum of $28,700, since the original mounting design
by Clark had been found to be too light. Warner and Swasey also built the
45-foot, 24-toa steel done that surmounts the rough white Tuckahoe marble
exterior of the building. The objective lens of the telescope was installed in

June 1893 and the telescope was ready for regular observation by December. An
elevator hardwood floor in the observing room moves up and down to facilitate
the use of the telescope in different positions. The floor moves through a
range of 12 feet frcm the lower to the upper balcony. It has to be near its
lowest point when a star near the zenith is observed. In intermediate positions
it can be quickly adjusted to any height from the eyepiece of the telescope.

No further major dianges were made on the 26-inch refractor until 1958 when an
overhaul and maintenance program was initiated. By 1964 the project had done
away with the pier platform and its spiral access stairway and the auxiliary
telescopes and periscopes which had been used for remote reading of the circles.

Also, the mechanical fast and slow-motion rods and clamps were replaced by
variable-speed clutches to transmit fast-motion power to the axes, synchro-systems
with easily read console dials, and variable speed slew motions. The old clock

drive was replaced with an electric one. A new tailpiece was added and an iris

diaphragm installed ahead of the objective.

The Clock roan is a one-story building 18 x 20 feet with a basement and stone
and brick walls. For manv years some of the most delicate clocks of the observatory
were kept in this rocm. The clock room is at the exact center of the observatory

circle.

14.1
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The two Observers' roans measure 18 x 20 feet and are found in a one-story frame
building on a foundation of masonry.

The East Transit Circle and West Transit Circle buildings each measure 30 x 40

feet. Both structures are one-story buildings with iron frames on a foundation
of masonry. The West Transit Circle building contains the six- inch meridian
(transit) circle used exclusively for astronetry, with horizontal collimators,
and north and south meridian marks. The instrument can be easily reversed to
remove systematic errors in observatioas for determining the celestial latitudes
of stars. Both circles are accurately divided. The instrument is provided
with a motor driven microneter. This telescope was designed by William Harkness
of the observatory staff and built by Warner and Swasey, and mounted in 1897.
The Kast Transit Circle building originally contained a 9-indi transit circle,

modified from an older transit circle first used by Simon Newccmb. It was
decommissioned in 1945 and was eventually replaced by a new 7-inch transit
circle, designed and built at the Naval Observatory. The 7-inch transit circle
was relocated to New Zealand in 1984 to begin astronetry observations in the
saithem hemisphere. Four small wooden structures (marker houses) , used to
align the transit telescopes, are found to the north of the East and West
Transit Circle buildings and are considered to be part of these buildings.

The Boiler-house measures 45 x 54 feet and is a three-story building with stone
and brick walls and is connected to the main building via a tunnel.

The Superintendent's House, designed by architect Leon Dessez, is a three-story
brick structure with extensive use of dormers in the Queen Anne style. The
house was originally used as the official residence of the Superintendent of
the Naval Observatory. It is now used as the official residence of the Vice-

President of the United States. No current information concerning this structure
is available to the public.

The original brick carriage house and stable of the Barber estate, built arcund

1860, still stands. This building is a two-story brick L-shaped structure 88
feet X 68 feet x 31 feet with steep pitched roof. Federal style windows and

rooftop ventilating cupolas. The carriage house is now used by the Secret
Service.

Non-Contributing Structures

All other structures at the Naval Observatory, including the Simcn Newconb

laboratory, gate houses, garages, greenhouses, storage buildings, dormitories
and various maintenance facilities, are not part of this nomination and are not

considered to contribute to the significance of the Naval Observatory as a

National Historic Landmark.
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8. Statement of Significance

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

n^ nationally I I statewide I I locally

I

Applicable National Register Criteria [x!a ^B [IJc Dd NHL Criteria 1

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) Qa Qb Qc Qd £ Qf I Ig

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates

National Register 1893-Present 1893-
Military. Science Present

National Historic Landmark;
Science. Subtheme: Physical Science Cultural Affiliation

Facet; Astronomy; Theme Technology
(Engineering and Invention) : Measure-
ment. Observation & Control

Significant Person Architect/Builder

Richard Morris Hunt

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

Surmary

The United States Naval Observatory is the oldest scientific institution in the

Navy, being first established in 1830 as the Depot of C:harts and Instnjments.

The observatory is most noted for its work in the study of positional astrcnony

and timekeeping. The Naval Observatory, along with the Royal Observatory in

Greenwich, England, and the Pulkovo Observatory in the Soviet Lfnicn, is one of

the few places in the world that continually observes and determines the positions

of the sun, moon, planets, and stars. The United States Naval Observatory is

the only place in the United States v^ere precise instruments measure celestial

motions to provide accurate time and other astronomical data which are essential

for safe navigation at sea, in the air, and in space. 2

History

The first attempts to establish a national astroncmical observatory in the

United States dates back to 1810 when the first proposals were introduced into

Congress. In spite of strong support fran such notables as Thonas Jefferson

and John Quincy Adams, most Americans were reluctant to support funds for

scientific research. When the Department of the Navy finally established the

Depot of C:harts and Instruments, celestial observations were needed to rate the

chronaneters stored there. Once begun, astroncmical activities increased

rapidly and by 1842, with the authorization of the first permanent buildings,

the United States had a national observatory.

Until 1893 the observatory was located at 23rd and E Streets in Washington, DC.

Under the leadership of Matthew Fontaine Maury, the Naval Observatory achieved

wide acclaim for advances in astronomy, navigation, and oceanography. In the

post-Civil War era leading mathematicians and astroncmers such as Simon Newccmb,

C. Henry Davis, George William Hill and Asaph Hall won world esteem. In 1877

for example, Asaph Hall used the historic 26-inch Alvan Clark Refractor at the

Naval Observatory to discover the two moons of Mars—Phobos and Deimos.

I I See continuation sheet
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By the early 1880s the location and facilities of the observatory were no longer
suitable. In 1893 the observatory moved to a new site at 34th and Massachusetts
Avenue with new buildings designed by architect Richard Morris Hunt. At this
time the Nautical Almanac Office also became part of the Naval Observatory system.

Since 1893 the scientific research at the observatory has related primarily
to timekeeping and to the determination, maintenance and dissenination of time,
and to the determinaticn of the fundamental celestial positions, motions and
constants, which collectively comprise the field of astranetry. The United
States Naval Observatory is the only institution in the United States where
such fundamental observations are made en a regular basis. Scientists in the
Nautical Almanac Office combine this data fron the astrometry programs with the
theories of motion of the solar system to compute the future positions of the
sun, moon, and planets. This information, along with star positions, is made
available to navigators, surveyors, geodesists, and astronomers, and forms the
basis for all of their work. The Naval Observatory is the source of official
time used in the United States and has been charged with maintaining the Departmen
of Defense reference for precise time.

The fundamental work of the Naval Observatory in the study of astrometry cannot
be overemphasized. This astrononical and timing data is essential for accurate
navigation and the support of conmuni cat ions on Earth and in space, and is

vital to both the Navy and the Department of Defense. This data is used for
everything from guiding missiles to determining the distances to other galaxies
and is used extensively by other governmental agencies and the public at large.

The ^'Id Naval Observatory was made a National Historic Landmark in 1965, more
than seventy years after the relocation of the observatory to the Massachusetts
Avenue location. The designation of the 23rd and E Street site was based upon
its associati(xi with Matthew Fontaine Maury, the father of modem oceanography,
and leading astrcnaners and mathematicians such as Simon Newcorab, George William
Hill and Asaph Hall, the discoverer of the two moons of Mars in 1877. The
fundamental work of the New Naval Observatory since 1893 is in the specialized
field of astranetry. For the past century the Navy has conducted astranetry
observations from the same site using the same instruments. The period of time

involved means that observations made today can be compared with observations
made 10, 20 or even 90 years ago. By comparing modem observations with those
taken years ago the Navy can accurately diart the positions of the stars and

planets with a precision not available an3A«7here else in the United States. The
site, the telescope, the buildings and even the weather patterns are the same.
This accuracy of these observations forms a data base upon which the disciplines

of astronany, navigation, geodesy and surveying depend. It was in recognition
of the importance of this work that the Congress originally moved the observatory
to the Massachusetts Avenue site away from the traffic and congestion of Washingto
and established a large boundary containing sufficient buffer land to
protect the delicate instruments frcm the heat and vibrations arising from
normal city traffic.
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For many years the Naval Observatory has been regarded as the American National

Observatory. By devoting its research to the science of astranetry, while

other American observatories have studied more modem subjects, the Naval

Observatory has earned a unique place in the history of American astronomy.
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Footnotes

1. The descriptive material for this section was taken from the following
sources

:

Circular Relating to the Ccnstructicri of the New Naval Observatory
(Washington, DC; Navy Department, 1888). pp. 13-14.

Gustavus A. Weber, The Naval Observatory: Its History, Activities and
Organization (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1926), pp. 76-78.

Paul R. Baker, Richard Morris Hunt (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, ^ -

1980). pp. 380-35T::

R. W. Rhynsburger, "A Historic Refractor's 100th Anniversary," Sky and
Telescope , October 1973, pp. 2-8.

"The New Naval Observatory, Washington, DC," American Architect and Building
News , October-December 1892, pp. 121-122.

2. The material for the statement of significance was taken frcra the following
sources:

Blanche H. Schroer and Steven H. Lewis, "National Register of Historic Places
Inventory Nomination Form-Old Naval Observatory." (Washington, DC: National
Park Service, Historic Sites Survey Division, 1977).

Deborah Warner, "United States Naval Observatory," in Astrophysics and
twentieth-century astronany to 1950 , Owen Gingerich ed., (Cambridge,
England: Cambridge University Press, 1984), pp. 124-127.

Gustavus A. Weber, o£_. cit . , pp. 76-78.

H.T. Kirby-Smith, U .S. Observatories: A Directory and Travel Guide (New York:

Van Nostrand Reinhold Ccmpany, 1976). pp. 19-20.

United States Naval Observatory (Washington, DC.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1982). pp. 1-3. (Brochure)
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MISSION
The U.S. Naval Observatory performs an essential

scientific role for the United States, the Navy, and

the Department of Defense. Its mission includes

determining the positions and motions of the Earth,

Sun, Moon, planets, stars, and other celestial ob-

jects; providing astronomical data; determining

precise time; measuring the Earth's rotation; and

maintaining the Master Clock for the United States.

Observatory astronomers formulate the theories

and conduct the relevant research necessary to im-

prove these mission goals. This astronomical and

timing data, essential for accurate navigation and

the support of communications on Earth and in

space, is vital to the Navy and the Department of

Defense. It is also used extensively by other agen-

cies of the government and the public at large.

FUNDAMENTAL
ASTROMETRY
Astrometry is that branch of astronomy in which

the positions and motions of the Sun, Moon,
planets and selected stars are precisely determined.

The Observatory is one of the few institutions in

the world, and the only one in the United States,

at which such fundamental observations are regu-

larly made. The instruments used are the Observ-

atory's transit circle and astrographic telescopes,

located in Washington, D.C., Flagstaff, Arizona,

and Black Birch, New Zealand.

CELESTIAL
MECHANICS
Observatory scientists combine the data from the

astrometry programs with the theories of motion

of the solar system. They compute the future posi-

tions of the Sun, Moon, and planets and make them

available, along with star positions, for use by

navigators, surveyors, geodesists, and astronomers.

TIME
The Naval Observatory is the source of official time

used in the United States. This accurate timekeep-

ing is performed by cesium beam and hydrogen

maser clocks. The rate of these atomic clocks is con-

stant to within 1 nanosecond (one billionth of a sec-

ond) per day. The need for such extreme precision

arises from many applications of modern tech-

nology, including communications and navigation

at sea, in the air, and in space.

PUBLICATIONS
Results of Observatory programs are disseminated

through regular series of publications. These include

the Nautical, Air, and Astronomical Almanacs,

Astronomical Phenomena, the Almanac for Com-

puters, Time Service Announcements, and numer-

ous other aids for the navigator, astronomer, and

geodesist. For information concerning these

publications, write the U.S. Naval Observatory

(Att: AM).

THE LIBRARY
The Observatory's Library contains over 75,000

volumes and is one of the leading astronomical

libraries in the world. In addition to its extensive

holdings of current scientific publications, the

library also serves as an archive for many rare books

and periodicals dating back to the 15th century.

These include the works of such giants as Newton,

Galileo, Kepler, and Copernicus. The library is

maintained primarily for the needs of the Observ-

atory's staff, but is also made available for use by

other scientific scholars and researchers.
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TELESCOPES NEW PROGRAMS
The largest telescope located on the Observatory

grounds in Washington, D.C., is the historic 26-inch

refractor acquired in 1873, when it was the world's

largest refractor. This telescope is now used chiefly

for planetary satellite observations and for deter-

mining the orbital motions and masses of double

stars from visual and photographic observations.

The Observatory's largest optical telescope is

located at the Flagstaff Station in Arizona. It is the

61 -inch astrometric reflector, used to obtain

distances of faint objects, and to measure the

brightness and colors of stars. (In 1978, while ex-

amining photographic plates taken with this

telescope, James Christy discovered a moon circling

the planet Pluto). With the 61-inch, astronomers

have observed 'brown dwarfs', the name given to

stars which emit very little light. A 40-inch reflec-

tor, also located in Arizona, makes photometric

observations. Together with the 26-inch telescope's

program of double star work, the observations

made by the 61 -inch and the 40-inch, and the body
of data which they provide, are the essential

physical parameters which make all of astrophysics

and cosmology possible.

The Naval Observatory is involved in many impor-

tant programs dealing with a wide variety of astro-

nomical topics. In order to monitor the Earth's

changing orientation in space, the Observatory par-

ticipates in a cooperative program with the National

Geodetic Survey. Using a 3-station network of radio

telescopes located in Florida, Texas and Massa-

chusetts, the faint signals emitted by quasars are col-

lected and recorded for later reduction at the

Observatory. Photographic zenith tube telescopes,

located in Florida and Washington, and radio

telescopes located in West Virginia, are also used

to gather the data necessary to monitor changes in

the Earth's orientation.

The Observatory is also involved with the testing

and observing plans of a new electronic imaging

camera for the Hubble Space Telescope, to be

placed in orbit by the Space Shuttle. Because this

optical telescope will be located above the Earth's

atmosphere it will enable astronomers to see objects

fifty times fainter, and resolve objects ten times

more clearly than with existing optical telescopes.

Currently, the Observatory is conducting a program

of observations with its 7-inch transit circle

telescope at Black Birch Observatory in New
Zealand. This program will improve the knowledge

of the positions and motions of southern stars, the

majority of which are too far south to be seen from

Washington. More information on specific pro-

grams can be obtained by writing the Public Affairs

Office.

Other telescopes used by the Observatory include:

transit circles, used exclusively for astrometry; an
8-inch double astrograph, involved in producing a

catalog of faint stars; a 15-inch astrograph, used

to obtain the positions of comets and minor planets;

two 24-inch reflectors; and a 12-inch refractor.

Photographic zenith tube telescopes and radio

telescopes at various locations are used for deter-

mining astronomical time and the orientation of the

Earth in space.

iP
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HISTORICAL NOTES
Founded in 1830, and called the Depot of Charts

and Instruments, the Naval Observatory is one of

the oldest scientific agencies in the country. Its

original mission included caring for the Navy's

chronometers, charts, and other navigational equip-

ment. In 1844, as its mission evolved and expanded,

the Depot was re-established as the U.S. Naval

Observatory and was located on the hill north of

where the Lincoln Memorial now stands. For nearly

50 years the Observatory remained in this location.

It was during these years that significant scientific

studies were carried out, such as speed-of-light

measurements, and the Solar Eclipse and Transit

of Venus expeditions. Remarkable events took place

during these years, too, such as the discovery in

1877 of the two satellites of Mars by Asaph Hall,

using the 26-inch telescope.

In 1893, the Observatory was moved to its,present

site, into buildings designed by the famed 19th cen-

tury American architect, Richard Morris Hunt. The
old Observatory buildings in Foggy Bottom were

declared National Historic Monuments in 1966.

TOURS
Free nighttime tours are given at specific times

throughout the year. Nighttime tours include obser-

vations through telescopes, and discussions with

staff astronomers. Telescopes are not open to the

public during the day or when skies are cloudy.

There is no planetarium at the Observatory. Groups

of 15 or more should call to make reservations.

Please write or call for tour dates and times.

\

PHONE NUMBERS
General Information & Referral: 202/653-1507

Tour Information: 202/653-1543

I

Precise Time: 202/653-1800

(Commercially, Precise Time is also available by

dialing 900/410-TIME for which the phone com-

pany charges $.50/1 min; $.35 each add. min.)
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THE 26" REFRACTING TELESCOPE

The 26" refracting telescope is the largest telescope at the Washington
site of the Naval Observatory. The objective lens at the front of the tele-
scope is 26" in diameter. This lens receives light from the object being
observed and brings it to a focus at the observing end 32 1/2' away.

The 26" refractor is primarily used for observing multiple star systems.
One of two instruments is placed at the observing end, either a micrometer for
making visual observations, or a camera, for making photographic observations.

The equatorial mounting of the telescope together with an accurate driving
mechanism allow the telescope to compensate for the rotation of the earth, and

follgw celestial objects as they move across the sky.

The dome is 45' in diameter and can be rotated so that the shutter opening
is exposed to the desired portion of the sky. The floor weighs over 24 tons
and can be raised or lowered to accomodate the observer to the telescope.

Construction of the 26" refractor was first suggested by Simon Newcomb in

the annual reports of 1868 and 1869 which he submitted to the superintendent of
the Naval Observatory, Adm. Benjamin F. Sands. The impetus stemmed from Alvan
Clark's completion, just prior to the Civil War, of an 18 1/2" refractor, then
the largest of its kind. Also, in 1862 and 1863 Clark had demonstrated his
unique talents by the extremely successful refiguring of the lenses for some
of the Naval Observatory's earlier instruments.

In July 1870, the superintendent of the Naval Observatory "contracted for
the construction of a refracting telescope of the largest size, of American manu-
facture, at a cost not exceeding fifty thousand dollars." Newcomb negotiated the

contract with Clark and Sons in August, 1870. In 1871 the superintendent re-

quested $10,000 for the tower and dome to house the refractor. This construction
was completed in October, 1873, in time to receive the finished telescope.

-MORE-



Regular observing began on November 20, 1873, with measures of the separa-
tions and position angles of the satellites of Uranus and Neptune. The first
observation was of Triton, the only moon of Neptune known at the time. These
planets' large distances made accurate determinations of their masses from

studies of their satellites yery difficult; hence, investigations of this nature
were made the first great work of the telescope. Although its principal use was 3

observing the satellite systems of the outer planets, on many occasions during 1

those early years close double stars were observed and studies made of nebulae,

such as the Omega, Orion, and Trifid.

On June 16, 1875, Asaph Hall was placed in charge of the 26", relieving
Newcomb (who two years later became superintendent of the Nautical Almanac Office).

This led to what was perhaps the most outstanding event in the history of the 26":

the discovery of the two moons of Mars. Observing alone on August 11, 1877, Hall

found Deimos, the outer moon, and six days later he and assistant George Anderson
first detected the inner moon, Phobos. Observed through October, the satellites
could not be seen in November and were not found again until Mars' next opposition.

Although the 26" refractor had always been used for visual observations of

double stars, in 1949-52 William Markowitz demonstrated that there were still a

sufficient number of nights in Washington with seeing conditions favorable for
measuring close binaries-with separations that are well under on second of arc. j

Charles Worley recommended the visual close binary program in late 1961 and this '

long-range program has been continued to the present. With the micrometer
digitized, the speed of an observation is nearly doubled, while reading errors J

are eliminated entirely. Over the past 20 years more than 20,000 visual obser- "

vations of double stars have been made, whereas during the telescope's first
80 years this number did not quite attain 10,000.

The second primary program since the renovation is photographic obser-
vations of double stars. A multiple-exposure camera with automatic timing
and plate control permits using observing procedures first developed by Ejnar
Hertzsprung. To compensate for differences of magnitude between components,
objective gratings are available to produce a difference of 1/2, 1, 2, 3, 4,
or 6 magnitudes between the central image and the Ist-order spectral images.
An additional grating, providing a 9.8-magnitude difference, is used in the
study of the motion of the faint companion of Sirius.

The 26" has been used for numerous observations of comets, asteroids,
planetary features, novae, and occultations during the last three decades.
In the mid-1 950' s John S. Hall and W. A. Baum conducted their image-tube
experiments with it. Also, on the average of three times a month near first-
quarter moon, the instrument shows some of the 5,000 annual nighttime visitors
interesting celestial objects.

1981
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U.S. NAVAL OBSERVATORYTHE 12-INCH

ALVAN CLARK

REFRACTH^G

TELESCOPE .Jj^SK^^ A GRAND OLD OBSERVER OF THE HEAVENS has a second life,
thanks to the diligent work of volunteer scientists and

craftsmen. The Alvan Clark 12-inch refracting telescope is
back in its original dome at the U. S. Naval Observatory.

Built in 1892 by G. N. Saegmuller of Washington, D. C,
it was fitted in 1895 with a 12-inch objective lens
made by Alvan Clark of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
(Focal length: 180.6 inches. Focal ratio: f/15.
Guide scope by John Clacy: 4.5 inch; f/10). The
original "star dials" for direct mechanical indi-

cation of right ascension and declination were de-
signed by William Harkness, Astronomical Director of

the Naval Observatory. These were used to precisely
point the telescope to the desired star. These "star

dials" have long since disappeared, but the 12-inch
Clark refractor may have been the first telescope in

the world to be so equipped. The 12-inch Saegmuller
telescope still in use at Georgetown University was
subsequently fitted with dials of the same design.

The engraving of the 12-inch Clark refractor (seen at

left) was taken from a book on astronomical instruments
published in Germany in 1899. It shows the telescope
as it looked originally in the rooftop dome of the
Naval Observatory.

In 1957, the 12-inch telescope was put in storage in order to make room for a special
telescope used to determine the position of the moon (the Markowitz Moon Camera).
Five years later, the 12-inch refractor was hauled out of storage and mounted in
another dome on the grounds (now housing the 24-inch reflector). It was used to ob-
serve double stars until 1971. Parts of the telescope were then boxed in crates and
stored outdoors, suffering damage from exposure until 1980, when two determined
astronomers decided to attempt to restore it.

"Several parts were heavily corroded by exposure," said astronomer Ted Rafferty, "but
we felt confident they could be restored individually and reassembled."

During reconstruction, astronomer volunteers and staff members used original blue-
prints from the 1890s to assist in duplicating the original telescope design. One
faded photograph from 1906 also supplied some guidance to the restoration committee.

When restoration was complete, a crane hoisted the 2,000 pound telescope base 85 feet
above the Observatory's main building. With only 2 inches to spare, the base was
piloted through the 27-inch slit in the Observatory dome.

"The refractor is an authentic astronomical instrument of the 19th century," said
astronomer Richard Schmidt. "We were interested in rescuing a tangible piece of
the Observatory's history."

With more than 700 hours of volunteer work behind them, the restoration committee is

understandably proud of its accomplishment. The gleaming brass and new paint are
testimony to the splendid restoration task. The 1895 12-inch refractor is now equipped
with both the original and modern eyepieces, and planetary, nebular and solar filters.
It is maintained by the U. S. Naval Observatory's History Coimittee. It is used on

public tours, and for personal staff observing.
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SOLAR OBSERVING IN HYDROGEN-ALPHA LIGHT

The Sun is our nearest star, and the only one close enough for easy
observation of the magnetic storms and brilliant flares of its active and
ever-changing face.

The surface of the Sun that we see in natural "white" light is called the
PHOTOSPHERE. This thin layer is the source of the greatest amount of energy
output of the Sun. Here SUNSPOTS and the bright, hot regions called FACULAE
are seen. Solar GRANULATION looking like rice pudding occurs just below the
photosphere, where bubbles of hot gas reach the surface.

The solar CHROMOSPHERE is a tenuous atmospheric region lying up to

20,000 km above the photosphere. Here temperatures rise from below 5,000
degrees at the base of the chromosphere, to over one million degrees at the

top. Some of the most interesting active solar phenomena take place in this

layer of the Sun, but the powerful white light of the photosphere outshines
the delicate features of the chromosphere. Fortunately, there are ways to

block out the bright white light of the photosphere. A precise SPECTROSCOPE
can be used to separate the natural sunlight into its many-colored components,
and those colors that originate in the chromosphere can be singled out.
Recently low-cost optical filters have been perfected that allow the observer
to block out all but a very small part of the total solar light spectrum.
These NARROW-BAND FILTERS can look at a very narrow range of color (wavelength
of light). In the case of the solar chromosphere, atomic processes cause very
strong light output in a narrow band of light known as the HYDROGEN-ALPHA LINE.
It lies in the red part of the solar spectrum and its characteristic color is

very evident at the telescope.
At the U.S. Naval Observatory the Sun is observed using a special narrow-

band filter on the 12-inch refractor that is tuned to the hydrogen-alpha line.

Viewed through this filter, the chromosphere displays irregular bright and
dark features called PLAGES, FILAMENTS, and SPICULES, with an underlying
patchwork pattern over the solar disk known as the CHROMOSPHERIC NETWORK.

PLAGES appear as bright concentrations on the chromospheric network,
regions of higher density and temperature than the surrounding area. Glowing
jets ceaselessly rising and falling, SPICULES are areas of high magnetic fields
forming boundaries between the SUPERGRANULES of the chromospheric network.
They are seen in Hydrogen-alpha light both as bright points on the Sun's limb
and as dark grains on the disk. PROMINENCES are spectacular streams of chromo-
spheric hydrogen rising tens of thousands of kilometers high into the solar
CORONA. They are of two general types, QUIESCENT PROMINENCES lasting weeks and

falling slowly back to the chromosphere and ACTIVE PROMINENCES appearing rapid-
ly and decaying within hours. At the telescope prominences resemble red flames

leaping off the edge of the Sun, although one must observe for many minutes to

see any motion.
Both spicules and prominences are related to the development of SOLAR

FLARES, unpredictable outbursts of fantastic quantities of energy that radiate
along the spectrum from X-rays to kilometer wavelength radio and produce
high-energy solar cosmic ray particles that reach the upper atmosphere of

the Earth within a half hour, and could be hazardous to space travellers.
In hydrogen-alpha light flares begin as small, starlike bright points on a

plage that spread out within minutes and remain bright for up to a few hours.
Energy output can equal that of a billion megaton bomb!

Many of these features of the solar chromosphere may be visible as you
observe the Sun with the 12-inch refractor. Unfortunately, at times the Sun

is rather inactive, and there may happen to be no spectacular prominences or

flares visible. And all observing is halted by cloudy weather!
The U.S. Naval Observatory's solar observing system is a safe and widely

used method for exploring the Sun. But extreme caution must be taken in any
solar observing system one might set up at home, as the powerful light of the

Sun can cause permanent eye damage if improperly viewed.

.„„... -END-



THE U.S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY

SIX-INCH TRANSIT CIRCLE TELESCOPE
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An important aspect of astronomy is the determination of a fundamental celestial
coordinate system. Only by determining the small movements of the stars can a

reference system be established for various purposes, such as predicting the
motions of the Sun, Moon, and planets. At the present time the only instrument
that can successfully determine this coordinate system is the transit circle, a
specialized telescope that can be moved only along the meridian, a north-south
arc passing through the observer's zenith. This restriction of motion, together
with the massive concrete piers on which the telescope is mounted, provides the
stability that is the first requirement for the precise and accurate determination
of the positions of celestial bodies.

The six-inch transit circle telescope is so named because its lens is six inches
in diameter, and because the east-west coordinate (the right ascension) of a star
is measured by timing when it crosses, or " transits ", the meridian due to the
Earth's rotation, while the north-south coordinate (the declination) is measured
with a very finely divided circle . In both coordinates precise measurements are
made with respect to a system of wires placed in the focal plane of the eyepiece.
The astronomer views these wires through the eyepiece and tracks the star with
respect to them. These measurements, accurate to a few hundredths of a second of
time, are immediately recorded by a computer for later analysis. After many
observations a catalogue of star positions is produced, and in addition the positions
of solar system objects are forwarded to the Nautical Almanac Office at the Observatory
where predictions are made of future positions.

Weather permitting, observations are made 24 hours a day throughout the year.
During the daylight hours, the Sun, Mercury, Venus, and bright stars can be observed.

Over a 24 hour period several hundred objects can be observed.

Although more than 80 years old, the six-inch transit circle is being constantly
improved by the use of new engineering and scientific developments. The only other

functioning transit circle in the United States is an eight-inch instrument at the
Naval Observatory station in Flagstaff, Arizona. The Naval Observatory is also

currently developing a seven-inch photoelectric transit circle for a Southern
hemisphere observing program in New Zealand.

4/82
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United States Naval Obsei-vatory — Washiiif^ton. DC
Aerial View of the obsenatorv liicle. 1!)5()
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United States Naval Obsei-vatory — Washiiifftoii. DC
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United States Naval Observatory — \Vasliiiij<t()ii. DC
Exterior View of Asaph Hall. 1!)H8
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United States Naval Ohsenaloiy — Wasliiiigtoii. DC
26-iii(h Alvan Clark redactor
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United States Naval Ohsei-vatory — Washin^Jtoii. DC
Exterior View of the West Transit Circle buildiiif^. 1988
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United States Naval Observatory — Washington. DC
Superintendent's House (now used as the ofnciai residence of the Vice I'resident). circa 1970
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National Historic Landmark Nomination
(MM Ma 10*44011

United states Department of the interior

National Park Service

National Register of Historic Places
Registration Form
This form Is for us« in nominating or requesting determinations of eligibility for Individual properties or districts. See Instructions In Quld»tln*$

tor CompMIng National Raglstar Forms (National Register Bulletin 16). Complete each Item by marKIng "x" In the appropriate box or by entering

the requested information. If an item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" tor "not applicable." For functions, styles, materials,

and areas of significance, enter only the categories and subcategories listed In the Instructions. For additional apace use continuation sheets
(Form 10-900a). Type all entries.

1 . Nam* of Property

historic nanrie University of Illinois Observatory
other names/site number

2. Location

street & number 901 South Mathews AvpmiP _ not for publication

city, town Urbana _ vicinity

State Illinois code IL county Champaign code 019 zip code 61801

3. Claaalflcatlon

Ownership of Property

B
private

publlC'locai

[^ public-State

I I public-Federal

Category of Property

Bbulldlng(s)

district

Bsite
structure

object

Name of related multiple property listing:

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing Noncontrlbuting

buildings

sites

structures

objects

1 Total

Number of contributing resources previously

listed In the National Register

4. State/Faderal Agency Cartlflcation

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this

LJ nomination request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60,

In my opinion, the property CH meets Odoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJsee continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property 1 meets^ does not meet the National Register criteria. ^ See continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is:

n entered in the National Register.

I I See continuation sheet,

undetermined eligible for the National

Register. Lj See continuation sheet.

im deternfiined not eligible for the

National Register.

I I removed from the National Register.

n other, (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action



6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Education
Research Facility

Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Education
Research Facility

7. Description

Architectural Classification

(enter categories from instructions)

No style

Materials (enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete

walls brick

roof copper

other

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The history of the University of Illinois Observatory dates to 1895 when

the Illinois state legislature voted the sura of fifteen thousand dollars

for the construction of a new observatory en the grassy knoll between

Matthews Avenue and Burrill Avenue in Urbana, Illinois. The site is just

north of the 1876 Morrow Plots, the nation's oldest experimental field,

and a National Historic Landmark. The structure was built to replace a

smaller observatory located farther north and west, closer to the heart

of campus.

i

Contracts were let in the early spring of 1896 and ground was broken in

April of that year. The architect was Charles A. Gunn; Bevis and Company

of Urbana was the general contractor. Ira Baker, a professor of civil

engineering, served as the supervisor of construction while George Meyers,

first director of the observatory, was in Europe.

The building was constructed on a one-story T plan, facing north. It is of

buff-colored Roman brick (manufactured in Indiana) , with limestone lintels

and sills. The bar of the T is 75 feet long east to west and 25 feet deep.

The stem of the T is located to the south, centered along the the east-

west axis and is 26 feet deep by 25 feet wide. The octagonal observation

tower rises to a height of 25 feet at the intersection of the T and then

becomes round, continuing to a total height of 35 feet. At the floor

level of the second ^qiiatorial room, a balustrade circles arc^ind the

exterior of the tower on the north, east, and west.

The tower is capped by a great hand-tooled, circular, limestone plate

which carries the done track. The internal diameter of the done is

24.5 feet and at its apex is 24 feet above the equatorial roan floor.

The operable slit has a clear opening of 44 inches and is opened and

closed by hand in a matter of seconds. The done tower and equatorial

roan are original with the exception of a motor drive which replaced the

rape and sheave method of rotating the dome en its metal track.

I

I

I I See continuation sheet
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At the center of the equatorial room is located the 1896, 12-inch refractor
telescope. The telescope was made by the firm of Warner and Swasey of
Cleveland, Ohio. For maximum stability it is mounted on a brick pier
^ich extends down to bedrock and is not attached to the building in any
way. The telescope was obtained at a cost of $4,500. Also original is

the observer's chair; it was included in the original contract for the
building and equipment and was built by Bevis and Company at a cost of
$25.

The octagcnal entrance hall below the equatorial roan is centered around
the massive brick pier. The interiors of the load-bearing brick walls
are painted white. Other non-bearine walls are of four- inch tongue and
groove bead board. This room continues to be used for its original
purpose—storage of portable equipment, books, etc. The original stairs,
newel posts, balustrades and wood floors are extant.

Originally, there were two transit rooms in each of the east and west
wings. Each roan had a permanently mounted transit telescope on a brick
pier. The windows drop into pockets in the basement wall to allcw for
unobstructed observing fran these locations. The transit roans have since
been converted to office space, as has the southern classroom wing. The
brick piers are still visible in the basement beneath the transit roans.

The exterior is ornamented by a brick cornice, stone sills and lintels,

stone water course, ornamental gutters, and original copper domspouts.
Most windows are original wood, double hung. The central front entrance
door with transom and concrete stoop is original. While the original
front balustrade has been replaced, the western stoop and ornamental iron
balustrade is intact.

Although the transit rooms are no longer used for their original purpose,
the primary alteration to the building has been two single story additions,
one located in the southwest comer and the other being the large wing
on the east.

The first addition was of light cream-colored brick and was nestled into

the southwest comer of the building to provide additional classroom and
office space in 1956. The addition replicates the original structure in

scale, rhythm, detail, and materials in essentially every way except

color. Care was taken to match the cornice lines, gutters, stone lintels,

sills, and watercourse. The brick is of the same size, and its configu-
ration attempts to match the narrow mortar joints of the earlier building.
Likewise, the large east wing, constructed in 1966, is of the same light

cream-colored brick and replicates the aforementioned detail. The scale
of this later addition is much larger than either of the two previous

components. This addition provided more office space, a new dark room
and a radio telescope laboratory.

ni
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The basement of the observatory and the done hcusing the 12- inch refractor

are still used bv the astronomy department of the University of Illinois.

The remaining rooms are now used to house various administrative offices

of the University.

I
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8. Statement of Significance

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

[x1 nationally I I statewide I I locally

Applicable National Register Criteria [x]a ^B ^C Qd NHL Criteria 1

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) ^A ^B ^C \Z]D [Z\e Qf I IG

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates

National Register 1907-1922
Education. Engineering. Science

National Historic Landmark:
Science. Subtheme: Physical Science. Cultural Affiliation

Facet; Astronomy

Significant Person Architect/Builder

Joel Stebbins Charles Gunn

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

Svmniary

The University of Illinois Observatory is significant because of its

association with the development of the selenium photoelectric cell which
revolutionized the science of astronomical photoelectric photometry—the

measuronent of celestial magnitudes. The research was conducted on the
12- inch Warner and Swasey refractor telescope located in the second story
equatorial roan of the 1896 brick observatory. The development of the

selenium cell was done by Joel Stebbins (1878-1966), in the years frcra

1907 to 1922, while he was the director of the University of Illinois
Observatory. As a result of Stebbins' work at Illinois with the photo-

electric cell, photoelectric photometry became the standard technique in

determining stellar magnitudes. The determination of stellar magnitudes
is one of the most fundamental measurements in the field of astronomy.

History

Prior to 1907 all measurements of the magnitude of stars were ob-

tained by visual canparison of relative brightness—a slow, cumbersome
and inexact process at best. Later, photographic methods used starlight

to make a representation en a photographic plate. Neither method was
adequate for qviantitative measurements, as they provided cnly the most
rudimentary canpjarisons. Because of these drawbacks, the use of elec-

tricity for empirically gathering astronomical data revolutionized the

field of astrcnotny. The man responsible for this development is Joel
Stebbins who did his pioneering research in the field of astronomical

photometry during the period from 1907 to 1922 while he was director at

the Illinois Observatory.

2

Stebbins arrived as director of the observatory after completing his Ph.D.

at the University of California, Berkeley, in 1903. For the next few
years he conducted research into the relative brightness of binary stars,

using visxial and photographic techniques. Stebbins was assisted in his

efforts by his wife. May, who frequently acted as recorder. In a speech

QSee continuation sheet
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before the American Astronomical Society in 1957 Stebbins recalled the
events which led up to the electric cells:

She (May Stebbins) wrote dcwn the numbers as the observer called
them, but after scne nights of recording a hundred readings just to
get one magnitude, she said it was pretty slew business. I responded
that soneday we would do all this by electricity. That was a fatal
remark. Thereafter she would often prod rae with the question,
"VJhen are you going to change to electricity?" It happened that
within two or three months, the Department of Physics gave an open
house, and one of the exhibits was in charge of a young instructor,
F.C. Brown. He showed hew, when he turned on a lamp to illuminate
a selenium cell, a bell would ring, when the lamp was off, the
bell would stop. Here was the idea? VJhy not turn on a star to
a cell on a telescope and measure a current?3

Stebbins soon made friends with Brown and in due time they had a selenium
cell positioned on the 12-inch refractor telescope. In the fall of 1907
after seme trial and error, the two adiieve i a light curve for the moon.

This successful use of photoelectric technology was a quantum leap in
the field of astrcxiomy. Stebbins later discovered that cooling the cell
to zero degrees Fahrenheit doubled the sensitivity and diminished the
irregularities in the circuit tenfold. Likewise, by reducing the size of
the cell, irregularities were again reduced. Brcwn and Stebbins went on to
detect stellar intensity and activity that were previously unrecorded.

Stebbins continued to do pioneering work with the selenium cell until
1913 when he became associated with Jacob Kunz. Kunz was a University
of Illinois physics professor who had been doing experimentation on an
improved photoelectric cell which was based on the alakali metals.
This cell was the predecessor of the modem-day "electric eye." Its

applications in science and industry have been widespread, including
early uses in talking motion pictures, television, and aviation.
The improved technology of the photoelectric cells over the selenium
type had the advantage of greater sensitivity and faster operation.
Stebbins explained it in this way:

Only recently we managed to produce a cell which is twice as sen-
sitive as anything we had before, and this amounts to the same thing
as though some good fairy had suddenly doubled the light gathering
power of our telescope.^

\1A
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The results were precise light curves of eclipsing double stars, which
permitted the determination of the diameters and masses of stars with
a higher accuracy than previously attained, and the discovery of previously
undetected eclipses in several stars sudi as Beta Aurigae and Delta Qricinis .5

Through his work with Stebhins, Kunz continued to refine his cells. This
owed largely to the fact that starlight is one of the faintest of all
light sources. Kunz's cells were the most sought after in the country,
being more that a million times more sensitive than cells caimercially
available. 6 This dedication earned him recognition as the "father of the
photoelectric cell."^ Because of his close collaboration with Kunz,
Stebbins usually got the best cells for himself, leaving those of second
best quality to other observatories.

Stebbins left the Univeristy of Illinois in 1922 to take over the direc-
torship of the Washburn Observatory at the University of Wisconsin.
Stebbins replaced his mentor, George C. Constock, with whan he had studied
as a graduate student sane 25 years before. Stebbins went on to apply
the techniques he had developed while at Illinois. Constant experimentation
led to consistently improved technology for the study of astronomy.

The early research done at the University of Illinois Astronomical Observatory
was vitally important in the field of astronomy. It transformed the measure-
ment of astronomical radiation fran imprecise visual and photographic methods,
to a linear quantifiable science. Without this research, modern photoelectric
astronomy would not have been possible.

\-tK
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Footnotes

1. Most of the material in this form was adapted from the following source:

Shauna J. Francissen, "National Register of Historic Places Inventory-
Nanination Form-University of Illinois Astronomical Observatory"
(Urbana, Illinoist Preservation and Conservation Association, 1986).

2. Otto Struve and Velta Zebergs, Astronony of the Twentieth Century
(New York: Maori il Ian, 1962) , p. 80.

3. Joel Stebbins, "Early Photometry at Illinois," Publications of the
Astronctnical Society of the Pacific , December 1957, p. 506.

4. Joel Stebbins, "The Electrical Photometry of Stars," Science
June 14, 1915, p. 811.

5. A.E. Whitford, "American Pioneer in Photoelectric Astronomy," Sky and
Telescope May 1966, p. 266.

6. Joel Stebbins, "Jacob Kunz, 1874-1938," Popular Astronomy March 1939,

?. 15.

7. "Jacob Kunz, on U. of I. Faculty 29 Years, Dies," The Evening Courier
(Urbana, IL.), July 19, 1938, n.p.
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University of Illinois Obsei-vatory — L rbaiia, Illinois

Exterior View of the Observatory from the South. 1987

183I'holo Cirilit: Dr. .loliti Dirkfl



University of Illinois Ohscniitory — Url)anii. Illinois

12-iM(li Hdraclor. 1987

ie4/'//()/() Crrdil: Dr. Joliii Dirkcl



University of Illinois Observatory — Urbana, Illinois

Photoelectric Photometer mounted on the 12-in(li ll<'tractor, iyi'5

Photo Ctrdil: Ih: .John Dickfl las



University of Illinois Obsei-vatory — Urbana, Illinois

Selenium cell Photometer on the 12-in(h Refractor. 1910

Pholo Credit: Dr. -lohii Dickel \^>G
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This form Is for use in nominating or requesting determinations of eligibility for Individual prop«rtlM or diatrlots. Sm inatruotlona In OuMMnta
tor CompMing National Ragiatar Forma (National Register Bulletin 16). Complete each Item by marking "x" In the appropriate box or by entering

the requested information. If an Item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not applicable." For functions, ttyiea, materlala,

and areas of significance, enter only the categories and subcategories listed In the Instructions. For additional space use continuation sheets

(Form 10-900a). Type all entries.

1 N«m« of Property

historic name Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory
other names/site number

2. Location

I I
not for publication

'

street & number mf^ npSpllum Avpnnp
U vicinitycity, town Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory

state Maryland code MP county Montgomery cod* n-^l zip coda ?0877

3. Claaaification

Ownership of Property

I I private

[x~l public-local

I I public-State

I I public-Federal

Category of Property

H buildinQ(8)

district

Dsite
I I structure

I I object

Number of Rasourcaa within Property

Contributing Noncontributing

1 7 bulldlnge

sites

1 structures

objects

2 Total

^
_L

Name of related multiple property listing: Number of contributing resources previously

listed in the National Register __9

4. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, i hereby certify that this

I I nomination IZ] request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth In 36 CFR Part 60,

In my opinion, the property EH meets EH does not meet the National Register criteria. EH See continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion. the property
1 1 meets^ does not meet the National Register criteria. 1 1 See continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is:

EH entered in the National Register.

I I See continuation sheet.

EH determined eligible for the National

Register. EH See continuation sheet.

EH determined not eligible for the

National Register.

I
I

removed from the National Register.

EH other, (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action



6. Functton or U—
Historic Functions (entsr categories from instructions) Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Research Facility Research Facility

7. De«criptk>n

ArchitecturaJ Classification Materials (enter categories from instructions)

(enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete, fieldstone
no style walls wood

roof _
other

wood

Describe present &r^ >v»;^~lc p.%-sicaj appearance.

The Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory is situated west of the southern end of

DeSellum Avenue and south of James Street en a 2.3 acre tract in the city of

Gaithersburg, Maryland.

^

The Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory is a small, 1 3-foot-sq\aare one-story

building. There is a wooden louver-covered gable roofed entrance porch on the

west facade. The original pordi door is missing. There is a small shed-roofed

ell on the east side. The building has a concrete mortar and fieldstone found-

ation. The gable roof consists of two sections that move apart on wheels

exposing the center interior of the building. The roof is constructed of indi

tongue-and-groove board. In the eaves, the rafter ends are cut back and covered

by a tilted fascia board. A decorative wooden five-pointed star is mounted in

the center of each gable end.

The inner wall plates consist of double two by eights resting on edge. On the

north and south walls , these plates extend about three feet beyond the building

to support the roof in its open position. These extended plates are capped

with four by fours supporting the metal U-track in v*iich the roof v*ieels travel.

Parallel to the U-tracic, about six inches into the building and down about four

indies, are a pair of one-indi-thick iron rods. These rods extend the length

of the north and south plates, piercing the east arxi west walls. They are

moved from inside the building. Each section can be moved independently by a

rope and pulley system. There are two decorated ventilators, one on eadi roof

section near the center of the building. As a part of the decoration, a metal

five-pointed star caps each ventilator.

The building is double walled. The inner wall consists of four by fours over-
,

layed with tongue and groove boards on the inside. There is a nine-indi space ji

between the walls. The outer wall consists of four by fours covered on the

outside with horizontal framed wooden louvers. The outside walls are connected

to the inner walls only at the building comers, the entrance and the door to
^

the east ell. The inner and outer sills appear to rest en the foundation, iiie

exterior wall ends at the ground in a bevelled wooden water table. There is a

double floor in the main room with a concrete pyramid-shaped pier in the center

r~lS— continuation sheet
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of the dirt floor that is sunk four feet belcw the floor and tapers as it

extends up to about waist height. The obseirving telescope and instruments were
mounted on it. The telescope is new in storage in Corbin, Virginia. The
southern wall has a central section of two by three feet v^ich can be lowered
to expose two sliding wooden sashes in the inner wall.

About 200 feet to the south of the observatory is the Meridian Mark Pier
(azinruth marker), a green metal pagoda-shaped object about four feet high by
two feet square, v^ich was used to align the Zenith Telescope.

Five Coast and Geodetic Survey monuments are located on the property of the
observatory. These monuments establish exact geographic longitude and latitude
positions, elevation above sea level, and the direction of the magnetic north
field of force. The Observatory RM-1 monument, dated 1966 is still used by the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NQAA) , for positional
testing of new technology in the Global Positioning System (GPS) Receiver v*iich

tracks orbital satellites. A 1-1/2 story brick caretaker's house and garage,
constructed in 1947, is seventy-feet to the south of the observatory building.

Only the observatory building, the Meridian Mark Pier, and the five monuments
described above are considered to contribute to the significance of the

Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory as a National Historic Landmark. The care-
taker's house and garage do not contribute to the significance of the site and
are excluded from this nomination.

18^
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Science

^ ^^^^^^^^ ^899-1982

National Historic Landmark Significance ;

Science. Subtheme; Physical Science, CiAmi aimmjl^-
Facet; Astronomy. Earth Science

w«ur» ahmooo

SJgrtfVani .-wjn
Are»m«a«uilder
Edwin Smith

St«i.,lgn<fleenc«o» property, and JuetWycrtt>1..crlt.ri.co^^

Sumary

The Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory is significant for its association with
the study of polar motion, and for its synixslic value in representing an impor-
tant and long-lived program of international scientific cooperation. Established
in 1899 by the International Geodetic Association, the International Polar
Motion Service was a cooperative effort among scientists worldwide to study the
Earth's vrobble on Its rotational axis. The Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory
was one of six observatories around the world (In the United States, Russia,
Japan, and Italy) comnlssloned under this program.

Between 1900 and 1960 these observatories were the best source of Information
on polar motion available to scientists. Data supplied by the six latitude
observatories have been used In hundreds of scientific papers and studies
Investigating the geophysics of the earth. The observatories have enabled
geodeslsts to better understand the size and shape of the earth and astroncmers
to adjxist their observations for the effects of palar motion. In more practical
terms, the work done by the observatories contributed to studies attempting to

detennlne earthquake mechanisms and the elasticity of the earth, and to predict
climate variations. The space program has also benefited from this work; polar
motion study Is necessary to determine orbit patterns of spacecraft and satel-
lites, and aids tracking techniques used in deep space navigation.

The latitude observatories made a major contribution to science on an Inter-

national sc£ile. The research undertaken in these small, simple structures not
only fueled all work done in earth motion for decades, but transcended the
dlfferaices of man during times of war and international strain. Despite the

location of stations In two Allied nations and two Axis nations during World
War II, cooperation between the observatories continued and their Important
work did not cease. From Its construction in 1899 mtll the obsolescence of ^,

man-operated telescopic observation forced Its closing In 1982, the Gaithersburg

Latitude Observatory played an Integral role in this important scientific
endeavor

.
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History

The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Superintendent's Report for 1898-99

records an agreement readied by members of the International Geodetic Association
to establish six observatories for the purpose of measuring the variations in

latitude caused by the earth's wobble on its polar axis. This program, known
as the International Polar Motion Service, was initiated in 1899 with the
establishment of six stations, all located near the parallel of 39 degrees 08
minutes north latitude (to permit uniform computations), and were at Gaithersburg,
Maryland; Cincinnati, Ohio; Ukiah, California; Mizusawa, Japan; Charjui in
Russian Turkestan; and Carloforte, Sardinia, Italy. Econanic constraints
forced the closing of the Cincinnati observatory in 1932. The Charjui station
was lost in World War I, and an observatory was substituted for it at Kitab,
near Samarkand in the Soviet Union.

The Gaithersburg Observatory was constructed by Edwin Smith, Chief of the
Instrument Division of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (This agency, new the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, operated the International
Polar Motion Service observatories in the United States.) Between 1891 and
1892 Smith had been conducting measurements of the variation of latitude on a
volunteer basis from his hone in Rockville, Maryland, and made nearly 1800

individual measurements on 146 nights, until his regular work forced him to
discontinue his observations. However, when the International Geodetic
Association allocated ftjnds for the purchase of land in Gaithersburg in 1898,

Smith was entrusted with the construction of the Gaithersburg Observatory,
which began operating on October 18, 1899.

The original six observatories around the world worked in close concert carrying
cut a program of star study selected by Dr. Kimura, the astronomer in charge of
the Mizusawa station. Twelve groups of stars, each containing six pairs of

stars, were selected. Two groups of stars were observed each night at each
station in accordance with a schedule of dates, time, and duration prepared by
Dr. Kimura. The irregular daily motion of the earth's axis was believed to be
extremely small, but the extent could be determined by the precise measurements
of the stars. The six stations worked documenting the data to support latitude
variations until 1914. Econcmic constraints forced the closing of the Gaithersburg
and Cincinnati stations in 1915. During World War I contact was lost with the
Charjui station. When conmunication with the Russian observers was resumed,

the association learned that star movement data had been recorded through 1919.

After World War I the Soviets continued to participate ia this program with the
establishment of a new station in Kitab in Uzbekistan, USSR.

\C[\
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While the Cincinnati station remained closed and was eventually dismantled, the
Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory resumed operations in 1932. Upon reopening,
it functioned continually in cooperation with its sister observatories through-
out the world until canputerization rendered its use obsolete in 1982.

The scientific work conducted at the Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory illus-
trates the systematic approach sought by the International Geodetic Association
to measure the degree of "wobble" occuring on the earth's north-south axis.

Although superseded by newer technologies using satellite observations the
wealth of data returned from Gaithersburg and the other five observatories is

used by scientists today to determine polar motion; the size, shape and physical
properties of the earth; to predict climate and earthquakes; and to aid the
space program through the precise navigational patterns of orbiting satellites.

The city of Gaithersburg designated the observatory as a local historic
site in December 1983. In July 1985 the site was listed in the National
Register of Historic Places. The observatory property was conveyed to the city
of Gaithersburg in May 1987 by the federal government, with the proviso that it

be preserved as a historic monument and used for the benefit of the public. At
the present time the city of Gaithersburg plans to restore the latitude observatory
and build a science education center, on the site of the caretaker's house, for
the use of the school diildren of Gaithersburg.

R2.
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Footnotes

1. Most of the material in this form was adapted from the following source.

Kathleen C. Bowers and James Sengstack, "National Register of Historic

Places Inventory-Ncmination Forra—Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory"

(Gaithersburg, Maryland! City Planning Department, 1984).
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'ERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION;

Beginning at a stone planted in the grcxind at intersection of lands of Ignatiias

r. Fulks, Vandelia Owen, and Philonen M. Smith whose coordinates on the Maryland

State Plane Coordinate Systan are X=743,442.70 feet, Y=474,772.03 feet, and

running thence S 46°30 W 300 feet; thence S 43°30' E 270 feet; thence N 46°30'

E 444.6 feet; thence N 71°40' W 53.5 feet to a stone whose coordinates are X=

743,691.26 feet, Y=474,722.99 feet; thence still N 7r40 W 252.8 feet to the

place of beginning containing 2.307 acres of land more or less.

lOTi



9. Major Blbllographlol Referenca«

See Continuation Sheet

Prtvious documtntatlon on flla (NPS);

I
I

prtllmlntry determination of Individual Hating (36 CFR 67)

has bean requested

r~] previously listed in tlie National Register

B
previously determined eligible by the National Register

designated a National l-llstoric Landmark

I I recorded by Historic American Buildings

Survey #

I I recorded by Historic American Engineering

Record #

W See continuation sheet

Primary location of additional data;

^ State historic preservation office

Other State agency

Federal agency

Local government

ZJ University

I] Other

Specify repository;

10. Geographical Data

Acreage of property 2.3 acres

UTM References

A UlJ I 31 Oi jl 9i 3i Ol K 3 5 A 3 P
Zone Easting Northing

c _L _L

X _LB
Zone Easting

D L^ I I I

Northing

I I See continuation sheet

Verbal Boundary Description

See Continuation Sheet

I I See continuation sheet

Boundary Justification

The nominated property, 2.3 acres, comprises the acreage historically associated with

with the resource. The property is surrounded on the north, south, and west by modern

residential development, and the grounds of a recently constructed public high school

abuts it on the south.

I I See continuation sheet
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Gaithersburg Latitude Observatory — (iaithersburg, Maryland
Exterior View from the South, circa 1910

I'liolo Credit: Citif of (!iiillieriil>iii(j \^<1
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(iaitluTshur^ Uitidulc ()l).seival()ry — (iaillH'i'.sburj^. Maryland
Interior ol' the obsiM-vatory with tek'scoijc and ohsciTcr.
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Gaithersburg Latitude Obscnatoiy — (laitliersburj^. Maryland
Exterior View from tlic West. 1!»8:J

I'holo Credit: Citfi <>/ (UiHIici-KhKtfi



Gaithersburj^ Liititude Obsci-vatory — (Jaithersbiirj^. Maiylaiul

Exterior View from the East. 1983
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Gaithersburg latitude Observatory — Gaithensburg, Maryland

Meridian Marker, circa 1983
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1. Name of Property

historic name Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory
other names/site number ___^
2. Location

I I not for publication

'

street & number Blue Hills Reservation
U vicinitycity, town Milton

state Massachusetts code MA county Norfollc cod* 071 zip code 02186

3. Claaalflcatlon

Ownership of Property

E private

I I public-local

H] public-State

I I public-Federal

Category of Property

n buildlnQ(8)

n district

n»ite
I I structure

object

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing

1

Noncontributing

buildings

sites

structures

objects

Total

Name of related multiple property listing: Number of contributing resources previously

listed in the National Register 1

4. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this

LJ nomination LJ request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Re., ster of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the property LJ meets LJdoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJSee continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property 1 meets^ does not meet the National Register criteria. ^ See continuation sheet.

- gnafure of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is:

n entered in the National Register,

I I See continuation sheet.

CH determined eligible for the National

Register. O See continuation sheet,

n determined not eligible for the

National Register.

n removed from the National Register.

I
I

other, (explain;)

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action



6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions) Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Research Facility Research Facility
'

7. Description

Architectural Classification Materials (enter categories from instructions)
(enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete
Late Gothic Revival

^alls concrete, stone

Describe present and historic physical appeararwe.

roof copper
other

The Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory was founded by Abbott Lawrence Rotch
on February 1, 1885, as a weather station and research facility. Rotch located
the observatory atop the Great Blue Hill in the Blue Hills Reservation, a
6,00n-acre public park managed by the Metropolitan District Commission of the
Ccnmonwealth of Massachusetts in Milton, Massachusetts. Rotch chose the site
because the elevation of 635 feet was the highest point within ten miles of the
Atlantic Ocean, anywhere on the East Coast south of central Maine. This location
afforded early weatiier scientists a unique opportunity for recording extremes
of weather and experimenting with weather-recording instruments.

Constmction of the observatory was started by Rotdi in 1884 using his own
private funds. The original structure consisted of a two-story circular tower
and an adjoining housing unit which contained two bedrooms, a dining room and a
kitchen. In 1889 a two-story east wing was added to provide additional working
space for research, domestic chores, and the library. In 1902 a two-story west
wing containing a new library was added to provide additional work space. A
steel firedoor and brick wall connect the library to the earlier masonry
structure. A timbrel vault (18 by 35 feet) of cohesive tiles spans the library.
The timbrel vault tile roof is believed to have been installed by the Guastivino
Company using an extremely tenacious mortar developed by Raphael Guastivino, the
founder of the firm. Native stone, gathered from the suninit of the Great Blue
Hill, was used for the two-story tower, adjoining housing unit, and the east and
west wings. Copper sheathing was used for roofing. 1 A stone wall and iron
fence were erected in 1905 to provide security for the building and instruments
and privacy for the staff.

The original stone tower eventually proved to be unsuitable. Wind-driven rain
penetrated its walls, damaging the instruments and records. Vibration from the

instruments on masts atop the tower contributed to the structural problems.

In 1908 the original tower was demolished and a new reinforced three-story late

Gothic Revival concrete tower, 20 feet 6 inches wide and 32 feet 8 inches high

was constructed in its place. The concrete construction of the tcwer was

chosen specifically to provide the maximum amount of stability and durability

I I See continuation sheet
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in the event of high winds. The tower has a crenelated top and a cornice
containing dentils. The windows are double-hung sash with a shallow recessed
arch over the windows on the first and second floors.

The new tower provided the durable weather-resistant, vibration- free environment
necessary for accurate instrument readings. The first floor of the tower
contains the director's office. The weather bxjreau is on the second floor and
a laboratory and access tD the roof are found on the third floor. Various wind
gauges and other meteorological recording instruments are attached tD the roof
of the tower. The observatory still retains barometers and other instrumentation
dating from the late 19th century. These instruments are used to calibrate the

modem instrumentation to preserve the accuracy and integrity of the data base
dating back to 1885.

In 1962 a metal tower containing a siderostat for collecting the sun's rays and

directing them by mirrors to an optical bench inside the observatory, was erected

adjacent to the west wing for studies related to the upper atmosphere. This
project was abandoned after a few years; this tower, with its mirrors still
present, is no longer in use.

The observatory has been neglected for a number of years. Although the structure
is generally weather-tight, due to both solid construction and a copper roof,

the reinforced concrete tower is plagued by the elanents. The frost- thaw cycle
has caused some cracking and spauling of the concrete. ?

In 1981 the Metropolitan District Cbmmission transferred responsibility for

the observatory to the Blue Hill Weather Club, a local group of supporters, who

plan to restore the observatory and establish a weather museum on the site.

The observatory will be kept open to continue its record of continuous weather
observations. The National Weather Service continuus to operate an automated
weather station in the building.

In 1980 the building was listed in the National Register of Historic Places as

part of the "Prehistoric and Historic Resources of the Blue Hills and Neponset
River Reservations and Selected Adjacent Lands" nomination by the Cbmnonwealth
of r^ssachusetts

.

A white marble stone containing a sxinmary record of climatological data from

1885 to 1984 and dedicated to the memory of Abbott Lawrence Rotch is located

on the front yard of the building.



8. Statement of Significance

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

[X] nationally
I I statewide locally

Applicable National Register Criteria [X]a [XJb ^C ^D NHL Criteria 1,2

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) ^A ^B Qc Qd £ ^F | |g

I

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates

National Register Significance: 1885-Present
Science

National Historic Landmark : Science,

Subtheme: Earth, Science, Facet:

Meteorolgy

Significant Person

Abbott Lawrence Rotch

Cultural Affiliation

N/A

Architect/Builder

Arthur Rotch, George T. Tilden

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

Sxjnmary

The Blue Mill Meteorological Observatory is the foremost structure associated
with the history of weather observations in the United States. Founded by

Abbott Lawrence Rotch on February 1, 1885, the observatory took a leading role

in the newly emerging science of nieteorology and was the scene of many of the

first scientific measurements of upper atmosphere weather conditions, using

kites to carry weather instruments aloft. Knowledge of wind velocities, air

temperature and relative humidity at various levels came into use as vital
elements in weather prediction due to techniques developed at this site. By

1895 the observatory was the source of weather forecasts of remarkable accuracy.
The observatory remains active to this day, continuing to add to its data base
of weather observations new more than one hundred years old, and stands as a

monument to the science of meteorology in the United States.

2

History

The Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory was founded by American meteorologist
Abbott Lawrence Rotch (1861-1912) in 1885. As a young man Rotch became inter-

ested in the newly developing science of meteorology and determined to make this

field his lifetime career. By the time he graduated from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 1884 Rotch had conceived and carried into execution
his plans for the erection of a meteorological observatory on the summit of the
Great Blue Hill, ten miles south of Boston, Massachusetts. His purpose was to
establish an institution free from official control where investigations might
be independent of prescribed duties and requirements. Since Rotch was indepen-
dently wealthy he carried cut his plan using his own funds. The observatory
building was completed by the end of 1884 and the first regular observations

were begun on February 1, 1885. Rotch became the first director of the obser-
vatory and maintained it at his own expense until his death in 1912 when he
bequeathed it to Harvard University with an endowment of $50,000.3

I I See continuation sheet

1
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Lhder totch's Leadership, the Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory quickly
became famous for its pioneering studies of the upper atmosphere, in 1885
Rotch was able to obtain basic data on the heights and movements of various
clouds by means o*" triangulation measurements. In 1894 Botch became the first
in the world to sound the atmosphere by lifting instruments on kites. Ultimately
kites sounded the atmosphere to an altitude of 5 km. and provided Rotch with
information concerning findamental upper air patterns of wind, temperature and
humidity and their relationship to surface weather patterns. In 1904 at the

Wbrld's Fair in St. Louis, Rotch initiated the use of sounding balloons in

America. These balloons carried recording instruments beyand even the highest
clouds to a height of 17 km.

The study of cloud heights, directions and velocities that Ratch carried out at

the Blue Hill Observatory made significant contributions to the knowLedge of
cLouds in the earLy years of this century. In addition, Rotch was one of the
first to suggest the use of daiLy maps at LocaL Weather Bureau stations to pLot
the direction of weather patterns. Rotch and Leon Teisserenc de Bort, discoverer
of the stratosphere, made extensive upper air kite measuranents from ships in

the tropicaL and sub-tropicaL North Atlantic. These permitted pubLication in

L9LL of a chart of aeriaL routes, thus pointing the way to the feasibiLity of
transatLantic air traveL aided by air patterns.

Rotch was personaLLy known to the Leading meteoroLogists from Europe because
he made it a point to attend alL of the meetings of the IntemationaL Meteor-
oLogicaL Committee, and on many occasions was the soLe American representative.
From L888 to L89L and from L902 to L906 ttotch served as the first professor
of meteoroLogy at Harvard University. During his career, Rotch authored L83

scientific papers and severai books on the sciences of meteoroLogy and aero-
nautics. Fcam L884 to L895 he served as the associate editor of the American
MeteoroLogicaL JoumaL . Rotch continued to work at the BLue HiLL Observatory
untiL his death on ApriL 7, L9L2. Under the terms of his wiLL the observatory
was given to Harvard University with an endowment of $50,000 for operating
costs. Harvard operated the observatory intiL L97L when it disassociated
itseLf from the site. The Rotch endowment was kept by Harvard.

After L9L2 the BLue HiLL MeteoroLogical Observatory continued to operate
as an active meteorological observatory. Weather observations and recordings
have continued to this day, providing modem meteorologists with a record of
uninterrupted climato logical observations that is unique in the world. Since
these recordings were obtained from the same site, with virtiially no environ-
mental change, they provide an important index to atmospheric change. This
information is of special importance to students of climatic change, in an age
vheve so many weather records are flawed by environmental and procedijral changes,

and by repeated moves of the observing site over a number of years. For this

XI
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reason, Che National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration designated the Blue
Hill Observatory one of 26 International Benchmark stations within the United
States.

Since 1885 the staff of the observatory and others have docunented the scientific
work completed at the Blue Hill Observatory in almost 900 scientific publications.
The observations of the observatory have continued on a daily basis since the

day it first opened in 1885, making the observatory one of the oldest continually
active weather stations in the United States.

The Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory stands as a raoniment to Abbott Lawrence
Hotch and the development of the science of meteorology and is an important
site preserving the oldest continuous record of weather observations in the
Lhited States.

114'
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Footnotes

1. The descriptive material for this section was taken from the following
sources:

Sara B. Chase, "Massachusetts Historical Cbmmission Inventory—Nomination
Form— Bliie Hill Meteorological Observatory" (Boston, Massachusetts:
Society for the Preservation of New Ehgland Antiquities, 1979).

William Ralston, Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory (Preliminary Report,

ito place of publication, no date).

2. Chase, o£. cit .

3. Dumas Malone, ed.. Dictionary of American Biography (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1943), XVI: pp. 183-184.
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Verbal Boundary Description

The boundary is the iron and stone wall surrounding the Observatory.

I I See continuation sheet

Boundary Justification

I

The boundary includes the entire historic resource nominated in this form.

I I See continuation sheet
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Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory — Milton, Massachusetts

Exterior View from the Southeast. 1895
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Blue Hill Meteorolof^ical Observatory — Milton, Massachusetts
Exterior View from the Southeast. 1984
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Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory — Milton, Massachusetts

Exterior View from the West. 1984
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CUmflTOLOCICflL DRTfl

1885—1984
BLUE HILL mETEOROLOCICflL OBSERgflTORV

ELEUflTIOn 635 FT. fTlSL

TEmPERftTURE 'F

flUERflCE 47.1

HIGHEST 101 8/i0/49. 8/2/75
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Ttilt form Is for um In nominating or requesting determinations of eligibility for Individual properties or districts. See Instructions In QukMInn
for Compmting National Raglstar Forma (National Register Bulletin 16). Complete each Item by marking "x" In the appropriate box or by entering

the requested Information. If an Item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not applicable." For functions, styles, materials,

and areas of significance, enter only the categories and subcategories listed In the Instructions. For additional space uae continuation sheets

(Form lO-900a). Type all entries.

1. Name of Propsrty

historic name Horn Antenna
Other names/site r^umber Horn Reflector Antenna

2. Location

•trttt & nunfibar Crawford Hill Facility not for publication

city, town HolmdeT — violnlty

•tat* New Jersey codt NJ COUntY Monmouth codt 0?S ZlDOOdt 077^?

3. Clasaiflcatlon

Ownership ot Property

E private

I I public-local

I I public-State

I

I public-Federal

Category of Property

1] bulldlng(s)

Z] district

Z]»ltt

x] structure

Z] object

Number of Resourcet within Property

Contributing

-L

Noncontrlbuting

buildings

sites

structures

objects

Total

Name of related multiple property listing: Number of contributing resources previously

listed In the National Register Q

4. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this

CH nominationO request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

in my opinion, the property LJ meets LJdoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJsee continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion. the property 1 1 meets 1 1 does not meet the National Register criteria 1 1 See continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is;

n entered in the National Register.

I I See continuation sheet.

CH determined eligible for the National

Register. Q See continuation sheet.

O determined not eligible for the

National Register.

O removed from the National Register.

nU other, (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper Data of Action



6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions) Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Research Facility Research Facility

7. Description

Architectural Classification Materials (enter categories from instructions)

(enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete
no style v^aiis N/A

roof N/A

other aluminum, steel

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The Horn Antenna at Bell Telephone Laboratories in Holmdel, New Jersey, was

constructed in 1959 to support Project Echo--the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration's passive ccranuni cat ions satellite project J

The antenna is 50 feet in length with a radiating aperture of 20 x 20 feet

and is made of aluminum. The antenna's elevation wheel is 30 feet in diameter

and supports the weight of the structure by means of rollers mounted on a

base frame. All axial or thrust loads are taken by a large ball bearing at

the apex end of the horn. The horn continues through this bearing into the

equipment cab. The ability to locate receiver equipment at the apex of the

horn, thus eliminating the noise contribution of a connecting line, is an

important feature of the antenna. A radiometer for measuring the intensity

of radiant energy is found in the equipment cab.

The triangular base frame of the antenna is made from structural steel. It

rotates on wheels about a center pintle ball bearing en a track 30 feet in

diameter. The track consists of stress-relieved, planed steel plates which

are individually adjusted to produce a track flat to about 1/64 inch. The

faces of the wheels are cone-shaped to minimize sliding friction. A tangential

force of 100 pounds is sufficient to start the antenna in motion.

To permit the antenna beam to be directed to any part of the sky, the antenna

is mounted with the axis of the horn horizontal. Rotation about this axis

affords tracking in elevation while the entire assembly is rotated about a

vertical axis for tracking in the azimuth.

With the exception of the steel base frame, which was made by a local steel

company, the antenna was fabricated and assembled by the Holmdel Laboratory

shq)s under the direction of Mr. H. W. Anderson, who also collaborated on the

design. Assistance in the design was also given by Messrs. R. O'Regan and

S. A. Darby. Construction of the antenna was completed under the direction

of Mr. A. B. Crawford from Freehold, New Jersey.

I I See continuation sheet
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When not in use, the antenna azimuth sprocket drive is disengaged, thus per-
mitting the structure to "weathervane" and seek a position of minimum wind
resistance. The antenna was designed to withstand winds of 100 miles per
hour and the entire structure weighs 18 tons.

The Horn Antenna canbines several ideal characteristics: it is extremely
broad-band, has calculable aperture efficiency, and the back and sidelobes
are so minimal that scarcely any thermal energy is picked up from the ground.

Consequently it is an ideal radio telescope for accurate measurments of low
levels of weak background radiation.

A plastic clapboarded utility shed 10 x 20 feet, with two windows, a double
door and a sheet metal roof, is found next to the Horn Antenna. This structure
houses equipment and controls for the Horn Antenna and is included in this

nomination.

X-2.<^



8. Statement of Significance

Certifying ofTiciai has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

fxl nationally I I statewide I 1 locally

Applicable National Register Criteria Sa Hb Qc Qd NHL Criteria 1, 2.

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions)
I |a | |b I lc I Id f 1e I If I Ig

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates
National Register Significance 1964-1965
Science

National Historic Landmark: Science,

Siihthpine: Physical Science. Facet; Cultural Affiliation

Astronomy ^

Significant Person Architect/Builder

Dr. Arno A. Penzias; Dr. Robert A. Wilson Mr. A. B. Crawford

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted at>ove.

Summary

The Horn Antenna, at the Bell Telephone Laboratories in Holindel, New Jersey, J
is significant because of its association with the research work of two radio
astronomers. Dr. Arno A. Penzias and Dr. Robert A. Wilson. In 1965 while

using the Horn Antenna, Penzias and Wilson stumbled on the microwave background

radiation that permeates the universe. Cosmologists quickly realized that

Penzias and Wilson had made the most important discovery in modem astrcnomy

since Edwin Hubble danonstrated in the 1920s that the universe was expanding.

This discovery provided the evidence that confirmed George Gamow's and Abbe
Georges Lemaitre's "Big Bang" theory of the creation of the universe and

forever changed tiie science of cosmology—the study of the history of the

universe—fran a field for unlimited theoretical speculation into a subject
disciplined by direct observation. In 1978 Penzias and Wilscn received the
Nobel Prize for Physics for their manentous discovery.

2

History

"We live in an ocean of whispers left over fran cur eruptive creation, physicist
George Gamcw and his colleagues had said. Nobody was listening." 3

By the middle of the 20th century cosmologists concerned with the creation of
the universe had evolved two leading theories to explain their views. Some
astronaners supported the steady-state theory of creation, whidi stated that

the universe has always existed and will continue to survive without noticeable
d\ange. Others believed in the "Big Bang" theory of creation which taught
that the universe is the glowing debris of a huge fireball that was created

in a massive explosion about 16 billion years ago. No one knew for sure
which theory was correct.

At Holmdel, New Jersey, in 1964 Dr. Arno Penzias and Dr. Robert Wilson were
experimenting with a supersensitive, 20-foot horn-shaped antenna originally
built to detect radio waves bounced off Echo balloOTi satellites. To measure

faint radio waves from the Telstar ccranuni cations satellite, they had to

I ISee continuation sheet
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eliminate all recognizable interference from their receiver. They removed
the effects of radar and radio broadcasting, and supressed interference from

the heart in the receiver itself by cooling it with liquid helium to -269''C,

only 4° above absolute zero—the temperature at \diich all motion in atons and
molecules stops.

^

When Penzias and Wilson reduced their data they found a lew, steady, mysterious
noise that persisted in their receiver. This residual noise was 100

times more intense than they had expected, was evenly spread over the sky,
and was present day and night. They were certain that the radiation they
detected on a wavelength of 7.35 centimeters did not come from the Earth, the

Sun, or our Galaxy. After thoroughly checking their equipment, the noise
renained. Both men concluded that this noise was ccniing from outside cur cwn
galaxy—although they were not aware of any radio source that would account
for it.

At that same time, Robert H. Dicke, Jim Peebles, and David Wilkenson, astro-
physicists at Princeton University, just 40 miles away, were preparing to
search for microwave radiation in this region of the spectrum. Dicke and his
colleagues reasoned that the "Big Bang" must have scattered not only the
matter that condensed into galaxies but also must have released a tremendous
blast of radiation. With the prcper instrumentation, this radiation should
be detectable.

When a friend told Penzias about a preprint paper he had seen by Jim Peebles
on the possibility of finding radiation left over from a fireball that filled
the universe at the beginning of its existence, Penzias and Wilson began to
realize the significance of their discovery. The characteristics of the
radiation detected by Penzias and Wilscn fit exactly the radiation predicted
by Robert H. Dicke and his colleagues at Princeton University. Penzias
called Dicke at Princeton, who immediately sent him a copy of the still-

unpublished Peebles paper. Penzias read the paper and called Dicke again and
invited him to Bell Labs to look at the Horn Antenna and listen to the back-
ground noise. Dicke, Penzias, and Wilson visited the antenna and immediately
recognized the significance of their discovery—they had stumbled on to the

"embers" of creation predicted by their Princeton colleagues.

To avoid potential conflict, they decided to publish their results jointly.

Two notes were rushed to the ^strophysical Journal Letters . In the first,
Dicke and his associates outlined the importance of cosmic background radiation
as substantiation of the Big Bang Theory. In a second note, jointly signed

by Penzias and Wilson titled, "A Measurement of Excess Antenna Temperature at
4080 Megacycles per Second," they noted the existence of the residual back-
ground noise and attributed a possible explanation to that given by Dicke in

his companion letter.
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Harvard physicist Edward Purcell read this announcement and concluded that
"It just may be the most important thing anybody has ever seen.' 5

Astronomer Robert Jastrcw echoed this conclusion by stating that Penzias and
Wilson "...made one of the greatest discoveries in 500 years of modem
astronomy. "6

In 1978, Dr. Amo Penzias and Dr. Robert Wilson were awarded the Nobel Prize
for Physics for their ioint discovery.

rhl>-
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Footnotes

1. The descriptive material for this section was taken from the following
sources!

J.S. Hey, The Evolution of Radio Astronony (New York: Neale Watson Academic
Publications, Inc., 1973), pp. 98-99.

A.B. Crawford, D. C. Hogg, and L. E. Hunt, "Project Echos A Horn Antenna for
Space Canmunication," Bell System Technical Journal (July 1961), pp. 1095-
1099.

2. Marcis Chown, "A cosmic relic in three degrees," New Scientist , September 29,

1988, pp. 51-52.

Richard Learner, Astronony Through the Telescope (New York.* Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, 1981), p. 154.

3. Timothy Ferris, The Red Limit; The Search for the Edge of the Universe
,

(New York: Quill Press, 1983), p. 141.

4. Herbert Friedman, The Amazing Universe (Washington, DC: National Geographic
Society, 1975), p 166-167.

5. Ferris, op . cit . , 151.

6. Robert Jastrow, God and the Astronccners (New York? W. W. Norton & Conpany,
Inc., 1978), p. 20.
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Horn Antenna — Ilolmdel. New Jersey

Dr. Robert Wilson (left) and Dr. Arno Penzias (rij^ht) in front of the Horn Antenna. 1975
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Horn Antenna, circa ItXiO
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6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions) Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Educat:ion. Research
. KAuraf-inr,

^

7. Description

Architectural Classification Materials (enter categories from instructions)
(enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete
Geprgian Reviva l walls brick, stone

roof metal domed roof

other stone columns

Descnbe present and historic physical appearance.

The main building of the University of Cincinnati Observatory is a Georgian
Revival building laid out in a "T" plan.l The observatory was constructed in
1873. It has a symmetrical facade distinguished by a prostyle portico with
interior round fluted columns and rectangular cut rock-faced ashlar stone
blocks with margins composing the comer piers and supporting a gable roof
with closed pediment having a large circular window in the pediment and

capped with an orb. The central entry has large rectangular doors, simple
flat stone lintels and is capped with the following inscription

i

Cincinnati Observatory
1873

The windows are large and rectangular with 6/6 double himg treatment having
simple stone lintels and trim with the sills forming part of a continu<»is

string course. The open portico is reached by climbing a small series of

stone steps flanked by a low stone wall. There is a raised water table
composed of rock faced-ashlar and capped with a belt course. Small rectangular
basement windows break t±ie continuous foundation. The exterior walls are

brick with stretcher bond treatment. The roof is highlighted by an iron

balustrade with numerous balusters and interior side diimneys.

The distinguishing feature of the building is the large ribbed metal done
painted silver and resting atop a square projection v*iere the frieze has
dentils and decorative treatment. The metal dome is "open" in the respect

that it protects the viewing room from rain but not from the free movement of

air. When observations are conducted, it is necessary that the inside and
outside temperatures be equal so as not to create air currents that would
obstruct clear astronomical observation. Originally the dome was a "cheese
box type," being round on the side and flat on the top. This was removed in
1895 and replaced with the existing done.

The walls of the central rotunda serve as a series of columns to support t±ie

done with no connection to the telescope pier, except through solid ground.

I

EH See continuation sheet
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The telesccpe pier descends 8-1/2 feet belcw ground level. The pier is a
cone tapered cylinder of brick, 9-1/2 feet in diameter at the base. At the top
it supports the cast-iron base of the telescope mounting which is 4-1/2 by 4
feet. At no place does the building touch the central pier, so as not to
transmit any vibrations to the telescope; thus the walls are independent of
the telescope mounting.

At present the building houses a 16- inch refractor telesccpe built by Alvan
Clark Sc Sons in 1904. The building is used for offices and has an extensive
astroncmy library.

P.M. Mitchel Building

The O.M. Mitchel Building, located next to the Cincinnati Observatory, is a
rectangular, 5 bay by 4 bay, late Greek Revival style building designed by
the Cincinnati architectural firm of Samuel Hannaford and Sons. The symmetrical
facade has a portico that is distyle in antis with flat smooth stone pilasters
flanking two round smooth stone columns. A small series of steps leads to
double doors with an arched transom window. The doorway is surrounded by
slightly decorated stone trim capped with a keystone. The stairs are flanked

by rock faced ashlar stone walls that evolve into a raised water table capped
by a continuous belt course.

The brick wall is conposed of conmon bond. The windows are 1/1 double hung
with flat stone voussoirs with keystcxie and slender stone lugsills. The
comers of the building are accentuated by a decorative brick treatment. The
building has a parapet entablature with dentils and capped with a low pediment
with decorative finial. The parapet is capped with stcne. The original
portion of the building, having the larger dcmed turret and smaller cone

turret, was built in 1904; the front part, designed to hoose a meeting roan
and library, was completed in 1908.

The O.M. Mitchel Building was constructed in 1904 to house the original
11-inch refractor installed at the Cincinnati Observatory in 1845. When
originally installed in 1845 this was a 12-inch lens. Later observations

confirmed suspected errors in the lens and in 1876 the lens was refigured by
Alvan Clark. & Sons as an 11-inch lens. The refractor is now used for
night educational observations.
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8. Statement of Significance

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

fxl nationally Q statewide O locally

Applicable National Register Criteria Sa Db Qc ^D NHL Criteria 1

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) I |a I Ib I |C I Id I Ie I If I |G

Areas of Significance (enter categories from Instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates

National Register Significance 1843-Present 1843-Present

Education, Science

National Historic Landmark; Science;

Subtheme: Physical Science, Facet; Cultural Affiliation

Astronomy n/A

Significant Person Architect/Builder

Ormsby MacKnight Mitchel Samnpl H^nnafnrd and Snns/nhsprvafnry
nrmfihy MarKnighf Mi trhpl /RiH 1 ding

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

Sunmary

The Cincinnati Observatory is one of the oldest functioning observatories

in the United States. Founded in 1843 it was located on Mount Adams until

1873, when it was moved to its present site on Mount Lookout, jtist off

Observatory Avenue, in Cincinnati. The present observatory building dates

from 1873.

The Cincinnati Observatory was the first fully equipped observatory in the

midwest and is associated with the productive careers of such famous American

astronomers as Ormsby MacKnight Mitchel (1809-1862) who published the Sidereal

Messenger , the first attempt to bring astronomy to the masses in t±ie United

States, and Paul Herget (1908-1981) who was the world's foronost authority on

the coraputation of planetary orbits.

In addition, the Cincinnati Observatory is associated with Cleveland Abbe

(1838-1916), a meteorologist who began to issue daily weather bulletins in

1869. Abbe's work proved so popular with the American public that steps were

taken to establish a permanent government institution to continue this

service—the United States Weather Bureau.

History

On November 9, 1843, ex-President John Quincy Adams, 77 years old, gave the

dedication address and laid the cornerstone of the observatory. The hilltop

where the original observatory was located became known as Mount Adams. By

June 1845 the building was complete and its telescope in place. Ormsby

MacKnight Mitchel was appointed as the first director of the observatory.

Under his leadership, the observatory was utilized for astronomical research

and for general viewing and educational purposes. From 1843 to the start of

the Civil VJar, the Cincinnati Observatory was reputed to be the best equipped

in the United States and Mr. Mitchel stood among the notable astronomers of

the world.

I I See continuation stwet
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Having graduated fran West Point in 1829, (in the class which included Robert
E. Lee), Mitdiel became an enthusiastic supporter of the North when the Civil
War broke out. He had kept himself involved with the array since his graduation
and, after several successful campaigns, became a Major General in 1862. He
died that year of yellow fever.

After his death, the observatory continued with several other directors.
Cleveland Abbe, director from 1868 to 1870, established a system of daily
weather reports and storm predictions, having secured the cooperation of
observers stationed at various points throughout the country making obser-
vations at specific times and telegraphing their information to Cincinnati.
Professor Abbe then used this information to issue daily weather bulletins.
This service proved so popular with the public that the Federal Government
initiated the United States Signal Service, headed by Professor Abbe, to
continue weather observations. This work eventually led to the establishment
of the United States Weather Bureau (now NOAA, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Admini strati ai)

.

By 1870 the City of Cincinnati's grcR»7th and development had overtaken the

once open location of the observatory and, because of smoke and other visual
factors, the Mount Adams location had become unsuitable for serious astro-
ncmical research.

In 1872 the Observatory became part of the University of Cincinnati and plans
were established to continue the researdi and educational aspects at a diff-

erent location. Mr. John Kilgour, a successful businessman, donated four
acres of land and $10,000 towards the construction of a new observatory and
equipment. Additional funds were secured and the new observatory was erected

at Mount Lockout in 1873. The original cornerstone was relaid and reads as

follows

!

This Cornerstone
was laid by

John Quincy Adams
Nov. 9, 1843

Removed and Relaid
MDCCCLXXIII

On the adjoining side the stone reads:

Cincinnati Astronomical Society
Founded

May A. D. 1842
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During the 20th century, the Cincinnati Observatory continued to play an
important role in the history of astronomy due to its association with the
productive career of astronomer Paul Herget (1908-1981), who began his work
there as an assistant to the director of the observatory in 1931.

By 1931 the 11-inch and newer 16-inch refractors were not significant research
instruments any longer, and the main program of the observatory was the
accurate meridian-circle measurements of the positions of stars to determine
their prcper motions. On the recommendation of his mathematics professor,
Paul Herget was hired to reduce these observations.

Paul Herget 's research centered around orbit computations and the use of com-
puter programs. Herget built his research on the work of Cincinnati math-
ematician Louis Brand, who emphasized the power of vectors to express com-
plicated mathematical formulae in simple terms. Starting in 1936 Herget
began to work on the determination of the orbits of the asteroids, one at a
time. In his research he first used old hand-operated mechanical desk cal-
culators, but within a few years he began to make his observations on punched
cards so that all computations could be carried out on punched-card equipment.

With the advent of World VJar II, Herget went to work at the Nautical Almanac
Office at the U.S. Naval Observatory, where he arranged for the acquisition
of an IWl tabulator, summary punch, and sorter to prepare the Air Almanac .

During this time Herget worked at night and in his spare time to perform the
mathematical calculations for a "submarine book" for the Navy. Herget used his
experience, gained at Cincinnati on the computation of orbits, to figure out a
method of tracking down German submarines on patrol in the Atlantic.

By 1943 the allies had 108 listening posts around the world that could pick
up enemy radio signals. Since German submarines would radio their headquarters
when they sighted Allied convoys, Herget tabulated the solutions to a quarter
of a million spherical triangles, needed to pinpoint the locations of submarines
to within five miles. Once this information was known, destroyers could
quickly locate and destroy enemy submarines. After Herget 's submarine book
was printed and distributed to the Navy, Allied losses to German submarines
declined dramatically. This work by Herget contributed significantly to the
winning of the Battle of the Atlantic during World War II.

I

After the war Herget returned to the Cincinnati Observatory to continue his
research on the orbit computations of the minor planets and the use of computer
programs. By 1947, with the support of the International Astronomical Union,
Herget established the Minor Planet Center at the Cincinnati Observatory. i

Based upon his observations, dating back to 1939 and recorded on pundied cards, ^]
Herget was able to compute the orbits of the minor planets on punched-card
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equipment and later on conputers. From 1947 to 1978 v^^en he retired,
the Cincinnati Observatory published 4,390 Minor Planet Circulars for the
larger astronomical ccrmiunity.

Over the years, Paul Herget became well kncwn as an outstanding practitioner of

a very specialized but highly important brandi of astronony. His orbit
calculations were widely kncwn, trusted and used. He was not only an expert
at numerical computation, but a skilled theoretician with the insight necessary
to cast practical astrcnomical problems into forms well suited for the newly
emerging computer technology of the 1940s and 1950s. During his lifetime,
Herget converted the Cincinnati Observatory, at a poor site, without a large
telescope or significant funding, into an important research center, known
throughout the world for its scientific achievements.

In 1979 the observatory formally became part of the Physics Department of
the University of Cincinnati. Since that time, the observatory has remained
in operation, mainly as a public facility to promote interest and understanding
of astronony through regularly scheduled public lectures and telescope view-
ing sessions. The 11-inch refractor that Mitdiel originally installed in the
observatory in 1845 and the later 16-inch refractor are used as educational
tools and are enjoyed by thousands of students and visitors every year.

'iA'\
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Footnotes

1. Most of the material in this form was adapted fran the following sources:

Fred Mitdiell, "National Register of Historic Places Inventory-Nonination
Form—Observatory Historic District." (Cincinnati, Ohiot Miami Purchase
Association, 1976).

Donald E. Osterbrock and P. Kenneth Seidelmann, "Paul Herget: January 30,
1908—August 27, 1981," Biographical Memoirs of the National Academy of
Sciences , (Washington, DCi National Academy of Sciences, 1987), Vol. 57,
pp. 59-86.

David Baab, Mike Habel and Arch Pelley, "The Cincinnati Observatory

—

Birthplace of the United States Weather Service." (Unpublished student
paper. Historic Preservation Lab, University of Cincinnati, 1978.)

No Author, "The Historical Significance of the Cincinnati Observatory."
(Unpublished paper, no date.)
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1 Natw of Property

historic nanut Allegheny Observatory
other names/site number

2. Location

street & number I I not for publication

'

[1^ vicinitycity, town 159 Rlv^rvlew Avemia
State Pj.tt§bufeh code. je^L. county Allegheny code 003 zip code 15214

3. Claulflcatlon

Ownership of Property

I I private

I I public-local

|X] public-State

I I public-Federal

Category of Property

[X] building(s)

I I district

I I site

I I structure

object

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing

-^
Noncontributing

buildings

sites

structures

objects

Total

Name of related multiple property listing: Number of contributing resources previously

listed in the National Register

4. Stata/Fadaral Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this

LJ nomination EH request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Register of IHistorIc Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the property EH meets EH does not meet the National Register criteria. [Usee continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property 1 1 meets 1 1 does not meet the National Register criteria. ^ See continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is:

I I entered in the National Register.

I I See continuation sheet.

EH determined eligible for the National

Register. EH See continuation sheet.

I I determined not eligible for the

National Register.

EH removed from the National Register.

EH other, (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper

1U\

Date of Action



6. Function or U«e
1

Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Education, Research
Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Education, Research

7. Description

Arctiitectural Classification

(enter categories from instructions)

Classical Revival

Materials (enter categories from instructions)

foundation

walls

concrete
stone, brick

roof metal dome

other stone, columns

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The Allegheny Observatory is a large Neoclassical structure consisting of a
first floor level and basement, on the wooded hills above the north bank of
the Ohio River, in Riverview Park, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. ^ The building
was designed by architect Thorsten E. Billquist, and built (1900-12) to be
large enoxjgh to accomraodate new discoveries and equipment in the field of
astronomy. Billquist worked closely with astronomer James E. Keeler and
telescope maker John Alfred Brashear in its design.

The shape of the observatory building resembles a basilica, with a large
rectangular block with two semi-circular rooms siormounted by two small domes
flanking the entranceway, and a long hallway leading to a larger dome set at
the opposite end. Designed to house three large telescopes, the three circular
sections and domes dominate the facade and layout of the Allegheny Observatory.

The main entrance is covered by a pedimented portico supported by two Ionic
colunns. Doiible windows wit±i plain flat frames and raised stone labels are
located on either side of the doorway. The two smaller domes lie at the ends

of this front facade. The left dome is surrounded by a stone porch st5)ported

by Ionic columns. Large plain windows line the walls of this section and
smaller sqviare windows are located directly under the dome. The right done
is plain and has only small rectangular slit-like windows.

The flat temple-like roof, pedimented entranceway and simple columns add to
the classical appearance of the building. Decorative cut-out stonework forms

a border along the roofline. The names of famous astronomers are cut into the

lower cornice stone work just below the roofline.

With the completion of the building in 1912 the observatory was equipped with
three primary telescopes—a 13-inch Fitz-Clark refractor, the 30-inch Thaw
refractor, and the 31-inch Keeler Memorial reflecting telescope. The 13-inch

Fitz-Clark refractor, found in the small dome to the left of the front doorway,

is today used primarily for public viewing during the observatory's evening

I 1 See continuation sheet
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tours. It is also used to test new auxiliary equipment for the other instru-
ments. Ihe 30-inch Thaw refractor housed in the main done of the observatory
is the largest photographic refractor in the country and was especially designed
for photographic astronetry. The telescope tube is 47 feet long and weighs
8,000 pounds. The Thaw is used primarily to take 8 x 10-inch stellar photo-

graphs whidi are used in positional astroncmy. In 1985 the original 30-inch
glass lens in the Thaw telescope, made by John Brashear, was replaced with a

new lens, designed to collect more light in the red end of the spectrum to

cope with the increasing problem of light pollution in the Pittsburgh area.
The original 30-inch lens is now on display in the main corridor of the obser-
vatory building. The 31-inch Keeler Memorial reflecting telescope, found in

the small dome to the right of the front doorway, is used to photograph the
spectra of the stars and to study double and multiple star systems.

Astronaner and physicist, James Edward Keeler (1857-1900), his son Henry
Bowman Keeler (1893-1918), and telescope maker and former director of the
Allegheny Observatory, John A. Brashear (1840-1920) and his wife Phoebe S.

Brashear (1843-1910), are buried in vaults in the basement pier of the 31-inch
Keeler Memorial reflecting telescope. A lifesize bronze statue of Jchn Brashear,

by Pittsburgh sculptor E. Victor, is on display in the main hallway oa the

first floor of the observatory.

*liol>



8. Statement ol Significance

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to ottier properties:

HHnationallv I I statewide I llocaMy

Applicable National Register Criteria [X]a Qb Qc Dd NHL Criteria 1,2

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) Qa EJe \Z\C © Qe Qf Qg

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Signrficance Significant Dates

National Register Significance: 1858-Present

Education, Science

National Historic Landmark: Science,

Subtheme: Physical Science, Facet:

Astronomy.

Significant Person

John Alfred Brashear

Cultural Affiliation

Architect/Builder

Thornsten E. Billauist

Samuel Pierpont Langley. James Edward Keeler

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas ar>d periods of significance noted above.

Simnary

The Allegheny Observatory at the University of Pittsburgh is significant

becaiise of its association with the careers of astronomers Samuel Pierpont

Langley (1834-1906) , James Edward Keeler (1857-1900) , and telescope maker

John Alfred Brashear (1840-1920) .2

Langley was professor of astronomy and physics at the Iftiiversity frcni 1867

to 1887 and director of the Allegheny Observatory. During that time Langley

invented the bolometer and used it in 1878 to make spectral observations of

solar and lunar radiation. His paper on The Bolometer and Radiant Energy

(1881) became a scientific classic. While Langley was the director, the

Allegheny Observatory was the leading American observatory on matters relating

to the study of solar physics.

James Edward Keeler succeeded Langley as director of the Allegheny Observatory

and used the 13-inch Fitz-Clark refractor with a spectroscope to show, in 1895,

that the rings of Saturn were rotating as a unit but that the inner boxmdary

had a considerably shorter period than the outer. This was the first obser-

vational evidence that the rings were not solid but consisted of discrete

particles circling the planet at different speeds.

John Alfred Brashear was named acting director of the Allegheny Observatory

after Keeler' s departure for the Lick Observatory in 1898. Brashear was a self-

taught optician whose service to astronomy began in 1876 when he began to make

astronomical telescopes. Over the years of his active career Brashear not only

made both of the larger telescopes used at the Allegheny Observatory, but came

to be recognized as one of the best telescope makers of his day. In the years

since Brashear' s death in 1920 the Allegheny Observatory has used his telescope

(the Thaw refractor) to do fundamental work in the field of astrometry, including

the search for stars whose oscillations betray the presence of invisible compan-

ions.

I I See continuation sheet
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History

The Allegheny Observatory was established in the wake of the appearance of
Donati's Canet of 1858 when several prcminent Pittsburgh businessmen formed
the Allegheny Telescope Association. They purchased a 13-inch Fitz refractor,
at that time the third largest telescop»e in the country, and built an observa-
tory on the Northside hill in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In 1867 the Allegeheny
Observatory was transferred to the Western University of Pennsylvania, the
forerunner of the University of Pittsburgh. The observatory became the hone of
the University of Pittsburgh Department of Astronomical Science.

Samuel Pierpont Langley was appointed as the first salaried director of the
Allegheny Observatory. Langley was all but unknown when he arrived at the
Allegheny Observatory in 1867, but when he left 20 years later he was world
famous for his scientific achievements. IXiring his term as director of the
Allegheny Observatory he devised the "Allegheny System" of time keeping, which
was based on measurements of star positions, and partially supported the ob-
servatory by selling accurate time signals to the railroads and the cities of
Allegheny and Pittsburgh.

Langley devised his time-keeping service as a source of income for the Allegheny
Observatory. While not the first time-keeping service in the country, it was
the first to turn a considerable profit. During his administration, the time-
keeping service earned more that 560,000 and other observatories soon began to
follow Allegheny's example.

Langley saw in his time service the means for establishing a national standard
of uniform time. The Pennsylvania Railroad and its many subsidiaries were the

most influential customers of the Allegheny Observatory's time-keeping service.
In 1870 the Pennsylvania system extended seme 2,500 miles and had some 300

telegraph offices receiving time signals. Eventioally more than 8,000 miles of

railway ran to the ticking of the time signals of the Allegheny Observatory.
This unifoirm time service was not only profitable but necessary for the safe
operation of the railroad. Timetables not only dictated train arrivals and

departures, but, in the days before automatic signaling, also ensured that two
trains did not meet head-on on the same stretch of single-line track. The
system of uniform standard railway time became popular with the general public
and led to the establishment of Standard Railway Time in 1883, and by 1918, the
establishment of universal standard time.

Among Langley' s other accomplishments was the study of sunspots with the 13-

inch Fitz refractor, by then reworked by American astronomer Alvan Graham Clark
(1832-1897), and the development of the bolometer to measure the amount of heat

the sun radiated at different wavelengths. He used this instrument to make

1US
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careful measuranents of the quantity of solar radiation, both in the visible
and invisible portions of the solar spectrum. In the process, he extended the
knowledge of the solar spectrum into the far infrared for the first time.

A unit of radiation equal to one calorie per square centimeter is called one
langley in his honor. In 1887 Langley left the Allegheny Observatory to become
the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC.

Langley' s successor was James Edward Keeler, an astronomer and physicist v^o
would serve as the director of the Allegheny Observatory from 1891 to 1897.
During his time at Allegheny, Keeler used the 13-inch Fitz-Clark refractor with
a spectroscope to show that the rings of Saturn were not solid but are made up
of particles circling the planet. This observation confirmed earlier theories
proposed by Italian astronomer Giovanni Doraenico Cassini (1625-1712) and Scottish
physicist James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879). With George Ellery Hale (1868-1938)
Keeler founded the Astrophys ical Journal , vhich became one of the leading
professional astronomical journals. Keeler left the Allegheny Observatory in
1898 for the Lick Observatory in California. After Keeler' s untimely death in
California in 1900, his ashes were returned to the Allegheny Observatory for
burial in a vault in the basement pier supporting the Keeler Memorial reflecting
telescope.

John Brashear was named as the acting director of the observatory while Keeler'

s

replacement was being sought. Brashear 's service to astronomy began in 1876
when he first showed Langley a lens he had made. Impressed, Langley encouraged
Brashear' s lens making, and finally introduced him to William Thaw, a railroad
businessman, v^o agreed to support Brashear in the making of telescope lenses.
With Thaw's financial support and Langley' s encouragement, Brashear soon devel-
oped into one of the finest lens makers in the country. His lenses and mirrors
are still found in many of the major refracting and reflecting telescopes in

the world today.

After Brashear demonstrated his competence and all-around skill with optical
instrunents, he formed a business partnership with physicist Henry A. Rowland
(1848-1901) , of Johns Hopkins University, to manufacture gratings for spectro-
scopy. To give good spectra and get the most out of available light, a grating
must be ruled with all of its grooves accurately parallel, and exactly evenly
spaced. The larger a grating, the more efficient it is, but at the same time
the more difficult it is to make. Rowland had developed in his laboratory at
Johns Hopkins University a machine, Rowland's Ruling Engine, with v^ich he
could make gratings far superior to any previously known. Typically, his
gratings would be several inches in diameter, ruled with 14,436 grooves per
inch. These gratings revolutionized the study of spectroscopy, and astronomers
everyv^ere clamored for them. These gratings, known as Rowland Diffraction
Gratings, had a very accurate surface, no error of even 1/200,000th of an inch
being allowed. Brashear supplied the accurately flat speculum-metal blanks, on
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vhich the gratings were ruled. Brashear's flat speculan-metal blanks v*ien

cx)upled with Howland's Ruling Engine, produced diffraction gratings that supplied
an invaluable tool to astronomers and physicists in the study of spectroscopy.

Another of Brashear's accomplishments was to arranged for David C. Park, a
founder of Crucible Steel, to donate a plot of land in Riverview Park, in

Pittsburgh, as the new location for the Allegheny Observatory. He also raised
more than $300,000 to fund the construction of the new building. In addition,
Brashear solicited Mrs. Willam Thaw, Jr., for additional funds to build a large
30-inch refractor dedicated to the memory of her husband and father-in-law.
Brashear, personally, designed and built the 30- inch Thaw refractor.
On October 20, 1900, the comer stone of the new observatory was laid. Designed
in the Classical style by the architect Ihorsten E. Billquist, the new obser-
vatory was to be not only extremely finctional but the beautiful focal point of
the surrounding Riverview Park. When completed in 1912 the observatory was in

possession of three major telescopes for its research program: the 13- inch
Fitz-Clark refractor, the 30- inch Ihaw refractor, and the 31-inch Keeler
Memorial reflecting telescope.

In the years since the completion of the new building in 1912 the most important
research work of the observatory staff has been in the area of astrometry. The
telescope associated with this research is the 30- inch Thaw refractor. Large
refractors are highly useful for this tjrpe of astronomical research because
after their objectives have been installed they can be left indisturbed for
decades. Any shift of one star with respect to its neighbors, barely measurable
on photogr^hic plates taken many years apart, is thus more surely a real
displacement of the star and not some change in the condition of the optics.

The 30-inch Thaw refractor was designed by Brashear for this specialized area
of research, photographic astrometry—the determination of the positions
of celestial objects with great precision using photographs. The Thaw is
the most successful telescope of this type in the world. For the last 75
years, it has been used to obtain data in three important areas. With it,

astronomers have measured the distances to over 2,500 stars, or roughly 40
percent of all known stellar distances. It is also used to study the
orbital motions of stars around each other and to determine the masses of
stars. Finally, the Thaw is used in the search for planets revolving around
stars; it is one of the few instrunents in the world accurate enough to do such
work.

In the years since 1912 the Allegheny Observatory has amassed a collection of
more than 110,000 parallax plates resulting from observations with the Thaw
telescope. This vast collection of data bearing the images of various star
fields represents a continuity of information unmatched anyv^ere in the world.

Vol
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By using this collection of photographic plates and new technologies such
the Miltichannel Astronoraetric Photonieter (MAP) , the Allegheny Observatory
has remained in the forefront of research in the important field of astrometry.
Indeed, through the use of repeated observation with the Thaw and the MAP,

the Allegheny ObservatDry can compare this information with the wealth of
data in its plate library, and offer the best chance astronomers have at
present for observing extrasolar planets.

The Allegheny Observatory represents an important site associated not only
with significant men in the history of the science of astronomy, Samuel
Pierpont Langley, James Edward Keeler, and John Brashear, but also represents
an important research institution v*iere the instruments and data of the past
are today coupled with the latest technologies, to continue the process of
making new discoveries that are in the very fe)refront of astronomical research.

TUb
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Starting at a point on the north side of Riverview Avenue, moving northeast for

1250 feet then west for 250 feet then north for 250 feet then west for 375 feet

then northwest for 500 feet then west for 635 feet to street then along east
side of street for 2375 feet then southeast for 1375 feet then west for 500
feet then south for 1000 feet then east for 750 feet then north for 125 feet

then east for 130 feet then south for 255 feet then east for 1025 feet then

east for 1625 feet to west side of Perrysville Avenue then north for 250 feet
then east for 200 feet then north for 100 feet then east for 125 feet then
north for 200 feet then east for 300 feet to west side of Perrysville Road then

along west side of road for 750 feet then southwest for 200 feet then northeast
for 250 feet then northeast for 310 feet to west side of Perrysville Road then
along west side of road for 2050 feet then west for 1250 feet then north for

250 feet to starting point.

Pittsbvirg West Quadrangle ;

A. 583 3A0 4481 960

B. 583 240 4481 560

C. 583 590 4481 760

D. 583 730 4481 260

E. 583 600 4481 020

F. 582 940 4480 880

G. 582 660 4480 900

H. 582 640 4481 220

I. 582 590 4481 600

J. 582 620 4481 860

K. 582 840 4482 110

L. 583 030 4482 140

1.71
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1. Name of Property

historic name Stellafane Observaiinry
other names/site number

2. Location

I I not for publication"street & number Off Breezy Road
I I

vicinitycity, town Springfield
state Vermont code VT county Windsor code 027 zip code 05413

3. Classification

Ownership of Property

[x~l private

I I public-local

I I pubiic-State

I I pubiic-Federal

Category of Property

\y~\ building(s)

I I district

site

n structure

I I object

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing

2

fsloncontributing

buildings

sites

structures

objects

Total

Name of related multiple property listing: Number of contributing resources previously

listed in the National Register 2

4. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this

E] nomination EU request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties In the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the propertyO meets Odoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJsee continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

in my opinion, the property 1 1 meetsu does not meet the National Register criteria. 1 1 See continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is:

I I entered in the National Register.

I I See continuation sheet.

LH determined eligible for the National

Register. LJ See continuation sheet.

I I determined not eligible for the

National Register.

I I removed from the National Register.

im other, (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action



6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions) Cun-ent Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Social, Education Social, Education

7. Description

Architectural Classification Materials (enter categories from instructions)

(enter categories from instructions)

foundation rubblestone
Vernacular vvalls wood, shingles

woodframe, woodshingles

rcxif concrete

other

Describe present and historic physical apF>earance.

The Stellafane Observatory stands at an elevation of 1270 feet on an

exposed shoulder of a hill one-quarter mile southeast of the Breezy-

Hi 11 Road in Springfield, Vermont. 1 the observatory canplex consists of two

buildings designed by Russell W. Porteri the clubhouse of the Springfield

Telescope Makers, Inc., and the observatory proper containing a 12-inch

reflecting turret telescope also designed by Porter. Both the clubhouse and

the observatory remain essentially in original condition. The clubhouse

occupies the crest of a rocky knoll in an opening of 2.5 acres; the smaller

observatory stands about 60 feet to the north at a slightly lower elevation.

Oriented toward the north, the buildings face the daninant feature of Mount

Ascutney (3150 feet elevation) on the visible horizon.

The clubhouse of the Springfield Telescope Makers consists of a 1-1/2-story,

wood frame building set on a rubblestone foundation. The original main

section of the building was erected in 1924 on a rectangular plan of 20 x Z4

feet; a one-story, 11 x 1 3-foot ell was added to its southwest comer in 192b.

The entire building is sheathed with tongue-and-groove wood siding hung

vertically. The gable roofs over both sections are covered with asphalt

shingles and show exposed rafter tails at the eaves.

The main (north) facade of the clubhouse displays considerable ornamentation

in contrast to the simplicity of the rest of the building. The central mam

entrance is flanked by two wood Doric columns which support a full

entablature. The columns, in turn, are flanked by paired hooded windows

.

The gable end is distinguished by exposed vertical ribs and by wide barge-

boards which are incised with the phrase, "The Heavens Declare The Glory ot

God." A wood flag mast rises fran the doorway entablature upward through

the gable peak. A small metal trade sign depicting a man with a telescope

and the inscription "Stellafane" hangs over the doorway.

At the southeast comer of the clubhouse, a secondary entrance opens onto a

small recessed porch. T^e slightly flared extension of the roof over the

porch is carried by two rough peeled log columns; a simple b^l^^^^^^f"^^^!,
?he columns. On the south wall of the building, between a hooded double winder

I I See continuation sheet
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and the comer of the entrance porch, a large siondial is painted onto the
sheathing in contrasting colors.

The observatory building, constructed on an outcrop of bedrock in 1930-31
,

consists of a one-story, 8 x 10-foot wood frame section attached at
its north end to a circular reinforced concrete structure supporting the
telescope. The wood frame section is sheathed with flush boards hung
vertically; its gable roof is covered with wood shingles. The concrete
structure has a diameter of 7.5 feet and is capped with a reinforced concrete
done, or turret, mounted at an oblique angle on a steel equatorial ring.
From one side of the rotating turret, a 17-foot truncated pyramidal bocm
constructed of steel pipe and rod extends outward to support the parabolic
mirror. On the opposite side of the turret, a single steel pipe extends
outward to serve as a counterveight to the boom.

The telescope operates in the following manner; light frcm a celestial body
strikes a 12-irch circular glass flat mirror mounted on the exterior of the
turret from which it passes to the piarabolic mirror mounted at the outer end
of the boon. The mirror reflects the light back through a central hole in

the flat mirror to the focal point at the eyepiece of the telescope inside the
turret. This design enables the observer to remain inside a sheltered space
which can be heated for confortable observation during cold winter nights
without distorting the optical performance of the glass flat and parabolic
mirror.

1SS{



8. Statement ol Stflntflcanca

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

fX] nationally I [statewide I I locally

Applicable National Register Criteria Ea [X]b Qc Dd NHL Criteria 1,2

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) HJa (Ub Qc Od CHe HHf | |g

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates

National Register Significance 1924
Education, Invention, Science

National Historic Landmark,
Science, Subtheme: Physical Science, Cultural Affiliation

Facet; Astronomy Theme: Technology,
Subtheme: Tools and Machine

Significant Person Architect/Builder
Russell W. Porter Russell W. Porter

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

Summary

The Stellafane Observatory in Springfield, Vermont is significant for its

pioneering role in the development of amateur telescope making and popular
astronomy in the United States. The Stellafane complex contains both the

original clubhouse of the first organized group of amateur telescope makers

in the country, the Springfield Telescqje Makers, Inc., and the first large
optical telescope built and owned by that kind of amateur society. Since

their construction in 1924 and 1930, respectively, the clubhouse and observatory

have remained in continuous use by the Springfield Telescope Makers, and have
been preserved essentially in original condition. Stellafane new holds an

international reputation which attracts thousands of amateur telescope makers
and astronomers to annual conventions held on the site.

History

IThe origin of the Stellafane Observatory derives from the efforts of one

person, Russell W. Porter (1871-1949), an arctic explorer, artist, astronomer,
architect, and engineer. Porter aroused the initial interest in telescope making
and then taught the techniques of that subject to a group mostly of skilled
craftsmen who worked for the machine tool industry in Springfield. Subsequently,
Porter designed for the group both the clubhouse and observatory at Stellafane.
From 1920 to 1928 Porter provided intellectual stimulios and practical leadership

to the group until he left for California to work on the giant Palomar
telescope. Owing to his pioneering work at Springfield, Porter is new
respected internationally as the founder of the amateur telescope-making
movement

.

The first meeting of the amateur telescope makers occurred in August 1920 at

the Jones and Lamson Machine Company in Springfield. Instructed and inspired
by Russell Porter, 16 people began the highly precise and challenging
task of building their own telescopes. During succeeding months, Porter
expanded the activity of the group to astronomical observation, taking field
trips to local hilltops for all-night sessions.

I I See continuation sheet
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During the fall of 1923 the ercxjp vindertook construction of the building on
Breezy Hill which became its clubhouse; Porter contributed the plot of land,
the architectural design, and the cost of some building materials. In December
of the same year, the group established itself formally as the Springfield
Telescope Makers, Inc., and elected Porter president. The basic requirement
for membership consisted of making one's own mirror suitable for mounting in

a telescope. At a meeting in January 1924 Porter siig^gested the name "Stellar
Fane"--meaning "shrine to the stars"— for the new clubhouse; it was adopted
but socn shortened to Stellafane. Here the members brought their telescopes
for evenings of lectures and discussions on telescope making and astronomy
followed by nights of observing.

Interest in the activities of the telescope makers soon began to spread
beyond Springfield. The first articles about Stellafane appeared in national
magazines later in 1924. Then in June 1925 Albert G. Ingalls, an editor of
Scientific American , visited the site to gather information for an article
which appeared in the November 1925 issue. That article generated enthusiastic
response throughout the United States and around the world. Other articles
about Stellafane and telescope making by Ingalls and Porter followed in the
same ioumal and brought an ever- increasing response. Soon John M. Pierce,
the vice-president of the club, began to ship instructions and materials for
making telescopes to meet requests from all over the world.

In July 1926 the tradition of the summer convention of amateur telescope
makers at Stellafane was inaugurated with the first gathering of twenty
persons, mostly from New England and New York. The following summer, three
times that number came to the second Stellafane convention. Meanwhile,
Inealls had edited a new book on telescope making, including articles by
Porter; the first printing was sold out by 1928. In May of that year, Ingalls
started a regular columri in Scientific American devoted to telescope making.

The popular movement in telescopy and astronomy was expanding rapidly from
the nucleus at Springfield into an international phenomenon.

The relationship between Porter and the Springfield Telescope Makers changed
abruptly late in 1928 when Porter moved to California to ioin the work then
beginning on the 200-inch Palomar telescope, the largest in the world.

Nevertheless he continued to communicate frequently with, and assist, the
Springfield graip and he returned for the annual conventions. Indeed, perhaps
his greatest single contribution to the Springfield group was still to come:

in the fall of 1929 Porter presented to the group his plans for a large
telescope for the Stellafane site —"the first reflecting turret telescope in

^^'^
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the world." Porter returned to Springfield the follc^nng sunner to direct
construction of the observatory, which was finally completed in 1931. The
resulting Porter Turret Telescope at Stellafane and a smaller turret telescope
with refractive optics also in Springfield are, according to Alan B. Rohwer,

a former President of the Springfield Telescope Makers, the "cnly two
turret-type telescopes known currently to exist."

Porter attended the suramer convention at Stellafane for the last time in

1946; he died in California three years later. Since then, the membership of

the Springfield Telescope Makers has expanded into other states, and the
activity at Stellafane continues to flourish, especially at the annual con-
ventions. Nearly 3000 people from throughcut the United States, Canada, and
many other countries new gather at Stellafane every sunmer to share ideas and
experiences in a strictly non-commercial milieu, to display their increasingly
soph- ^i cated telescopes, for iudging of mechanical design and operation
under "he dark Vermont sky. Among amateur telescope makers and astronomers
Stellafane is new considered a shrine to Russell W. Porter and the founding
of their movement: a trip to Stellafane is considered a pilgrimage.
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Footnotes

1. The material for this ncmination was taken primarily fran the following
source.

Hugh H. Henry, "National Register of Historic Places Inventory-Ncmination
form—Stellafane Observatory." (Montpelier, Vermont: Vermont Division for

Historic Preservation, 1977).
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'Previous documentation on file (NPS):

I I preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67)

has been requested

I I previously listed in the National Register

I I
previously determined eligible by the National Register

I I designated a National Historic Landmark

I I recorded by Historic American Buildings

Survey #

I I recorded by Historic American Engineering

Record #___

I I See continuation sheet

Primary location of additional data:

I I State historic preservation office

I I Other State agency

I
I

Federal agency

I I Local government

I I University

n Other

Specify repository;

10. Geographical Data

Acreage of property 2.5

UTM References

A mj l7 10 il 12 i9 lO I 14 |7

Zone Easting Northing

19 i4 14 |6 lO B
Zone Easting

DLiJ I I I I

J_L X
Northing

I I I I

J-JL

I I See continuation sheet

Verbal Boundary Description : Beginning at a bolt in the ledge 100 ft. Easterly of the center

of the building known as "Stellafane" and now used and occupied by grantees; thence

north 16° east 166 ft. to a bolt in the ledge; thence north 74° west 200 ft. to a

bolt in the ledge; thence south 16° east 134 ft. to the point of beginning. Meaning
and intending to convey a rectangular plot of land 200 by 300 ft.

I I See continuation sheet

Boundary Justification

This is the legal boundary for the Stellafane Observatory.

r I I See continuation sheet
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namertltle Harry Butowsky
organization Nationa l Park Service
street & number 1100 T. St-rp.et, N.W.
city or town Washingrnn

. date >tay 1-
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. state DC

1989
^4^-«1SS

zip code ?nm3

us GPO 1 988-0-223-91
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Quadrangle location
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Stellafane Observatory — Spriiififield, Vermont
Front View of Clubhouse. 1988

Photo Ciedil: Stellafane Oh-seri'dloni
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Stellafane Observatory — Sprinj^liekl. Vermont
Trade Sign on the (Uubhousc. 1988

Photo Cirdil: SlelltiJ'niic Ohxcrralotii
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Stellafane OhsciTatory — Spriiif^ricld, Vcrnioiit

Front V'icw of Clubhousi" and Tun(>t Tclescoix'. 1988

riiolo Ci-cdil: HlflUifiiiiv Ohsci-i'dlnrif
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Stellafane Observatory — Sprinf^fu'ld. Vcnnonl

Turret Telescope. 1!»«H

Photo <'ir<li(: Slclhilniic Ohncirdltiiji
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Stellafane Obsenatory — Spriiif^tield. Vermont
Rear View of Turret Telescope. 1988

I'holo Cri'dil: Strlldfinic OliKtrmUini
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United States Department of the Interior

National Park Service

National Register of Historic Piaces
Registration Form
This form Is (or us« In nominating or requesting determinations of eligibility for Individual properties or districts. See Instructions in QukMInt
for Completing National Raglatar Forma (National Register Bulletin 16). Complete each Item by marking "x" In the appropriate box or by entering

the requested Information. If an Item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not applicable." For functions, styles, materials,

and areas of significance, enter only the categories and subcategories listed in the Instructions. For additional space use continuation sheets
(Form 10-900a) Type all entries.

1 . Name of Property

historic name Reber Radio Teles cope
1 other names/site number

2. Location

I
I
not for publication"street & number National Radio Astronomy Observatory

LI vicinitycity, town Green Bank
state West Virginia code WV county Pocahontas code 075 zip code 24944

3. Classification

Ownership of Property

1 1

private

1 1 public-local

Category of Property

1
bullding(s)

1
district

1
site

Ix structure

1
object

Number of Res

Contributing

ources v

None

ributing

tlonal Ri

within Property

lontributing

buildings

[ loubllc-State sites

Q public-Federal 1 structures

ob|ecti

1 Total

Name of related multiple property listir Number of cont

listed in the Na

resources previously

laiater 1

4. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this

O nomination EH request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth In 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the property CH meets EHdoes not meet the National Register criteria. LJsee continuation sheet.

Signsture of certifying official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion. the property
1 1 meets^ does not meet the National Register criteria. ^ See continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Parit Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is:

I I entered in the National Register.

I I See continuation sheet.

O determined eligible for the National

Register. EU See continuation sheet.

LH deternnined not eligible for the

National Register.

Z] removed from the National Register.

Z] other, (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper

ho3>

Data of Action



6. Function or U«e
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions) Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Rftsearr-h Facility Research FaciHty

7. Description

Architectural Classification Materials (enter categories from instructions)

(enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete
N/A walls N/A

roof mA.
other iron. Mood. steel

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The Reber Radio Telescope was designed and built by Grote Reber in 1937 for

his personal use in conducting research in the newly emerging field of radio

astronctny. The original location of the telescope was in the backyard of

his house at 212 West Seminary Road, in Wheaton, Illinois. Grote Reber'

s

house is no longer extant. The entire block of 200 West Seminary Road, in

\^Jheaton, Illinois, was demolished during the 1950s to construct a public

park.

The telescope was originally a 31 foot 5-inch trans it-mccnted parabolic radio

telescope reflector made from 72 wooden radial rafters, covered vrith skin of

26 gauge point iron (focal length t 20 feet), and 2 elevated arches positioned

on railroad wheels to permit changes in elevation angles. The telescope took

about 4 months to build and weighed about 2 tons when coupleted.

Reber used the telescope from 1937 to 1948 when he sold it to the National

Bureau of Standards which moved it to an observing site in Sterling, Virginia.

After the telescope was moved to Sterling, the National Bureau of Standards

mounted the entire instrument on a turntable thus changing the original

transit design to an altazimuth design.

In 1952 the telescope was disassanbled and shipped to another observing site in

Boulder, Colorado. Finally, in 1957, it was acquired by the National Radio

Astroncmy Observatory, in Green Bank, West Virginia, where in 1959-60 it was

reassembled under Grote Reber 's personal supervision. Sane wooden parts were

found deteriorated and replaced during this process. The telescope new

stands on its 1948 turntable to the left of the entrance road of the National

Radio Astronomy Observatory, in Green Bank, West Virginia, in proximity to the

Karl Guthe Jansky Replica Antenna and the Ewen-Purcell Antenna.

With the exception of the change of mounting from the transit design to the

altazimuth design and the replacement of sane deteriorated wooden support

members, the telescope retains its integrity from the period of its first use

by Grote Reber in 1937-48. The telescope is in good condition and can be

used for radio astronomy if needed.

In 1972 the telescope was listed on the National Register of Historic Places

by the Antiquities Commission of the State of West Virginia.^

I I See continuation sheet
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8. Statement of Significance

Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

lx~l nationally O statewide locally

Applicable National Register Criteria [XJA ^B ^C \Z]D NHL Criteria 1,2,4

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) CHa ^B \Z]C [Z}0 £ Qf I Ig

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates

National Register: Invention, Science 1937-1948

NaM'nnal Historic Landmark: Science.

Suhtheme: Physical Science: Facet,
Astronomy Cultural Affiliation

N/A

Significant Parson Architect/Builder

Grote Reber Grote Reber

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

Sunmary

The Reber Radio Telescope was the first parabolic antenna specifically

designed and built to do research in the newly emerging field of radio

astroncniy. The telescope was designed and built by Grote Reber, an amateur

astronorner and electronics expert from Wheaton, Illinois, who from 1937 until

after World War II, was the world's only active radio astronomer. The telescope

design is the forerunner of the majority of present day radio telescopes.

History

Until the 20th century, astronomers were limited to what they could see or

photograph in the visible spectrum of light—a relatively narrow band of

wavelengths. This all changed in 1932, when Karl Jansky, a radio engineer
at Bell Laboratories in Holmdel, New Jersey, was the first to establish that

radiation at radio wavelengt±is was reaching the earth from interstellar

space.

2

Jansky joined Bell Laboratories in Holmdel, New Jersey, in 1928 and began
strudying static and other noises affecting Bell System transoceanic radio-
telephone circuits. In 1929 he designed and built a 14.6 meter-rotatable,
directional antenna system to study radio noise. Two years later he was able
to classify the noise into three types i that due to local thunderstorms; that
due to distant thunderstorms; and a steady hiss of static, the origin of v^ich
was not known.

This unknown static fascinated Jansky because its source could not be traced to
any location on the earth or in the solar system. He made an extensive

study of the noise in 1932, finding that it varied not every 24 hours
but every 23 hours and 56 minutes. This is the period of the earth's

sidereal day, a day defined by the earth's rotation relative to the stars,

not the sun. Therefore the source of the noise was outside of the solar
syston and fixed in space. After discussing this information with an astroncmer,
Jansky concluded that the static was caning from the center of our galaxy,

the Milky Way. See continuation sheet
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Jansky published his findings in scientific ioumals, and, on May 5, 1933,

The New York Times carried his discovery on the front page. Jansky' s dis- I

covery of the existence of interstellar radio waves with his antenna liberated
astronomers from the confines of optical astronomy and cpened up the radio
portion of the electranagnetic spectrum for productive research. The longer
radio waves could penetrate not only the earth's atmosphere, hut also clouds
of interstellar dust that previously had obscured large sections of space.
When Jansky was not allowed to continue with basic research into the field of
radio astronony by Bell Laboratories, another pioneer, Grote Reber, continued
his work.

Grote Reber read Jansky 's papers and was one of the first scientists to
appreciate the significance of Jansky' s discovery. To quote his cwn words:

In my estimaticn it was obvious that Jansky had made a fundamental and
very important discovery. Furthermore, he had exploited it to the limit
of his equipment facilities. If greater progress were to be made it
would be necessary to construct new and different equipment especially
designed to measure the cosmic static. 3

Reber' s decision to continue Jansky 's work meant that he would have to design
and build the world's first radio telescope. Since no one had ever done
this before, Reber was on his own. After studying the problem, he decided
to construct a large parabolic reflector with the intention of observing at a
very short wavelength, about 10 cm. He realized that a parabolic reflector
would have the advantage of providing a narrow S5mimetrical beam and would also
enable the wavelength to be altered simply by changing the receptor at the
focus. In the choice of operating wavelength Reber was guided by two ccnsideratios:
he could adiieve better angular resolution and the radiation should be stronger
at shorter wavelengths.

With these considerations in mind, Reber began to build the first radio telescope
specifically designed for radio astronomical observations. Since he had
no outside source of funding to build his telescope he had to do all of the
work by hand in his own backyard. Reber originally preferred a full steerable
mounting, but this was far too expensive, so he decided on a meridian transit
instrument steerable in elevation only, relying on Earth's rotation to scan
the heavens. While he wanted as large a reflector as possible, Reber had to
balance the cost with his resources and finally decided on a sheet metal surface
of 31- foot diameter, to be mounted on a wooden supporting structure for the
sake of cheapness and ease of construction. The reflector surface consisted
of 45 pieces of 26-gauge galvanized iron sheet screwed on 72 radial wooden
rafters cut to parabolic shape. Reber cut, drilled and painted all of the
parts. Except for the part-time assistance of two men on foundations and
erections, Reber personally put together the radio telescope piece by piece,
and completed the entire iob in four months from June to September 1937.

The final telescope cost Reber $4,000.

^OCp
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During the decade after 1937 Reber, using his telesccpe, worked practically
alone in the field of radio astronctny. By 1940 he confirmed Jansky's conclusion
that the Milky Wav is a source of radio radiation, and in 194A he published
in the Astrophysical Journal the first contour maps of radio brightness of

the Milkv Way as it appears at a wavelength of 1.87 meters. He discovered
discrete sources of radio emission in the galactic center, Cygnus, and Cassiopeia,

as well as radio waves from the sun. From 1937 until after World War II

Reber was the world's only active radio astronomer.

Reber' s Radio Telescope stands today as a monument to Grote Reber, a pioneer in

the field of radio astronomy. With the construction of his telescope, Reber
demonstrated his persistence in overcoming technical difficulties and his

determination to do pioneering work in the field of radio astroncmy. Grote
Reber' s work fran 1937 to 1948, using the radio telescope he personally
designed and built, demonstrated the importance of Jansky's discovery, and

forever changed the science of astronomy.
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Footnotes

1. The descriptive material for this section was taken fran the following
sources:

Wallace R. Oref , "National Register of Historic Places Inventory-Nonination
Form—Reber Radio Telescope." (Green Bank, West Virginia: National Radio
Astronomy Observatory, 1972).

Historical Radio Telescopes at the National Radio Astronctny Observatory in
Green Bank, West Virginia (Green Rank, West Virginia: Associated Universities
Inc. , no date)

.

J.S. Hey, The Evolution of Radio Astronony (New York: Neale Watson Academic
Publications, Inc., 1973), pp. 8-15.

2. The material for the statement of significance was taken frcm the following I

sources:

George A. Abell, The Exploration of the Universe (4th ed.; New York:
Saunders College Publishing, 1982), pp. 220-224.

Hey, o£_. cit .

John Kraus, "The First 50 Years of Radio Astronomy, Part 1: Karl Jansky
and His Discovery of Radio Waves from Our Galaxy," Cosmic Search , Fall 1981,

pp. 8-12.

Oref, c£. cit .
j

3. Hey, o£_. cit . , p. 9.

I
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9. Major Bibliographical Reference*

SEE CONTINUATION SHEET

Previous documentation on file (NPS):

I I preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67)

has been requested

I I previously listed in the National Register

I I previously determined eligible by the National Register

I I designated a National Historic Landmarit

I I recorded by l-listoric American Buildings

Survey # ^__^
I I recorded by Historic American Engineering

Record #

I I See continuation sheet

Primary location of additional data;

I I State historic preservation office

I I Other State agency

n Federal agency

I
I
Local government

University

n Other

Specify repository:

10. Qeoflraphlcal Data

Acreage of property less than 1 acre

UTM References

A Iii7l l^lnnh i«inl
Zone Easting

cLU I I i I
. .

I

Northing

I

'

I

.

I

' '

I

XB
Zone Easting

dL^ U_i.

Northing

I I See continuation sheet

I I See continuation sheet

_L_L

J L

I

Verbal Boundary Description

The boundary follows the outside perimeter of the telescope turntable.

Boundary Justification

The boundary includes only the land upon which the telescope is sited, the
sole historic resource.

I I See continuation sheet

11. Form Prepared By

name/title Harry Butowskv
organization National Park Service
street & number HOP L Street. NW

city or town Washington

Mfly 1, 19«9. date

. telephone r2Q2) 343-8155

, state DC zip code ?nm 3

• USQPO 1888-0-223-aiS
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National Radio Astronomy Observatory — Green Bank, West Vir^nia
Karl Jansky and his Antenna in Ilolnidel, New Jersey, circa 1930

I'lioto Crcilil: Ndlioiiiil lidilid AkIiohoiiih <)l>K<'rriilorii
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National Radio Astronomy Observatory — Green Banli, West Virginia

Grote Reber standing in front of bis Radio Telescope, circa 19(>()

Pliolo Credit: Nalioiial Radio Aalroiionni OhscrriitDni
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National Radio Astronomy Observatory — Green Bank. West Virginia

Reber Itadio Telescope, 1962
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for CompMng National Reglatar Forma (National Raglatar Bullttin 16). Complata each Itam by marking "x" In tha appropriate box or by antaring

tha raquattad Information. If an item doat not apply to tha property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not applicable." For functions, atylea, materlala,

and areas of signlflcanca, enter only the categorlea and subcatagorlea Hated In the Inatructlona. For additional apace uae continuation aheets
(Form lt>-900a). Type all entries.

1. N«m« of PropTty'

historic name Yerkes Observatory

other names/site number

2. Location

not for publicationstreet & number Bcity, town Williams Bay
state Wisconsin code WI county Walwortli code 127

vicinity

zip code 53191-0 258

3. ClaMiflcatlon

Ownership of Property

B private

I I
public-local

I I public-State

I I public-Federal

Category of Property

[x] building(8)

district

site

I I structure

object

Name of related multiple property listing:

Number of Resources within Property

Contributing Noncontributing

1 buildings

sites

structures

objects

__1 Total

Number of contributing resources previously

listed in the National Register

4. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, i hereby certify that this

LJ nomination Ej request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties In the

National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.

In my opinion, the property EH meets EH does not meet the National Register criteria. EH See continuation sheet.

Signature of certifying official

State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion. the property 1 1 meetan doea not meet the National Register criteria. ^ See continuation sheet.

Signature of commenting or other official Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification

I, hereby, certify that this property is;

n entered in the National Register.

I I
See continuation sheet.

EH determined eligible for the National

Register. EJ See continuation sheet.

EH determined not eligible for the

National Register.

EH removed from the National Register.

EH other, (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action

^\5



6. FunctkMi or Um
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions) Cun-ent Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Education Education

Research Facility Research Facility

7. Description

Architectural Classification Materials (enter categories from instructions)

(enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete
Romanesque Revival v^alls brick, terra-cntta

roof stainless steel on large dome
Other

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

Yerkes Observatory is the observing facility of the Department of

Astronony and Astrophysics of the University of Chicago and is devoted
to research in astronony and astrophysics, as well as graduate education.
The observatory is on the west side of the village of Williams Bay,

Wisconsin, on the bank of Lake Geneva, 76 miles from Chicago. Construction
of the main observatory building began in 1895. The first astrononical
observations were made in the summer of 1897. At the time of its construc-

tion, Yerkes Observatory was the most modem and complete observatory
of its day.l

The observatory was designed by Henry Ives Cobb from plans drawn by
American astronomer George Ellery Hale, who had visited the large

observatories of America and Europe and had gained useful information

from the designs of the Lick Observatory in California and the Astro-
physical Observatory at Potsdam, Germany. The style of the building is

Romanesque with elaborate details. It is constructed of brown Reman

brick with terra cotta ornaments to match. The shape is that of a Latin

cross with the three towers and the meridian room at the extremities.

The long axis lies east and west with the great dome to the west. The

length of the building in this direction is 326 feet. The smaller domes

are.cn the north-and-south axis, with their centers 144 feet apart.

The principal floor contains offices for the staff, a lecture room, a large

reference library, and a reading roan. The basement contains darkrooms,

a photographic laboratory, a machine shop, and maintenance roans. The

second floor is used for stackroans for library books, storage of archival

materials, sleeping rooms for observers, and a large analysis room where

an electronic computer is found. A glass copy of the National Geographic-

Palomar Observatory Sky Survey is also stored and used on this floor. An

environmentally controlled vault, for the storage and preservation of the

observatory's irreplaceable collection of photographs taken over the

years with the telescopes at Yerkes, occupies the east end of the main

and second floors.

I I See continuation sheet
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Situated at the eastern end of the building are two small domes and a
small meridian transit roan. The northern done originally contained
George Ellery Hale's 12- inch refractor frcrn his old Kenwood Observatory
in Chicago. The southern dome contains a 24-inch reflector telescope.
These telescopes have been replaced with newer, more modem telescopes.
The northern done new houses a modem 24-indi reflector; the southern done
houses a 41- inch reflector placed in operation in 1968. The meridian
roan, although intact, is no longer operational.

The great done, hcwsing the 40-inch refractor, is cm the western end of
the building. This telescope is the largest refractor ever conpleted,
with a gain of 4 inches aperttire and 23% in light-gathering ability over

its nearest rival, the 36-inch refractor at Lick Observatory in California.
The 40-inch glass lens for the refractor was cast by the firm of Mantois in
Paris and ground by Alvan G. Clark, the great telescope maker from Cambridge,

Massachusetts. The telescope tube, mounting, dome, and rising floor were
designed by the firm of Wamer & Swasey of Cleveland, Ohio.

The telescope is mounted on a massive brick pier which rests on a solid
concrete foundation set in a gravel formation. The column is of cast iron
in four heavy sections. The center of motion of the telescope is 61 feet

above the ground; when the spectroscopic attadiments are added, this is
increased by nearly 6 feet.

The telescope is moved from one position to another by means of electric
motors and is so finely balanced that it can be moved by hand. The entire
telescope weighs 20 tons. For finer motions, such as required in

spectroscopic and photographic work, additional motors, controlled from
the position of the observer, are used. The telescope was modernized in
1969 permitting more accurate and rapid setting of the position of the
telescope. The efficiency of the telescope was further increased by the
addition of an automatically guiding camera. The driving clock, by vshich

the telescope is made to follow the stars, consists of a synchronous
motor controlled by an electronic oscillator, the frequency of ^ich can
be set so as to make the telescope follow the sun, the moon, or stars.

The dome covering the 40-in<±i refractor is 90 feet in diameter. It is

turned on 26 wheels by an electric motor which actuates an endless wire
rope extending around the dome. The original dome surface, made of wood

covered by a thin sheet of metal, was replaced by stainless steel in

1975. The opening through which the sky is observed is 11 feet wide,
and is closed by shutters 85 feet long. These are so constructed that
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they can be moved by hand, although they are usually operated by an
electric motor. Canvas screens, which may be raised over part of the
opening, serve to break the force of the wind. The rising floor is 75

feet in diameter and is supported by cables running over foar sheaves
just beneath the upper balcony and connecting heavy counterpoises which
balance the weight of the floor (37-1/2 tons). The motors for moving the
dome and the floor can be operated from the floor or the eye end of the
telescope. The floor moves through a range of 23 feet fran the lower to

the upper balcony. It has to be near its lowest point when a star near
the zenith is observed. In intermediate positions it can be quickly
adjusted to any height from the eyepiece of the telescope.
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i statement of Significance

(irtifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

[Tj nationally
I [statewide

I I locally

)plicable National Register Criteria Ha [x]B ^C (Ud NHL Criteria 1 and 3.

iteria Considerations (Exceptions) I |a I Ib I |C I Id I Ie I If I |G

eas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates

National Register: Education, Engineering 1897-Present

National Historic Landmark: Science,

Subtheme: Physical Science, Facet:

Astronomy. Cultural Affiliation

ignificant Person Architect/Builder

George Ellery Hale Henry Ives Cobb

tate significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.

Summary

Yerkes Observatory was fcxinded by American astroncmer George Ellery Hale

in 1897 and represents his revolutionary concept for an observatory
that would also be a physical laboratory. To the majority of astronomers

at the time, an observatory was simply a place for a telescope and observer.

For example, when the new United States Naval Observatory in Washington, DC

was completed in 1893 there was no provision for a darkroom or for a

spectroscopic laboratory. In contrast, Yerkes Observatory was provided

with laboratories and a variety of mechanical and electronic workshops.
Yerkes represented the wave of the future and established the modem
observatory as a research institution where the astroncmer, using the

disciplines of chemistry and physics, supported by engineering and optics

workshops, could apply his talents to the understanding of the wonders of

the universe. In the years since its founding by George Ellery Hale,

Yerkes has attracted the most famous astronomers in the world, and con-

tributed significantly to the sciences of astrcnony and astrophysics.

2

History

The establishment of Yerkes Observatory near the city of Chicago was

the joint idea of astronomer George Ellery Hale and William Harper,

president of the University of Chicago. George Ellery Hale, then a

recent physics graduate from M.I.T. , wanted a first-rate observatory

where he could continue his study of the sun. Hale wanted to bring into

being his concept of a modem observatory that would serve not only as an

observing facility for astronaners but also as a first rate research

facility where scientists could study the skies using the interdisciplinary

skills of the astroncmer, physicist and chemist, supported by workshops

employing people with skills in optics, photography, mechanics, carpentry,

and electronics. Of all of these skills. Hale believed, a kncwledge of

physics was the most important for the study of astronony. Hale's

application of physics to the study of astronomy was soon to give birth

to a new field of study—astrophysics.

I I See continuation sheet
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William Harper, as the president of the newly fcxmded University of
Chicago, was more concerned with increasing the reputation of the university
through the establishment of a first-rate research laboratory, which would
attract the best minds in the field of astrcnony and bring recognition
and honor to his school. Yerkes was to be successful in both regards. 3

In the summer of 1892 George Ellery Hale learned that a pair of 40-inch
diameter glass disks, made by the Paris firm of Mantois, were available
for purchase. Alvan G. Clark, the great telescope maker of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, had tested the glass disks and found them perfect. Hale
realized that this was an opportunity to build the largest telescope in

the world and approached Harper with the idea. Harper agreed to support
the project if a donor cculd be found to support the grinding of the lens

and the building of an observatory. In September 1892 both men visited
Charles T. Yerkes, a Chicago street-car magnate, who agreed to underwrite
the cost of the project. Eventually, George Ellery Hale had to talk
Yerkes into parting with $349,000 before the project was completed.^

Progress on the new observatory moved quickly after Yerkes made his
canmitment. The glass disks were purchased for $20,000 and Alvan
Clark began the long process of grinding than into the prefer shape.
The mechanical parts of the tele- : ope were ccmpleted in 1893 in time
for exhibition at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago. By October
1895 the glass lenses were completed and tested by Hale, who found
them excellent.

Construction of the observatory building was begun in 1895 at Williams
Bay, Wisconsin, distant enough from the lights of Chicago (76 miles)
to assure dark skies, and yet close enough to the city to be readily
accessible to the faculty and students of the University of Chicago.
The first astronanical observations with the completed telescope were
made by Hale and his associates in the summer of 1897. The excellent
optical qualities of the new telescope were immediately proven when
astronomer Edward Emerson Barnard soon discovered a faint third companion
to the star Vega, which had gone undetected even by the skilled astronaner
Sherburne W. Bumham using the 36-inch Lick telescope.

Hale was successful in his quest. The new Yerkes Observatory not only

possessed the largest telescope but was the most modem and complete
observatory in the country. Hale had seen to it that the instrumentation
at Yerkes was second to none.

Soon Yerkes began to attract the foremost astrcncmers in both America and

Europe. Sherburne W. Bumham continued his work, begun at Lick, in

1
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cataloging double stars. With the new 40- inch refractor he was able to
measure thousands of neglected and overlooked star jsairs, adding precious
data to the meager store of information on stellar masses. In 1906
with Hale's support, Bumham published his General Catalog of Double
Stars within 121° of the North Pole . This great catalog contained data
on 13,665 double and multiple star systems and gave a major boost to
double and multiple star astronomy.

Utilizing a fast photographic lens, Edward Barnard took photographs that
were compiled into the Photographic Atlas of Selected Regions of the
Milky Way , a work that remains a landmark in the study of our galaxy.
Fran 1905-1927 Barnard discovered and mapped the large dark clouds
of the Milky Way.

George Ellery Hale continued his cwn research on the sun at Yerkes with the
completion of his spectroheliograph in the Yerkes instrument shop. With
this instrument he proved that calcium and hydrogen flocculi seen on the
solar disk were vast prominences thrown off by the activity in the Sun's
outermost layers.

Ernest Nichols arrived at Yerkes in the summer of 1898 with a radiometer
to determine the heat from the stars. Mounted in the heliostat roan, the
device successfully measured the near-infrared radiation of Arcturus and
Vega.

Spectrosccpist Walter Adams joined the staff at Yerkes in 1898 and
worked with Edwin Frost to measure the radial velocities of B-type
stars. Albert Michelson, in experiments at Yerkes, measured double stars
with his interferometer while Frank Schlesinger pioneered the photographic
determination of stellar parallax, increasing by a factor of 10 the
accuracy of distance measurements over those made by visual observations.

Among the other prcminent staff members were the optician Frank Ross
who introduced the wide-angle lens as an important photographic tool
in astroncmy. George Ritchey, another Yerkes optical designer, dem-
onstrated hew the visually color-corrected 40-incii refractor could be
used photographically as well by placing a yellow filter in front of

a special photographic plate.

Despite the success of Yerkes, Hale was not satis i fed and eventually
began to look to California as a site for newer and larger telescopes.
During the winter of 1903-04 Hale traveled to Pasadena, California to
investigate the possibility of establishing an observatory on Mount
Wilson. Once he was satisfied with the new site Hale returned to Yerkes

bu
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to persuade many of his friends on the staff to join him. Even after
Hale's departure, Yerkes continued to attract sane of the finest astroncmers
in the world and produce new information in the study of astrcnomy.

Astronomer George van Biesbroeck. began a program of positional observations
of comets and asteroids with the 24-inch reflector. John Parkhurst worked
to perfect photometric scales of stellar magnitudes. In 1913 Edwin
Hubhle worked at Yerkes photographing faint galaxies—a field of researdi
that was to lead him eventually to Mount Wilscn, where he was to formulate
his concept of the size and nature of the universe. Frank Ross's work
in photography began to reveal the faint features of interstellar matter
in the galaxy. In the 1930s Otto Struve arrived at Yerkes as a graduate
student and stayed eventually to become director. Struve was a superb
spectrosccpist and made detailed studies of stellar atmospheres, stellar
rotation, and binary stars. In 1930 another graduate student, William
Wilson Morgan, staved at Yerkes and worked to determine the distances and
luminosities of stars from their spectra. Morgan's work would eventually
lead to the discovery of the spiral structure of our galaxy. Astronomer
Gerard Peter Kuiper arrived at Yerkes in 1936 as a member of the faculty
of the University of Chicago. In 1944, through his research, Kuiper
discovered the atmosphere on Titan, a satellite of Saturn. In 1948
Kuiper discovered the fifth satellite of Uranus and in 1949 the second
satellite of Neptune.

The Yerkes Observatory, in the century since its establishment by George
Ellery Hale, has had a profound impact on the history of the sciences of

astronomy and astrophysics. The Yerkes Observatory not only established the
format of the modem research observatory but was also the scene for many
of the major scientific discoveries in the past century in these fields.
In addition, the legions of astronomers who were trained at Yerkes have
gone on to work in and, in many cases, direct other observatories,
planetaria, and departments of astrcnoriy and astrophysics. Several names
readily cane to mind: Edwin P. Hubhle, who worked en the recession of

galaxies, thereby first giving evidence of the expansion of the universe;
Walter S. Adams, later the director of Mount Wilson Observatory who did
pioneering work in the study of stellar spectra; and William H. Wright,
x-^o became the director of Lick Observatory.

George Ellerv Hale's plan for Yerkes Observatory was so precise in detail

and so broad in scope that he forever changed the science of astrcnany
and the concept of the modem observatory. Years after its establishment,
Yerkes astronomers would say: "Only now are we carrying out many of the ideas

Hale planned for. His vision was extraordinary."^
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Footnotes

1. The descriptive material in this section was taken from the following sources.

University of Chicago, "Yerkes Observatory" (U.S.A. c no publisher
identified, no date).

Bruce Bond, "A Celebration of Light: Yerkes in Perspective," Astrcncniy

Magazine , December 1982, pp. 6-22.

2. Helen Wright, Explorer of the Universe; A Biography of George Ellery Hale
(New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1966), pp. 108-11.

3. The historical background for this secticn was taken fran the following sources.

"Yerkes Observatory" o£. cit .

Bruce Bond, ^. cit., pp. 6-22.

4. Richard Learner, Astroncniy Through the Telescope (New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, 1981), p. 104.

5. Wright, c£. cit.. 111.
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Yerkes Observatory — Williams Bay, Wisconsin

Front View. 1988

Pholo Credil: Yerkes OhservaUrnf "blT



Yerkes Obsei-vatory — Williams Bay, Wisconsin
Front View, 1988
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Yerkes Observatory — Williams Bay, Wisconsin

Dedication, 1897

Photo Credit: Yerkes Observatory
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Plate XXX IV

Yerkes Observatory — Williams Bay, Wisconsin

Design and Consti-uction Drawing for 40-in('h Refractor and Dome, 1897

Photi) Credit: Yerkes Ohnervatorji
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Yerkes Observatory — Williams Bay, Wisconsin

40-in('h Refractor Telescope. 1988

Photo Credit: Yerken Olmervntoni
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Yerkes Observatory — Williams Bay, Wisconsin

Alvin Clark and his assistant Charles Lundin (Right) alongside of the 40-inch Lens, 1896

Pholo Ctrdit: Yerkex OhservaUrrtf
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Yerkes Observatory — Williams Bay, Wisconsin

Albert Einstein and the staff of the Observatory in front of the 40-in(h Refractor, 1921

Photo Credit: Yerkes Olmervaiorji
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NATIONAL REGISTER SITES CONSIDERED BUT NOT RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATIOI
AS NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS

ALABAMA

Old Observatory
University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

Listed in the National Register in 1972 as significant in architecture and
education. The Old Observatory is a small white Greek Revival building built
in 1844 under the supervision of Frederick A. P. Barnard, professor of chemistry
and mathematics (1837-54) and later president of Columbia University. The
observatory currently houses the offices of the consulting engineer of the
University of Alabama.

ARIZONA

Harquahala Peak Observatory
Yuma, Arizona

Listed in the National Register in 1975 as significant in science. Fran 1920
to 1925 the Harquala Peak Observatory was operated by the Smithsonian Institution
for the purpose of taking solar observations and measuring solar constants.
In 1925 the observatory was moved to Table Mountain, California. Only two
buildings and no equipment remain. Both buildings are in poor condition.

CALIFORNIA

Smithsonian Institution Shelter
Mount Whitney (Sequoia National Park)
California

Listed in the National Register in 1976 as significant in science. The
shelter was built in 1909 to house visiting scientists on the summit of Mount
Whitney during their studies of solar radiation.

COLORADO

Chamberlain Observatory
University of Denver
2930 East Warren Avenue
Denver, Colorado

Listed in the National Register in 1980 as significant in architecture,

education and science. The Chamberlain Observatory was completed in 1891

in the Richardsonian Romanesque style. The lens for the 20- inch refractor

was made by Alvan Graham Clark.

^^^



DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Georgetcwn University Astronomical Observatory
Georgetown University '.i.

Washington, DC.

Listed in the National Register in 1973 as significant in the areas of archi-
tecture, education and science. The observatory is a small Greek Revival
structure that was completed in 1844. The observatory is no longer used due
to the glare of the night lights of the city of Washington. The building is

now used to store water samples for the Biology Department. The original
5-inch refractor and a later 12-ind-i refractor are still used by the astronomy
club of the university.

INDIANA

Earlham College Observatory /:

Earlham College
Richmond, Indiana

Listed in the National Register in 1975 as significant in architecture,
education and science. The observatory was completed in 1861 as a simple
unadorned early Victorian educational building. The observatory contains
a 6.5-inch refracting telescope purchased from pioneer American astronomer
R. B. Rutherford, a transit telescope, and a German astronomical clock
purchased in 1861.

McKim Observatory
DePauw University
Greencastle, Indiana

Listed in the National Register in 1978 as significant in education and
science. The McKim Observatory was completed in 1884 and contains a 9.53-inch
refracting telescope made by Alvan Clark on a Warner and Swasey mounting.

MASSACHUSETTS

Harvard University Observatory rif„

Sears Tower
60 Cambridge Street .

Cambridge, Massachusetts

The Sears Tower of the Harvard University Observatory was listed in the .;

National Register in 1986 as part of a larger thematic nomination titled,
"The Cambridge Mbltiple Resources Area Nomination." The Sears Tower was
previously considered for National Historic Landmark designation in 1964

under Volume XX or the "Arts and Sciences" theme study but was deferred at
that time by the National Park System Advisory Board until the completion ^,v,.

of a general thane study considering other astronomical observatories.

^^G



Although the Sears Tcwer is an important astroncmical observatory dating
back to 1844 and associated with the productive careers of astronaners
William Crandi Bond (1789-1859) and Edward C. Pickering (1846-1919), the
building and its surroundings have been drastically altered in the last
one hundred years and no longer possess sufficient integrity to be considered
for designation as a National Historic Landmark. Only the central core of the
observatory with the 15-inch telescope remains intact. Both of the original
flanking wings containing the astronomy professor's residence to the east and
classrooms and library to the west have been replaced by modern buildings.
The original entry way and heavy granite door frame has been blocked by
later additions. Only one of the original iron balconies surrounding the
dome, used to set up smaller telescopes, remains intact. The original
open space surrounding the Sears Tower is now filled with modem university
buildings.

MICHIGAN

Detroit Observatory
'

;

University of Michigan
Observatory and Anne Streets "

Ann Arbor, Midiigan

Listed in the National Register in 1972 as significant in architecture,
education and science. The Detroit Observatory was constructed in 1854
combining both Greek Revival and Italianate elements under the direction of

Henry Philip Tappan, president of the University of Michigan. The original
12-inch refracting telescope was made by American telescope maker Henry Fitz
in 1854.

MINNESOTA

Goodsell Observatory ,

"

(New Observatory) '

-l

Carleton College
Northfield, Minnesota

Listed in the National Register in 1975 in architecture, communications,
education, engineering, literature and science. The Goodsell Observatory
was completed in 1887 as a Romanesque Revival style building. The observatory
contains an 8-1/4-inch refracting telescope built by the firm of Alvan Clark
and Scxis of Cambridge, Massachxisetts and a 16-indi refractor telescope made
by John Brashear. The observatory is also associated with the work of William
Wallace Payne, a mathematician and astrcxiomer who was responsible (1882) for

the establishment of Popular Astronomy Magazine . . .;

MISSISSIPPI
' - .

!

Barnard Observatory
University of Mississippi
Oxford, Mississippi

Listed in the National Register in 1978 as significant in architecture and
education. The Barnard Observatory was completed in 1859 as a two-story
red brick structure of Greek Revival design. Chancellor Frederick A.P.
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Barnard built the observatory to house a large telescope that would make
the university an unrivaled center for the study of astronomy. Barnard
ordered a large 19-inch lens fron the firm of Alvan Clark in Cambridge,
Massachusetts for his telescope, but the outbreak of the Civil War prevented
the delivery of the lens. The lens was eventually acquired by the Dearborn
Observatory at Northwestern University. The observatory building new houses
the Center for the Study of Southern Culture

OHIO

Ohio Wesleyan University Student Observatory
(Perkins Observatory)
Ohio Wesleyan University
West William Street
Delaware, Ohio

The Ohio Wesleyan Student Observatory was listed in the National Register in

1985 as part of a multiple resource nomination for titled, "Ohio Wesleyan
University Thematic Group." The buildings in the nomination are listed as

significant in the areas of ardiitecture and education. The Perkins Obser-
vatory was constructed in 1900 and contains a 32-inch reflecting telescope,
one of the largest in the country that the public may look through.

WISCONSIN

Buckstaff Observatory
University of Wisconsin
2119 North Main Street
Oshkosh, Wisconsin

Listed in the National Register in 1979 as significant in the areas of

education, science and associated with the career of Ralph N. Buckstaff, a
praninent local industrialist who headed a family funiture and cabinet making
business. Buckstaff, with no formal scientific training, began the observatory

in 1924 for the study of astronomy and meteorology. The Buckstaff Observatory
was sold to a private company recently and is no longer associated with the
University of Wisconsin. The building may no longer be extant.

University of Wisconsin-Madison
Washburn Observatory
Madison, Wisconsin

Listed in the National Register in 1985 as significant in architecture,

education and science. The Washburn Observatory was completed in 1882 as an
Italianate style building. The observatory contains a 15-1/2-inch refracting
telescope completed by Alvan Clark and Sons of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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The follcwing sites are listed in the National Register as "Observatories"
but are not astronctnical observatories.

MAINE

Portland Observatory
138 Congress Street
Portland, Maine

The Portland Observatory is a signal tower built in 1807. This site should be
evaluated for national significance under the Maritime Theme Study.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Weston Observatory
Oak Hill, Derryfield Park
Manchester, New Hampshire

The Weston Observatory was built in 1887 as an observation tower for the
citizens of Manchester, New Hampshire.
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OTHER SITES CONSIDERED BUT NOT RECOMMENDED FOR NATIONAL HISTORIC LANO^ARK
DESIGNATION

The follcwing sites were considered for designation as National Historic
Landmarks under this theme but were rejected due to lack of integrity and/
or failure to establish national significance. Those sites noted with
an * are believed to be eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places.

CALIFORNIA

Ukiah International Latitude Observatory*
Ukiah, California

The Ukiah International Latitude Observatory was one of six astronomical
stations established in the northern hemisphere in 1899 for the purpose of

making systematic latitude observations. A sister station, the Gaithersburg
Latitude Observatory, has been reconnended for designation as a National
Historic Landmark. The Ukiah Observatory should be noninated to the National
Register of Historic Places and evaluated for National Historic Landmark
designation. At this writing no information is available concerning this

site.

CONNECTICUT

Van Vlect Observatory*
Wesleyan University,
Middletcwn, Connecticut

Although the history of this observatory dates back to 1838 the present
telescope and structure date from 1915. The 1838 observatory was demolish-
ed in 1868. The 1868 observatory was demolished in 1915. The current
observatory dates frcm 1916. Since 1925 the diief research problem worked on
at the Van Vleck Observatory has been the determination of stellar parallaxes.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Natural History Museum
Auditorium
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, DC.

Site of the April 26, 1920, debate between Dr. Harlcw Shapley and Dr.

Herber D. Curtis concerning the size, nature, and extent of the universe.
The debate was sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences. Attendees
included Albert Einstein, Robert A. Millikan, George A. Hale, A.A. Michel-

son, and other leaders of the American astronomical conmunity.
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ILLINOIS

Northwestern University*
Dearborn Observatory
Evanston, Illinois

Used by astronomer George Washington Hough (1836-1909) to study double
stars and to carry through long-term obvervations of the planet Jupiter.
The lens for the 18-1/2-inch refractor at the Dearborn Observatory was
completed Alvan Clark (1804-1887) in 1861. In 1862, while testing this lens,

Clark observed the dark companion star orbiting Sirius. Clark received a
medal frcm the French Academy of Science for this achievement.

MASSACHUSETTS

Maria Mitchell Observatory*
Vestal Street
Nantucket, Massachusetts

Maria Mitchell (1818-1889) was America's first wonan astronomer and the
first woman to be admitted to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
As a young girl she helped her father, William, a Nantucket astronomer,
with his observations. On October 1, 1847, Maria Mitchell discovered
a comet and won international recognition. The observatory building was
constructed in 1908 and incorporates part of her birthplace and family
hone on Nantucket.

Hcpkins Observatory*
Williams College
Williarastown, Massachusetts

The Hcpkins Observatory is associated with the career of Professor Albert
Hcpkins who traveled to Europe in 1834-35 and brought back many astronomical
instruments, including a Herschelian reflector of 10-foot focal length. The

Observatory building dates to 1868 and is one of the oldest extant observatory
buildings in the United States today.

NEW JERSEY

Princeton University
Fritz Randolph Observatory
Princetcn, New Jersey

Associated with the work of Henry Norris Russell (1877-1957) v*io was the

director of the Princeton Observatory from 1912 to 1921. Russell was the
co-discoverer, with Ejnar Hertzsprung, of the Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram,

which showed there was a relationship between a star's brightness and color.

After 1921 Russell moved to the Mount Wilson Observatory. Harlow Shapley

studied here as a graduate student in astronomy under the direction of Henry

Norris Russell. The present observatory building dates from 1934. An

original Rittenhouse Orrery is on display in the building.
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NEW YORK

Vassar College Observatory*
Poughkeepsie, New York

Associated with the career of Maria Mitchell (1818-89), an early American
woman astroncmer. In 1865 Mitchell was appointed to the chair of astronomy
and director of the observatory at Vassar where she studied the Sun, Jupi-
ter, and Saturn.

PENNSYLVANIA

David Rittenhouse Birthplace*
207 Lincoln Drive
Philadelphia, Pennyslvania

David Rittenhouse (1732-1796) was important in the fields of astrcnony and
mathematics. In order to observe the transit of Venus in 1769, Rittenhouse
constructed the first telescope to be made in America. Rittenhouse also
constructed orreries, or "medhanical planetariums." An orrery is a niedianical

apparatus which illustrates with balls of various sizes the relative motions
and positions of the planets.

This site was rejected in the 1964 Arts and Sciences theme study because
Rittenhouse lived there only as a youth and it is bare of original furniture.
The study did not identify any other Rittenhouse sites.

Sproul Observatory*
Swarthmore , PennsyIvania

Associated with Peter Van De Kamp (1901- ) , who claimed to have discovered
(1963) the nearest planetary system to our own star, orbiting the red dwarf
known as Barnard's Star.

TEXAS

McDonald Observatory*
Fort Davis, Texas
(Mount Locke, Texas)

The McDonald Observatory was dedicated in 1939 as a result of a joint agree-
ment between the Universities of Chicago and Texas to establish and jointly
operate a new observatory in the western part of North America. The observatory
contains both 107-indi and 82-inch reflecting telescopes and a 36-inch Cassegrain
telescope. In the years since 1939 the McJDonald Observatory has been the site
of many famous astronomical discoveries, including the discovery of a satellite
of Uranus and a satellite of Neptune, the existence of hydrogen atoms in inter-
stellar space and evidence for the seasonal variation of water vapor en Mars.
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I
VIRGINIA

Leander McCormick Observatory*
Charlottesville, Virginia

This observatory contains a 26- inch Alvan Clark refractor that has contributed

to thousands of parallax determinations essential for establishing the first
raileposts out into the galaxy.
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SITES LESS THAN 50 YEARS OLD

ALL OF THE SITES LISTED BELOW ARE LESS TOAT 50 YEARS OLD AND SHOULD BE RE-
EXAMINED FOR NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE IN THE FUTURE.

ARIZONA ^ . -. , ,

Kitt Peak National Observatory
950 North Cherry Avenue
Tucson, Arizona
1958

Kitt Peak hosts 16 telescopes and represents the largest concentration of
astronomical instruments in the world.

U.S. Naval Observatory
Flagstaff, Arizona
1955 • .

This observatory houses a 40- inch Ritchey-Chretien telescope that was orig-
inally put into operation by the U.S. Naval Observatory in Washington, DC.,
in 1934. Due to increasing light and air pollution in Washington the tele-
scope was moved to Flagstaff, Arizona in 1955. This telescope is the last
instrument built by George W. Ritchey.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Naval Research Laboratory
4555 Overlook Avenue, SW
Washington, DC
1950

Iimiediately after World War II , apart from the completion in 1946 , of the
U.S. Army Signal Corps project to detect radar echoes from the moon, the
only important work in radio astronomy took place here. Research started
by J.P. Hagen, F.T. Haddock, and others represented a highly significant
step, leading the way in short wave length radio astronomy, and strongly
influencing the pattern of much subsequent research. The 50 ft. parabolic
reflector, completed in 1950, was the first radio telescope built to operate
at wave lengths down to 1 cm.

NEW MEXICO

Sacramento Peak Solar Observatory

Sunspot, New Mexico
1950

The Sacramento Peak Solar Observatory is found in the Lincoln National Forest
and contains a 136-foot tower telescope dedicated to observing the sun.
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OHIO

Kraus Reflector Radio Telescope
Ohio State University
1962

This radio telescope, designed by J.D. Kraus, is a long reflector having
limited steering, with the long dimension parallel to the ground. This
type of telescope was an attractive idea for the economical construction of
a large, partially steerable radio telescope.

PUERTO RICO

Arecibo (Radio) Telescope
Puerto Rico
1963

Site of the world's largest radio astronomy dish. Used for ionospheric
studies, radar mapping of the moon and planets, and radio astrcnomy.
Arecibo has played a major role in identifying some of the most mysterious
signals received on Earth—pulsars, quasars and natural hydrc)gen emissions
from the galaxies.

WEST VIRGINIA

National Radio Astronomy Observatory
Greenbank, West Virginia
1955

The National Radio Astronomy Observatory came into being in 1955 as a result of
a grant from the National Science Foundation to Associated Universities, Inc.,
to establish a national radio astronomy observatory for scientific research.
The first radio telescope constructed at Greenbank was the 85-foot Tatel
Telescope. One telescope at this site, the Reber radio telescope, is being
recoranended for designation in this theme because its significance predates
the establishment of the observatory. Another instrument, the 300-foot radio
telescope, was under consideration for designation when it collapsed in late

1988.
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SITES THAT ARE NO LONGER EXTANT

ILLINOIS

Grote Reber House
212 West Seniinary Road
Wheaton, Illinois
Demolished (Now a public park)

Beginning in 1935, Grote Reber constructed the world's first radio telescope
here, in the backyard of his house, and began to pursue the study of radio
astronomy, following the discoveries of Karl Jansky. The original Reber
radio telescope is new found at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in
Greenbank, West Virginia.

MASSACHUSETTS

Alvan Clark Heme, Workshop and Observatory
184 Brookline Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Danolished in 1923.

Alvan Clark, the famoLis American telescope maker, directed his firm, Alvan
Clark & Sons, from this location frcm 1860 until his death in 1887. The firm
continued to operate first under the direction of Alvan Clark's sons, and
after their deaths, under the direction of Carl Axel Robert Lundin until his
death in 1915. The property was demolished in 1923.

NEW JERSEY

Jansky Rotating Antenna
Bell Labs
Holmdel, New Jersey
Demolished

Working at the Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1933, Karl Guthe Jansky (1905-

1950) was the first person to detect radio emissions fron gases lying between
the stars of the Milky Way, thus establishing the foundation for the science
of radio astroncmy. Jansky never followed up his discovery and the field of

radio astroncmy was left to Grote Reber from Wheaton, Illinois to continued
his research. Jansky 's Rotating Antenna was brdcen up soon after he ceased
his research. An exact replica, constructed from the original drawings by

the same man who built the original, new stands as a memorial to Jansky at
the entrance of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Greenbank, West
Virginia.
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EXISTING NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS FOR ASTRONOMY

The 1987 edition of History and Prehistory in the National Park System and
the National Historic Landmarks Program lists only two sites as National
Historic Landmarks because of their significance in the history of astronomy—
the Edwin P. Hxjbble House and the Lowell Observatory.

ARIZONA

Lov7ell Observatory
1 mile west of Flagstaff, Arizona

Astronomical research here has contributed greatly to the knowledge of the
universe. First evidence of expansion of the universe was obtained at Lowell
in 1912. In 1930 astronomer Clyde Torabaugh used a special wide-angle 13- inch
astrographic telescope to discover the planet Pluto. NHL designated December

21, 1965.

CALIFORNIA

Hubble (Edwin) House
1340 Woodstock Road
San Marino, Los Angeles County
California

Home of one of America's greatest 20th century astrononers who, among other
accomplishments, discovered extragalactic nebulae and their recession from
each other. NHL designated December 8, 1976.
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EXISTING NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS IN OIHER THEMES

The National Historic Landmarks listed below were all identified as significant
in other thanes. These sites should also be listed for astronomy in addition to

their primary themes.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Administration Building, Carnegie
Institution of Washington

1530 P Street, NW
Washington, DC

Built with funds donated by Andrew Carnegie, the Institution operates the
Mount Wilson Observatory and conducts research in the physical and biolog-
ical sciences. NHL designated June 23, 1965.

Old Naval Observatory
23rd and E Streets, NW
Washington, DC

The Old Naval Observatory originally housed a 26- inch refracting telescope
built by Alvan Clark and Sons in 1870. Astronomer Asaph Hall used this
telescope to discover the two Martian satellites, Deimos and Phobos, in
1877. Tliis discovery greatly enchanced Clark's reputation as a master
telescope builder. The Old Naval Observatory is also associated with the
work of Simon Newcomb (1835-1909) , Canadian-bom American astronomer, who was
one of the foremost of all mathematical astronomers. Starting in 1875
Ne\/cc«nb began a series of observations to prepare more accurate tables of
observations of lunar and planetary motions. The results, published in
the Nautical Almanac , were used through the first half of the 20th century.
In 1893 the U.S. Naval Observatory moved from this location to Massachusetts
Avenue at 34th St., NW. NHL designated January 12, 1965.

ILLINOIS

Millikan (Robert A.) House
5605 Vfoodlawn Avenue
Chicago, Cook County
Illinois

One of America's best known 20th-century scientists, Millikan received the
1923 Nobel Prize in physics for his work in demonstrating the existence of
electrons. In Millikan 's later years he investigated the origin and nature
of cosmic rays. NHL designated May 11, 1976.
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MASSACHUSETTS

Bowditch (Nathaniel) Home
North Street
Salera, Essex County
Massachusetts

Bowditch effected great advances in navigation and helped bring European
mathematics to America. (Bowditch was also an important early American
astronomer ;;ho was elected to the Royal Astronomical Society in 1829, the
first American to be so honored.) NHL designated January 12, 1965.

NEV^J YORK

Draper (John W.) House
Draper Park
407 Broad\7ay

Hastings-on-Hudson
Westchester County, New York

Home of the well-known mid-19th-century scientist who, in addition to sig-
nificant contributions to physics and chemistry, also wrote important works
in intellectual history. Draper was the first person to succeed in photo-
graphing a stellar spectrum. NHL designated May 15, 1975.

VIRGINIA

Banneker (Benjamin) SW-9
Intermediate Boundary Stone

18th and Van Buren Streets
Arlington County, Virginia

This boundary stone canraemorates the accomplishments of Benjamin Banneker,

a gifted mathematician, (and astronomer), who helped survey the District of
Columbia and v^ho was at that time the most famous Black man in America.
NHL designated May 11, 1976.

WYOMING

Medicine Wheel
15 miles northeast of Kane
Big Horn County
Wyoming

Made of loose, irregularly shaped, v^itish flat stones placed in a circle.

Twenty-eight linear spokes, 70-75 feet in length, radiate from the hub. Ihe
National Historic T.,andmark form states that its intended purpose is un-
known. (This site is often referred to as the "Stonehenge of the West."

It has been found to be aligned to the rising and setting positions of the

summer solstice sun, and the rising of three bright stars of the sunmer

sky on that longest day of the year. Significant in Archeoastronony.)

NHL designated Augixst 29, 1970.





GLOSSARY

absorption spectrum - Dark lines superimposed on a continuous spectrum.

achromatic - Free of chromatic aberration.

almanac - A book or table listing astronanical events.

altazimuth mounting - a mounting with two axes , to allow movement in both
horizontal and vertical planes, used with telescopes, antennas and precise
surveying instruments.

astrometry - That branch of astronomy that deals with the detenTiination

of precise positions and motions of celestial bodies.

astronotnical unit (AU) - a unit of length equal to the mean radius of the
earth's orbit around the sun (93 million miles)

.

astronomy - The branch of science that treats of the physics and morphology
of that part of the universe that lies beyond the earth's atmosphere.

astrophysics - The part of astronomy that deals principally with the physics
of stars, stellar systems, and interstellar material. Astrophysics also
deals with the structures and atmospheres of the sun and planets.

atmospheric refraction - The bending or refraction of light rays from
celestial objects by the earth's atmosphere.

azimuth - The angle along the celestial horizon, measured eastward from the
north point, to the intersection of the horizon with the vertical circle
passing through an object.

bands (in spectra) - Emission or absorption lines, usually in the spectra
of chemical compounds or radicals, so numerous and closely spaced that

they coalesce into broad emission or absorption bands.

"big bang" theory - A theory of cosmology in v^ich the expansion of the
universe is presumed to have begun with a primeval explosion.

bolometric magnitude - A measure of the flux of radiation from a star or
other object received just outside the earth's atmosphere, as it would
be detected by a device sensitive to all forms of electromagnetic energy.

calculus - A branch of mathematics that permits computations involving
rates of change (differential calculus) or of the contribution of an

infinite number of infinitesimal quantities (integral calculxos)

.

cassegrain focus - An optical arrangement in a reflecting telescope in

which light is reflected by a second mirror to a point behind the objective

mirror.

celestial equator - A great circle on the celestial sphere 90° from

the celestial poles; the circle of intersection of the celestial sphere

with the plane of the earth's eqi^tor.
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celestial poles - Points about which the celestial sphere appears to
rotate, intersections of the celestial sphere with the earth's polar
axis.

cepheid variable - A star that belongs to one of two classes (tj^e I and
type II) of yellcw supergiant pulsating stars.

charged-coupled device (CCD) - An array of electronic detectors of
electromagnetic radiation, used at the focus of a telescope (or camera
lens). A CCD acts like a photographic plate of very high sensitivity.

chromatic aberration - A defect of optical systems whereby light of
different colors is focused at different places.

constellation - A configuration of stars named for a particular object,
person, or animal; or the area of the sky assigned to a particular con-
figuration.

continuous spectrum - A spectrum of light comprised of radiation of a
continuous range of wavelengths or colors rather than only certain
discrete wavelengths.

corona - Outer atmosphere of the sun.

coronagraph - An instrument for photographing the chromosphere and corcxia

of the sun outside of eclipse.

cosmic background radiation - The microwave radiation coming from all
directions that is believed to be the redshifted glow of the big bang.

cosmic rays - Atomic nuclei (mostly protons) that are observed to strike
the earth's atmosphere with exceedingly high energies.

cosmology - The study of the organization and evolution of the universe.

coude focus - An optical arrangement in a reflecting telescope v^ereby
light is reflected by two or more secondary mirrors down the polar axis

of the telescope to a focus at a place separate from the moving parts of
the telescope.

diffraction - The spreading out of light in passing the edge of an opaque
body.

diffraction grating - A system of closely spaced equidistant slits or
reflecting strips which, by diffraction and interference, produce a
spectrum.

dispersion - Separation, from white light, of different wavelengths
being refracted by different amounts.

doppler shift - Apparent change in wavelength of the radiation from a
source due to its relative motion in the line of sight.
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eclipsing binary star - A binary star in which the plane of revolution
of the two stars is nearly edge on to our line of sight, so that the
light of one star is periodically diminished by the other passing in
front of it.

electromagnet i c rad iat i (Xi - Radiation consisting of waves propagated through
the building up and breaking dcwn of electric and magnetic fields; these
include radio, infrared, light, ultraviolet, X rays, and gamma rays.

emission line - A discrete bright spectral line.

ephemeri

s

- A table that gives the pasition of a celestial body at various
times, or other astroncmical data.

equatorial mount - A mounting for a telescope, one axis of which is

parallel to the earth's axis, so that a motion of the telescope about the
axis can canpensate for the earth's rotation.

faculus (pi. faculae) - Bright region near the limb of the sun.

flash spectrum - The spectrum of the very limb of the sun obtained in the
instant before or after totality in a solar eclipse.

flocculus (pi. flocaili) - A bright region of the solar surface observed
in the monochromatic light of sane spectral line.

fluorescence - The absorption of light of one wavelength and reemission of
it at another wavelength; especially the conversion of ultraviolet into
visible light.

focal length - The distance from a lens or mirror to the point where light
converged by it ccmes to a focus.

focal ratio (speed) - Ratio of the focal length of a lens or mirror to
its aperture.

focus - Point where the rays of light converged by a mirror or lens meet.

Fraunhofer line - An absorption line in the spectrum of the sun or a
star.

Fraunhofer spectrum - The array of absorption lines in the spectrum of
the sun or of a star.

galaxy - A large assemblage of stars; a tj^ical galaxy contains millions
to hundreds of million of stars.

globular cluster - One of about 120 large star clusters that form a system
of clusters centered on the center of the Galaxy.

Greenwich meridian - The meridian of longitude passing through the site
of the old Royal Greenwich Observatory, near London; origin point from

I which longitude is measured on the earth.
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Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram - A plot of absolute magnitude against
temperature (or spectral class or color index) for a graip of stars.

hypothesis - A tentative theory or supposition, advanced to explain certain
facts or phenomena, which is subject to further tests and verification.

interferometer (stellar) - An optical device, making use of the principle
of interference of light waves, with which small angles can be measured.

latitude - A north-south coordinate on the surface of the earth; the
angular distance north or south of the equator measured along a meridian
passing through a place.

light - Electromagnetic radiation that is visible to the eye.

light year - The distance light travels in a vacuuin in one year; one light
year equals approximately 6,000,000,000,000 miles.

longitude - An east-west coordinate on the earth's surface; the angular
distance, measured east or west along the equator from the Greenwich
meridian, to the meridian passing through a place.

luminosity - The rate of radiation of electromagnetic energy into space
by a star or other object.

magnitude - A measure of the amount of light flux received from a star or
other luminous object.

maser - An acronym for microwave amplification of stiTnulated emission
radiation; a device for amplifying a microwave (radio) signal at a
particular wavelength into a coherent beam.

microwave - Short-wave radio wavelengths.

Milky Way - The band of light encircling the night sky, which is due to the
many stars and diffuse nebulae lying near the plane of our Galaxy.

monochronatic - Of one wavelength or color.

Newtonian focus - An optical arrangement in a reflecting telescope, in
which a flat mirror intercepts the light from the primary mirror before
it reaches the focus and reflects it to a focus at the side of the

telescope tube.

Newton's laws - The laws of mechanics and gravitation formulated by
Isaac Newton.

nova - A star that experiences a sudden outburst of radiant energy,

temporarily increasing its luminosity by hundreds to thousands of times.
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obiective - The main lens or rairror of a telescope. The larger it is,

the brighter the image is and the sharper it is (i.e., its resolution
is better)

.

opaci ty - Absorbing power; capacity to impede the passage of light.

optics - The branch of physics that deals with light and its propeties.

parallax - An apparent displacement of an object due to a motion of the
observer.

parallax (stellar) - An apparent displacement of a nearby star that re-
sults from the motion of the earth around the sun; numerically, the angle
subtended by 1 AU at the distance of a particular star.

photocell (photoelectric cell) - An electron tube in wfiidi electrons are
dislodged from a cathode when it is exposed to light and are accelerated
to an anode, thus producing a current in the tube, whose strength serves
as a measure of the intensity of the light striking the cathode.

photographic magnitude - The magnitude of an object, as measured on the
traditional, blue-violet-sensitive photographic emulsions.

photometry - The measurement of light intensities.

photomultiplier - A photoelectric cell in which the electric current
generated is amplified at several stages within the tube.

prime focus - The point in a telescope where the objective focuses the
light.

5
rism - A wedge-shaped piece of glass that is used to disperse white
ight into a spectrum.

radio astronomy - The technique of making astronomical observations in

radio wavelengths.

radio telescope - A telescope designed to make observaticxis in radio
wavelengths.

reflecting telescope - A telescope in which the principal optical com-

ponent (objective) is a concave mirror.

refracting telescope - A telescope in which the principal optical com-

ponent (objective) is a lens or system of lenses.

resolution - The degree to which fine details in an image are separated

or resolved.

resolving power - A measure of the ability of an optical system to

to resolve or separate fine details in the image it produces; in

astronomy, the angle in the sky that can be resolved by a telescope.
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Schmidt telescope - A type of reflecting telescope invented by Bemhard
Schmidt, in wliich certain aberrations produced by a spherical concave
mirror are compensated for by a thin objective correcting lens.

science - The attempt to find order in nature or to find laws that describe
natural phenomena.

spectral sequence - The sequence of spectral classes of stars arranged in
order of decreasing tempertures of stars of those classes.

spectrograph - An instrument for photographing a spectrum; usually attached
to a telescope to photograph the spectrum of a star.

spectrohel i ogram - A photograph of the sun obtained with a spectroheliograph.

spectrophotometry - The measurement of the intensity of light from a star
or other source at different wavelengths.

spectroscope - An instrument for directly viewing the spectrum of light
source.

spectroscopy - The study of spectra.

spectrum - The array of colors or wavelengths obtained when light from a
source is dispersed, as in passing it through a prism or grating.

steady state (theory of cosmology) - A theory of cosmology which proposes
that the universe has existed and will exist forever in its current form.
The observed expansion of the universe being caused by the continious
creation of new matter so that the average density and appearance of the

universe remains the same at all times.

theory - A set of hjrpotheses and laws that have been well demonstrated as

applying to a wide range of phenonena associated with a particular subject.

thermal energy - Energy associated with the motions of the molecules in

a substance.

thermal radiation - The radiation emitted by any body or gas that is not

at absolute zero.

transit - An instrument for timing the exact instant a star or other objects

crosses the local meridian. Also, the passage of a celestial body across
the meridian; or the passage of a small body across the disk of a large

one.

21 -cm line - A spectral line of neutral hydrogen at the radio wavelength of

of 21 era.

ultraviolet radiation - Electrctnagnetic radiation of wavelengths shorter
than the shortest (violet) wavelengths to which the eye is sensitive;

radiation of wavelengths in the approxiraate range 100 to 4000 angstroms.
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imiverse - The totality of all matter and radiation and the space occupied
by the same.

variable star - A star that varies in luminosity.
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offer and sale of commodity optioni Is

cuiiently limited to member FCMs and
their APs, as already noted. Rule 33.3(b)

expressly aUows non-member FCMs
and their APs to engage in the offer and
sale of commodity options if they are

members of a registered futures

association whidi regulates the option-

related activities ofits members in a

manner equivalent to that required of

contract maricets under the

Commission's rules. In this connection,

the National Futures Association

("NFA"] has submitted, pursuant to

Section 17(j) of the Commodity
Exchange Act. as amended. 7 U.S.C.

21(j](197e), proposed compliance rules

governing the solicitation and handling

of option accounts by NFA-member
FCMs and their sales personnel and

option sales practice audit procedures,

l^e Division staff is currendy reviewing

NFA's submission and anticipates

completion of the review process

shortly. * At such time as NFA rules

governing options and the requisite joint

audit agreements are approved by the

Commission, and NFA implements its

program to regulate the option-related

activities of its members in a manner
equivalent to diat required of contract f
nwricets under the Commission's rules,

any person adversely affected by this

dadaion will be able to solicit and ^

accept option orders as an NFA
member. Thus, the restrictions imposed
by this determination may be expected

to be mitigated in the near future.*

*1ha NFA pwpotil komnm. alao nllM apoo Ih*

«x»cuttoe ot jotot Mdlt if»wnnt» bttw— th»

NFA aod dioM axohaaeM dntpatad'or apptytDf

tor darivuttoB to trad* epthnt. Al&aafh ifaow

totet amat MHiiali it «bo b« appttnwd ty th»

I bflion NFA't opttoB pvogran oan

I ifiKiiv*. NFA SMl ttM putldpot
I hiT* ao< yat aabolttad th« aiiMaMntf

for ConnistkHi iwiaw.

'OoMtolirt wtth Ik* rnmmtnlnn'i pnor
inlMpnlattaa oTIIbU SSJ. A* Coanlailaa abo
Botaa diat mobatFCM Bay didda whatliar to

aooapt opttoo onlan aoUdtod and aooaptod by Aa .

Ah of it* agania (axoapl bjr afant* wUeh aia aoa-

anmbar FCM* or asant* of *ach FOI*). *o long a*

-tfaa nilaa of Ih* taiarant oootraet aaikat panalL ia

tU* lagard. tha Caami**iaB wlahaa to laaaphaata*

tk* oUitattaM of a naaibarFCM which aakaa an
alBniatlv* dadaiaa oa lUa iaaoa. aa actflBaUr

Mcpiiind at Iha Uma Iha final optiae tpha wara
adoptad. Spaeiiloalljr. an FCM Boat aaaaaa Ml
laapooailiiUtr (or th* act* of *aeh aaanta and. in

paiticnlar. BMl anparriaa dw opiico aalaa practloa*

of thair AF*. Fnrthar. a maaibar^CM may not

aooapt opttOB ordan from noBHOMilMr FCM* or

agaiili nf iwn omhw ITtl* irtilrh ir*n inlirltrf

and accaptad In violatlaD of Rnl* SM(bMl). a*

Intaipralad tqr tba rwaml«ainn Stnilarly. oaaliaet

mailcat* which hava aptico lala* practlca* audit

pro-am* anraniadad that thajr ha*a iai»a*«Btod

&ai thqr will catafatty Boailor paitidpattaa by

afant* of BMnbar Fdl* In Iha pilot praatam to

naura that thair acttvltia* ata coadactad in

ooofoniity with &a fetatoini limitatiaa* and
obUgattoos.

Issued in Washlngtoa, D.C on Jannaiy 20,

1983, by tha Commisaloa

laoeiCSIiiGlcey,

Secntary »ftJia Commiuion.

(Fit Boo* Ja«l FIM *-l-*t: (itfaia]

aauNQ coot sMi-oi-ii

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY .

Internal R«v«nu* Sarvic*

26CFRPwt6a

rrj). 7S32]

IncoflM Tax; Temporary IneonM Tax
Ragulatlona Undar SuMttIa C of Tltla

XI of tha Onmlbua RaoonciUatlon Act
of 1980; ForoHm Invaatmant In 4Mtod
Statoa Raai Property

Correction

In FR Doa 82-25829, beginning on
page 41532. in the issue of Tuesday,
September 21. 1982, on page 41536, in the

first coliunn. in the second line, ")tme 21,

1982." should read "]une 21. 1983."

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

NaDonai nn aarinoa

36 CFR Part 86

Naoonai raamnc Lanonianw rn^nm

Aomcv: National Park Service. Interior.

action: Final rule.

r: These regnlationB set forth

the Secrataiy ctf tha Interior's criteriabr
national significance and the prooees

used to idratlfy.ilesignate. recognise

and monitor this inte^ity of Natknal
Iflstoric Landmarks. lUs final rale

Incorporates revirionstequired by the

National Historic Preservation Act
Amendments of1960 Pub.L. 90-615

("Ammdments"). and updates and
revises in other minor respects the

National Historic Landmark procedures

based in part on comments received in

response to publication of prior

regulationa. Tlie regulatiooa make
available to Federal agendas. State and
local govenunents. privata

organizations, and individnals

Infotmatien necessary for understanding

ofttnd participation in the National

Historic Landmarks Program.

OATO: Final rule effective February 2,

1963.

kTMN OONTACR
E^fvinC Bearss.-Chiet History Division

(202) ( jiJkS AddresK Chiet History

Division. National Park Service, R0.8m( yiitl
Washington. DC M...::,^iooiB-f[Xl

aueVLSMDITARV airailMATION: The
National Historic Landmarks Program,

administered by the National Paik
Service, is the program of the

Department of the interior for

identifying, designating, recognizing,

listing, and monitoring National Historic

Landmarics. Two offices in the national

Paric Service cooperate in managing the

program: the Office of the Assodate
Director. Cultural Resoim^s
Managementr through the History

Division, manages &e functions of

identifying, designating and recognizing,

landmarics; the Office of the Assodate
Director for National Register Programs
lists landmarks on die National Register

of Historic Places and monitors their

condition. The program provides limited

I»otection to historic properties and
assists the planning needs of Federal.

. State and local agendes and private

organizations and individuals because it

is the primary Federal means of

assessing the natlMial level of

significance of historic properties,

including those proposed for indusion in

the National Paric System and for

addition to the World Heritage List

Authority for the National Historic

Landmarks Program is derived from the

historic Sites Act of 1035 (49 SUt 606, 16

U.S.C 461«/e«9.), wfaidi establiahed a

national policy to preserve "historic

sites,-bulldings, and ob}ects of national

sipilficance," and tha National Historic

Preservation Act Amendments of 1980

(Amendments).

Interim rules for the National Historic

Landmarks Program were published in

the FedanlSmMar on December 18,

1979. 44 FR 74628, with a request for

comments. Tite December 18. 1979

interim rules are replaced by the final

rules published today. Response* to the

publication of die December 18, 1979

interim rules indicate die wide range of '

parties partidpating in the Landmarks
Program. i««l«M<infl State Ifistoric

Preservation Officers, othw State and
Pednal agendes, university faculties,

business firms, private organizations

and individuals. OnDecember 12, 198a
die Amendmimts harame law
necessitating revipiona in the National

^ilatoric Landmark designation process.

The Amendments require die Secretary

of die Interior to promulgate or revise

regulations for die following:

(a) BstaUiafaing and revising criteria

for Nadonal Historic landmarics;

(b) Designadng properties as National

Historic Landmariu and removing sudi

designations;

3Cl
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(c) ConsidBitag appeal* from rach
nominationa, ranovala, aod
designationa (or any failure or refuaal by
a nominating authority to nominata or
deaignate);

(d) Notifying the owner of a property,

appropriate local govemmenta and the

general public when the property la

being conaidered for designation as a
National Historic Landmark;

(e) Notifying the owners of private

property and providing them an
opp<«tunity (including a reasonable

period of time) to concur in or object to

the nomination of the property or

district for designation;

(f) Revievdng the nomination of the

property or district where any such
objection has been made, determining

whether or not the property or district is

eligible for designation, and informing
the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation, the appropriate State

official, the appropriate chief elected

local official and the owner or owmera of

such property of the Secretary's

determination; and,

(g) In the caae of National Hiatoric

Landmark districts for which no
boundaries have been established,

publishing proposed boundaries in the

Fedwal Ragistw end submitting them to

the Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources of the United States Senate
and to the Committee on Interior and
Instilar Affairs of the United States

House of Representatives.

The Amendments require the

Secretary to send any proposed
regulations published thereimder to the

Committee on Interior and Insular

Affaire of the Houae of Representatives

and the Committee on Energy and
Natural Resouroes of the Senate before
publication in the Federal Register for

comment and to send final regulations

to Congress before publication.

In addition to the changes required by
the Amendments, these final regulations

reflect comments made in response to

the December 18, 1979 interim

regulations. Since the issuance of the

December 18, 1979 interim regulations,

the Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Service (HCRS) has been
abolished and the National Historic

Landmarks Program transferred to the

National Park Service (NPS). Comments
received often refer to the Consulting

Committee which was a review board
proposed to examine and make
professional recommendations to the

Director (HCRS) and the Secretary of

the Interior regarding the qualifications

of nominated National Historic

Landmarks. With the transfer of the

program to the National Park Service,

these regulations substitute the National

Park System Advisory Board for the

Consulting Committee.
Summary of comments and response

to comments on the December 18, 1979
interim regulations:

One State urged that a specific system
be established for nominations by State

Historic Preservation Officers. The
National Park Service also emphaaiied
that National Historic Landmarka
should be selected primarily on die

- bosiaxrf theme studies because of the
importance of comparative anafysis.

Both of these conceriis are incorporated

inte the priorities for selecting studies

established in these regulations.

Several comments were received

concerning the composition of the

Consulting Committee and the role of

the Committee. One comment suggested

that designation by the Secretary

without Consulting Committee review
should be provisional and should
require Committee concurrence-within a
specified period of time.. Another
comment recommended that the

Committee include expertise in both
historic and prehistoric archeology. As a
result the regulations have been made
more specific concerning when-and how
the Secretary may desigoate National
Historic Landmarics without National
Park Syston Advisory Board review.~^

Several private companies expressed
concerns about the effects of

designation. One company interpreted

the Historic Sites Act to mean that the

Deportment of the Interior must obtain
an interest in a property before

designation. The Department does' not
agree with this interpretation of the act
The same company expressed concern
that the ownera were giving up some
right in theirproperty. Under Federal
law, National Historic Landmark
designation of a private property does
not prohibit any actions which may
otherwise be taken by the owner with
respect to the property.

Othen suggested that the role of the

Director in the designation process
should be clarified. This has been done
in the regulations. One comment also

urged that NPS should assure that all

National Historic Landmark studies,

public meetings, eta, should be carried

out by NPS or with an NPS
representative present While this

concern is not addressed in the

regulations, NPS will assure that there is

adequate NPS overaight of all aspects of
the program.
One comment expressed concern that

some aspects of the National Historic

Landmark criteria are too broad, for

example, the references to movements,
ideals, beliefs and phenomena. The
regulations make clear that the criteria

are the general standards for evaluation

of national significance; however, NPS
emphasixea that the signiflcance-of each
property must be evaluated on die basis

of a thorou^ and detailed scholariy

study.

The notification procedures before
desi^iation were the subject of a
number of comments. One State Kstoric
Preservation Officer recommended that

State Historic Preservation Offlcen
always participate in public meetings.

Aldiou^ this is not addressed in the

regulations, NPS always wekomes Stats

Historic Preservation Offlcen'

participation hi public meetings as well
as in other aspects of the program.

Other comments recommended that

additional parties be notified, as well aa
tfaoae included in the interim

regulations. Because notice is costly,

NpS can routinely notify only a certain

number of parties as part of the

nomination process.

A number of comments recommended,
revising the registration section. Some
comments recommended that

certificates be presented to all National

Historic Landmarks. This has been
included. Othen recommended that

plaques not be.presented unless the

recipients are willing to publicly display

them. This has been included. Another ^

comment questioned getting ownen to

sign a preservation agreement which i»

not binding. Based^m these comment*
the registration aspect of the program
has been substantially revised.

To fulfill the requirements ofthe
Amendments and on the basis of the

comments received on the December 1&
1979 interim regulations, substantive

revisions have been made in the

sections of the regulations listed below:

Section 85^ A new section on the

effects of designation has been added.

Section 8S.4. The National Historic

Landmark Criteria, Section 1205.9 in the

December 18, 1979 interim rules

(reprinted as 36 CFR Part 65 in 1981 to

reflect the reorganization ofHCRS into

NPS) have been moved to a new
position to emphasize their importance
as the basis for all decisions on
landmark designation. These criteria

were revised following consultation

with historical and ardbeological

associations, the History Areas
Committee of the National Park System
Advisory Board and the National
Register. As a result the revised criteria

herein have been substituted for those

of the 1979 rules. With some changes,

these are the criteria used by the

National Historic Landmarks Program
before the 1979 rules. They are less

cumberaome and mora closely parallel

with the criteria of the National Register

(36 CFR Part 60).

SCpQ.
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Section 6SL& Nsw language has been
inserted to clarify tha method and
priorities used to identify prospective

landmarks, to assure general

understanding of how National Historic

Landmark studies are scheduled, and to

define the role of the appropriate State

officials. Federal agencies and other

parties in that process.

The Department receives numerous
requests to designate properties as

National Historic Landmarks horn State

officials, property owners and others.

The requests to study and designate

such properties far exceed the funds and
staff available to the Department for the

conduct of the program. National

Historic Landmarks will, with rare

exceptions, be identified on the basis of

theme studies which provide the

contextual framework to evaluate the

relative significance of {jroperties. The
theme studies, which organize the study

of American history, and special studies

for properties not in active theme
studies wiU be conducted according to

priorities established herein.

State and Federal agencies evaluate,

document, and nominate significant

historic properties to the National

Register of Historic Places, under the

authorities of the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966, as amended,
and Executive Order 11593. Their efforts

are one basis for establishing National

Historic Landmark Program priorities

and assist in avoiding duplication of

effort.

Section 6S.5{c}(2). This paragraph has

been modified to state that onsite visits

will be required unless NPS determines

such a visit is not necessary and to

indicate that NPS may conduct a public

information meeting for properties with

more than 50 owners and will do so for

such a property upon request by the

chief elected official of the local, county
or municipal political jurisdiction in

which the property is located. This

section also provides that properties on
which the onsite visit was conducted
before the effective date of these

regulations are not subject to the notice

provisions announcing that a study is

being conducted
Section 65.5(c)(4). New language has

been added to identify minimum
requirements for the study report or

nomination for each prospective

landmark.
Section 65.5(d)(5). This paragraph has

been modified to provide owners an
opportunity to concur in or object to

designation and to specify how a

statement of objection shall be
transmitted to NPS.
Section 65.5(e)(2). New lemguage has

been added to provide that studies

submitted to the Consulting Committee

or National Park System Advisory Board
before the effective date of these
regulations need not be resubmitted to

the National Park System Advisory
Board. In such instances, if a property

appears to qualify for designation. NPS
will provide at least 30 days notice, a
copy of the study report, and an
opportunity to comment and, for

owners, an opportunity to concur in or

object to the designation as specified in

S 85.S(d] (2) and (3), before submitting a
property to the Sea«taiy for

desigDatioa.

Section 85.5(0X3)^ New language has
been added to clarify the role of tha

Director in the evaluation and
designation of landmarks.

Section S5.S(f). New language has
been added to provide that if the owners
of private property or for a district the

majority of such owners have objected
to the designation, the Secretary shall

make a determination of a property's

eligibility for National Historic

Landmark designation, as required by
the Amendment*. The paragraph also

establishes that the Keeper may list in

the National Register properties

considered for National Historic

Landmark designation which do not

meet the National Historic Landmark
criteria but do meet the National

Register criteria for State or local

significance or determine such
properties eligible for listing if the

private owners or a majority of such
owners object to listing.

Section 65.5(g). This paragraph
describes the notices which NPS wUl
provide concerning designations,

determinations of eligibility for

designation or other actions taken by
the Secretary.

Section 65.5(h). New language has
been added to clarify when the

Secretary may designate National

Historic Landmarka without review by
the National Park System Advisory

Board and to identify notification

procedures and other procedural steps

to be followed in the designation of

landmarks without Advisory Board
review.

Section 65.6. Landmark Registration

has been redefined as Landmark
Recognition; this change will eliminate

potential confusion between
"Registered" Landmarks and National

Register properties.

Section 65.B(d)(l). A new provision is

added that in the case of National

Historic Landmark districts for which no

boundaries have been established,

proposed boundaries shall be published

in the Federal Register for comment and
submitted to the Committee on Energy

and Natural Resources of the United

States Senate and the Committee on

Interior and Insular Affairs of the United
States House of Representatives to

allow not less than 30 nor more than 60
days to comment on the proposed
boundaries.

Section dS^a). New language
expands the potential justiAcation for

withdrawals of landmark designation

from three to four, including altematioa

of kind or degree of aignificance because
of previously undiscovered information

and reevaluation of die theme under
which iha desigaatiaa^aa otiginally

granted.

Section 6S.9(b), This section specifies

that properties designated as National
Historic Landmarks before enactment of

the Amend^^ts, December 13, 1980,

can only b^eaignated if they have
ceased to meet the criteria foe

designation because the qualities which
caused them to be originally designated
have been lost or destroyed. Thia
provision is cooatstent with the

Amendments' "grandfathering" all

historic properties listed as National

Historic Landmarks in the Federal

RegisteK of February 8, 1979 or thereafter

prior to the effective date of the

Amendments, and with the

Congressional coomiittee reports on the

Amendments which recognize that the

Secretary may dedesignate properties

which have lost the historic qualities for

which they were designated.

Section 6S.9(c). A process is

established for appeals for

dedesignation.

Section 65.9(e). New language
provides for possible continued National

Register listing when a landmark
designation is withdrawn and automatic

National Register eligibility when
designation is withdrawn because of

procedural error.

Section 65.10. A new section has been
added which establishes a formal

process for appealing decisions not to

designate a property a National Historic

Landmark.
These substantive revisions are

accompanied by minor changes in

language throughout the regulations for

purposes of clarity and consistency. The
Department of the Interior emphasizes
that the National Historic Landmark
criteria constitute the standards against

which all prospective landmarks are

measured. These criteria do not contain

a specific definition of significance.

Instead, they are purposely worded to

create a qualitative framework that can
be applied to the wide variety of

properties of national significance. The
basis for designation of properties as

landmarks is a scholarly, professional

analysis of the historical documentation
for each property and of the property's

2»6,>
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relative significance within a major field

or theme (rf American history or

prehistory.

The Department of the Interior has
given particularattention to the need for

expanded public participation in the

National Historic Landmark designation

process. Notification requirements have
been set which will insure that property

owners, appropriate State Ofiidals, local

governments, Memben of Congress,~and

other interested parties willhaVeample
opportunity to participate in the

National Historic Landmarks Ingram.

Antfaarity: This nilemakiiig i« developad

imdsr the authority of the Historic Sites Act
of 1938, 16 U.S.C 481 et aeq^ and the Natioiial

Historic PieMTvatioii Act of 19QB. as

amended, 16 U.S.C 470 et seq.

The Oepartmmit of the Interior has
detennined that this document is not a

major rule under Executive Order 12291

and does not have a significant

economic effect on a substantial number
of small entities in accordance with the

Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601

et seq.l These revisions are procedural,

not substantiye. They tell the public how
properties are nominated for designation

as National Historic Landmarks and.

because they are procedural only they

have no significant economic effect on
small entities.

Paperwork Reduction Act

This rule does not contain information

collection requirements which require

approval by the Office of Management
and Budget under 44 U.S.C 3501 et seq.

Since this rule has to do only with the

procedural aspects of the National
Historic Landmarks Program and does
not constitute a major Federal action

significantiy affecting the.quality of the

human environment under the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1960 an
environmental impact statement is not

required.

List of SubjecU in 36 C7R Part 6S

Historic preservation.

The originator of these procedures is

Benjamin Levy, History Division.

National Park Service.

Dated: October 19. 1962.

RlcOavidge,

Acting Assistant Secretary, FisJt and Wildlife

and Parks.

(16 U.S.C 461 et seq.: 16 U.S.C 470 et seq.)

Accordingly 36 CFR Part 65 is revised

to read as follows:

PART 65—NATIONAL HISTORIC
LANDMARKS PROGRAM

65.1 Purpose and authority.

65.2 ERects of designation.

Sec
eu Befinitions.

65.4 I^ational Historic Landmaik Criteria.

eSJS Desl^iation of National Historic

65.6 Recognition of National Historic

65.7 Monitoring National Ustoric
Landmarica.

65a Alteration of National Historic

Landmark Boundaries.

66J Witiidrawal of National IflBtMic

- . Landmark OasigDation.

66.10 Appeals for designation.

Authority: 16 U.&C 481 et seq. ;SU.S.C
470 et seq.

§Mw1 PurpaeeandauUwrity.

The purpose of the National NQstoric

Landmarica Program is to identify and
designate National Historic Landmarica.

and encourage the long range

preservation of nationally significant

properties that illustrate or

commemorate the history and prehistory.^

of the United States. These regulations

set fortii the criteria for eatebUshing

national significance and the procedurea
used by the Department of the Interior

for conducting the National Historic

Landmarica Program.
(a) In the Historic Sites Act of 1935 (45

Stat 666. 16 U.aC. 461 et seq.) the

Congress declared that it is a national

policy to preserve for pnblTc use historic

sitea, buildings and objects of national

significance for the inspiration and
b«iefit of the people of the United
States and

(b) To implement the policy, the Act
authorizes the Secretary of the Interior

to perfomrthe following duties and
functions, among others:

(1) To make a survey of historic and
archeological sites, buildings and
objects for the purpose of determining
which possess exceptional value as

commemorating or illustrating the

history of the United States;

(2) T(> make necessary investigations

and researches in the United States

relating to particular sites, buildings or

objects to obtain true and accurate

historical and archeological facts and
information concerning the same: and

(3) To erect and maintain tablets to

mark or commemorate historic or

prehistoric places and events of national

historical or archeological significance.

(c) The National Park Service (NPS]
administers the National Historic

Landmarks Program on behalf of the

Secretary.

S6S.2 Effects of daalgnatlon.

(a) The purpose of the National

Historic Lanchnarks Program is to focus

attention on properties of exceptional

value to the nation as a whole rather

than to a particular State or locality. The
program recognizes and promotes the

preservation efforts of Federal, State

and local agencies, a* well as ofprivate
organizations and inctividuak and
encourages die owners of landmaik
properties to observe preservation

precepts.

(b) Properties derignated'aa National

Historic Lanchnarks are listed inthe
Naticmal Register of tfistc»ic Placea

upon designation as NationahHistoric
Landmarks. Listing of private property

•on Ae-Natienal Registevdoesnot'
prohbit under Federal law orregnlaticms

any ac:tions whiczh may otherwise be
taken by the property owner with
respect to the property.

(c) Specific effects of designation are:

(1) lie National Register was
draigned to be and is achninistered as a-

planning tooL Federal agencies

undertaking a project having an effect,

on a listed or eligible propertymust
provide the Advisory Councnl on
Historic Preservation a reaaonable
opportunity -to comment pursuant to>

Section 106 of tiie National Historic

Reservation Act of 1966» aa amended.
The Advisory Council haa adopted
pnx:ecfaires concerning, inter alia, their

commenting responsibility in 38 CFR
Partaoa

(2) Section 110(f) of tiie National

Historic Preservation Acrt of 1966, as

amended requires that before approval
of any Federal undertaking which may.

directly and adversely affec:t any
National Historic Landmark, the head of

the responsible Federal agency shall, to

the maximum extent possible, undertake

such planning and actions as may be
necessary to minimize harm to such
landmark, and shall afford the Advisory
Council a reasonable opportunity to

comment on the undertaking.

(3] Listing in the National Renter
makes property ownera eligible to be
considered for Federal grants-in-aid and
loan guarantees (when implemented) for

historic preservation.

(4) If a property is listed in the

National Register, certain specnal

Federal income tax provisions may
apply to the ownera of the property

purauant to Section 2124 of the Tax
Reform Act of 1976, the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981 and the Tax
Treatment Extension Act of 1980.

(5) If a property contains surface cx>al

resources and is listed in the National

Register, certain provisions of the

Surface Mining and Control Ac:t of 1977

require consideration of a property's

historic values in determining issuance

of a surface coal mining permit

(6) Section 8 of the National Park
System General Authorities Act of 1970,

as amended (90 Stat 1940, 16 U.S.C 1-

5), directs the Secretary to prepare an

-hCoA-
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annual report to CoogrsM wbicti

idanUfie* all Natiooal Hiatorio

Landmarks that exhibit known or

antidiMtad damage or threat! to the

integrity of their resource*. In addition.

National Historic Landmarks maybe
studied by NPS for possible

recommendation to Congress for

inclusion in the National Park System.

(7) Section 9 of the>Mining in the

National Parks Act of 1976 (90 Stat 1342,

le U.S.C. 1980] directs the Secretary of

the Interior to submit to the Advisory
Council a report on any surface mining
activity which the Secretary has
determined may destroy a National

Historic Landmark in whole or in part
and to request the advisory Council's

advice on alternative measures to

mitigate or abate such activity.

$65.3

As used in this rule:

(a) "Advisory Conndl" means the

Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation, established by the

National Historic Preservation Act of

1966, as amended (16 U.S.C 4,70BtBeq.).

Address: Executive Director, Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, 1522 K
Street NW, Washington. DC 20006.

(b) "Chief elected local official"

.

means the mayor, county judge or

otheiwise titled chief elected

acfaunistrative official who is the

elected bawl^ die local poUtical

{urisdiction in wfakh tiie piui>ei ty is

located.

(c) "Advisory Board" means the

National Park System Advisory Board
which is a body of antihocities in several

fields of knowiedge appointBd by the

Seoetary under antbocity of the Historic

Sites Act of uas, as amended.
(d) "Director" aieans Directoc.

Mational Park Service.

<e) "District" means a geographically

disable area, urban or mral. that

possesses a significant concentraticMi.

linkage or continuity of sites, hiiildings,

structures or objects united by post

events or aesthetically by-}|lan or

physical davelopmrat A (Ustrictmay
also coB^nise individual elaments
separated geographically but linked by
association or history.

(f) "Endangered prqjMtty" means a
historic property which is or is about to

be aubic^ted to a major inqwct that will

destroy or seriously damage the

resources which make U eUgible for

National (fistoiic Landmaric designation.

(g) 'Tederal Preaervation Officer"

means theJoffidal designated by the

head of eadi Federal agency responsible

for coordinating that agency's activities

undw the National Historic Preservation

Act of 1966, as amended, including

nominating properties under that

agency's ownership or control to the

National Register.

(h) "Keeper" means the Keeper of the

National Register of Historic naces.
(i) "Landmark" means National

Historic Landmaric and is a district, site,

building, structure or object in public or

private ownership, judged by the

Secretary to possess national

significance in American history,

archeology, architecture, engineering

and culture, and so designated by him.

(j) "National Register" means die

Natiaoal Register of Historic Places,

which -is sTegieter of-districts,-sitBS.

buildings, structures and objects

significant in American history,

architecture, archeology, engineering

and culture, maintained by the

Secretary. (Section 2(b) of the Historic

Sites Act of 1935 (49 SUt. 666, 16 U.S.C
461] and Section 101(a](l] of the

National Historic Preservation Act of

1966 (80 SUt 915: 16 U.S.C. 470). as

amended.) (Address: Chiei Interagency

Resource Management Division. 440 G
Street NW. Washington, DC 20243.)

(k) "National fiistoric Landmarks
Program" means the program which
identifies, designates, recognizes, lists,

and monitors National Historic

Landmarks conducted by the Secretary

through the National Park Service.

(Address: C3iief, History Division.

National Paric Service, Wellington, DC
20240; addresses of other participating

divisions found thron^outihese
regulations.)

(1) "Object"-means a material tidng vA

functlonaL aesdieticxidtural, historical

or scientific vahie that may be, by
nature or design, movable yet releted to

a specific setting or^environmenl
(m) "Owner" or "owners siea&s .

those indivldttals, pertaerahipe,

corporations or public agencies h<A)iBg

fee simple title to pnqierty. "Owner" or

"owners" does not inchide individuals,

partnerships, corporetitKis or pabUc
agencies holding easements or less than

fee interests (indnding leaseholds) of

any nature.

(n) "Property" means a site, building,

object structme or a collection of die

above which form a district

(o) "Seoetary" means the Secretary of

the Interior.

(p) "Site" means the locatlan of a
significant event a prehistoric or

historic occopatioo or activity, or a

building or structure, ndiether standing,

ruined or vanished, where the location

itself inii<ritnln« hit*9H''-«'^ Or

archeological value regardless of die

value 6f aoy existing structure.

(q) '^tate official" means the person

who has been designated in eadi State

to administer the Stete Historic

Preservation Program.

(r) "Structore" means a work made by
human beings and conqiosed of

interdependent and interrelated parts in

a definite pattern of organization.

Seo,4 NSnonai nwmrw LanmiMnc ofmna*

The criteria applied to evaluate

properties for possible designation as

National Histwic Landmarlu or possible

determinaticm of eligibility for National

Historic Landmark designation are

listed below. These criteria shall be
used by NPS in the preparatioq. review

and evaluation of National Ffistoric

Landmaik studies. They shall be used
by the Advisory Board in reviewing

National Historic Landmark studies and
preparing recommendations to the

Secretary. Properties shall be designated

National Historic Landmarks only if

they are nationally significant Although
assessments of national signfficanca

should reflect both public perceptions

and professional judgments, the

evaluations of properties being

considered for landmark designation are

undertaken by professionals, induding
historians, architectural historians,

archeologists and anthropologists

famiUar with the broad range of the

nation's resources and historical themes
Tlie criteria applied by these specialists

to potential hmdmarks do not define

significance nor set a rigid standartHor
quality. Rather, die crittnia establish die

quaUtative frameworic in which a
comparative professional analysis of ,

national signfficanca can occur. The
final dedsion on whether a property

possesses national significance is made
by the Secretary on the basis of

documentation ^nrliw^t^g the comments
and recommendations of die public who
participate in the designation process.

(a) Specific Criteria ofNational
Significance: The quality of nationil

significance is ascribed to districts,

sites, buildings, structures andobjecte
that possess exceptional value or

quality in ilhistrating or iatarpsetiiig the

heritage of die United States in histezy,

architecture, ardieolo^. engineering

and culture and that possess a high

degree of integrity of location, design,

setting, materials, worionanship, feeling

and association, and*

(1) That are assodated widi erente-

that have made a si^dficant

contribution to, and are identffied widi.

or that outstandingly lepieaent the

broad national patterns of United States

history and from which an
understanding and appreciation of those

patterns may be gainsd: or

(2) That ere associated importantly

with the lives of persons nadonally

signfficant in the history of the United

States; or

^G5
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(3) That npmant waaa gnat idea or

idaal of tba AmericaB people; or

{4) That embody tlw diat&igiiiriiing

cfaaracteriatica ofan aidiitectiiral type

pedmen exceptionallfvahiaUe tar a -

•tndy of a period, st]^or method of

conetnictioii, or that repreaent a <

"^

igDificant, dtotincttTe and exceptional

entity wfaoie components may lade

individual distinction; or

(5) That are conq)osed of hitagral

parts of the euvlfunuientnot sotBciendy

significant by reason of Uttorieal -

association or artistic merit to warrant

indlvidnal recognition bat coiTectiveiy

compose an entity of exceptional

historical or artistic significance, or

oatstandb^^y commemorate or ilhistrate

a way of life or culture; or

((^ That have yielded ormay be likely

to yteld information ofmajor scientific

importance by revealingnew cultures,

or by riiedding li^it upon periods of

occupation over large areas of die

United States. Such sites are those

wfaidi have yielded, or ifriiidt may
reasonably be expected to yield, data

affecting theories, concepts and ideas to

a major degree.

(b) OrdiouBrily, cemeteries, birdiirfaces,

graves of historical figures, pwpwties
owned by religions institutions ornsed
for religions purposes, structures that'

have been movwd fitim their original

locations, remustructed historic

buildings and properties that have '

addevMl significance within the pest 50
years are not eligible for designation.

Such properties, however, will qualify if

they fall within the foOowing categories:

(1) A religious property dniving its

primary national significance from
architectural or artistic distinction or
historical hi^MHlance; or

(2) A building or structure removed
from its original location but wiiidi is

nationally significant prinuiily for ito

arcfaiteetural merit or for assodation
with persons or events of transcendent >

importance in the nation's history and
the assodation consequential: or

(3) A site (rf a building or structure no
longer standing but the person or event

assodated witib it is of transcendent

importance in the nation's history and
the assodation consequential: or

(4) A birthplace, grave or burial if it is

of a historical figure of transcendent
national significance and no other

appropriate site, building or structure

directly assodated with the productive

life of that person exists: or

(5) A cemetery that derives its

primary national significance from
graves of persons of transcendent
importance, or from an exceptionally

distinctive design or from an
exceptionally significant event; or

(6) A reconstructed building or

eniamlrie of bnOdings of extraordinary

national significance when accurately

executed in a suitable environment and
presented in a dignified manner as part

of a restoration master plan, and ween
no other buildings or stmctures with the

same assodation have survived; or

(7) A property primarily
wnwimimwiiMMw fai intent if design, age,

tradition, or synnranc value has invested

it wHfa JtaowB-nationaMristoriKwl .

icaBce;or

(^A property addeviiig national

signifiicance widiin the past SO years if it

is (rfextraordinary national importance.

|6ftS

Potantial National HistoricLandmarks
are idJaafified primarily by meana of

theme stadias and in aoine instancesby
^p^''-*^^ sliHwa Nomiiiatians and
recommendations madeby tfaa

appnpriale State offldala. Federal
Piesaiiatian OfBoers and oUiat

intereatad paitlea will be considered in-

adiednling and condncting stodies.

(a) Tbanm ttadieai. NPS defines and
systematically coodncts organized

theme stndies-whicfa encaiiq>ass the-

major aspects of American history. Hie
theme studies provide a oontextnal

.frnnework to evafaiata the relative
ijjwiniMiuM nrt faistotic properties and
determine'which properties meet
Nationai Hiatocie Ijindmark criteria,

llieme studies will be announced in

advance through direct notice to

appropriate State officials. Federal

Pieservation Officers and other

interested parties end by notice in the

Fedetal Rsgistec. Widiin the established

thematic framewi^ NPS will schedule
and conduct National Iflstmic

Landmaric theme studies according to

the following priorities. Themes which
meet more of these priorities ordinarily

will be studied before those which meet
fewer of the priorities:

(1) Theme studies not jret begun as

identified in "History and Prehistory in

the National Park System." 1982.

(2) Theme studies in serious need of

revision.

(3) Theme stodies wliich relate to a

significant number ofproperties listed in

the National Register bearing opinions

of State Ifistoric Preservation Officers

aAd Federal Preservation Officers that

such properties are of potential national

significance. (Only those

recommendations which NPS
determines are likely to meet the

landmarks criteria will be enumerated in

determining whether a significant

number exists in a theme study.)

(4) Themes which refled the broad
planning needs of NPS and other

Federal agendas and for Kdddi dia

fimds to condud die study are made
available finmsonrcasodier than,the .

regulariy programmed funds of the

Natftmal Historic Landmarks PtogranL

(b) Special Stadie*. NPS will conduct
spadal stadias for Ustadc properties

outsidaof active theme stndUea

annorriing to the following prioritiaa;

(1) Shidlaa authorized by Congresa or

mandated by Bxacotive (Mar will

receiva the highest priority.

(2)PropatieswfaicfaNI9deteimine» .

are endugered and potentlaByiiieet the

National (fistoiic Landmarka criteria,

wdiedier ornot die theme in wUdrthey
are significant has been studied.

(3) IVoperties listed in the National

Register bearing State or Federal agency
recommfflidations ofpotential national

- significance wdiere NPS concurs in the

evaluation and the property is

,

significant in a theme already studied.

(cKl) When a property is selected for

study to detmrmina its potential for

designation as a National Historic

Landmark, NPS will notify in writing,

exc^t as provided below, (i) the

owner(s), (ii) the cU^ electiBd local

offidaL (iii) the appropriate State

offidaL (iv) the Members of Coogresa^

who repnsent the district and State in.

wfaKh the psupei ty is located, and. (v) if

the property is on an ^''****** reservation,

the chief executive officer of the Indian

tribe, that it will be studied to datocmine

its potential for designation as a
National Historic Ijmrinwrk. This notice

will provide information on the National

Historic Landmarks Program, the

designation process and the e&cta of

designation.

(2) When the property has more than

50 owners. NPS will notify in writing (i]

the chiefeiected local offidal. (ii) the

appropriate State offidal. (iii) the

Members of Congress who represent die

distrid and State in wliicfa the property

is located, and, (iv) if the propnty is on
an Indian reservation, the chief

executive officer of the Indian tribe, and
(v) provide general notice to the

property owners. This general notice

will be published in one or more local

newspapers of general circulation in the

area in which the potential National

Historic Landmark is located and will

provide information on the National

Historic Landmarics Program, the

designation process and the effects of

designation. The researcher will visit

each property selected for study unless

it is determined that an onsite

investigation is not necessary. In the

case of districts with more than 50

owners NPS may conduct a public

information meeting if widespread

^C6
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public interest so warrants or on request

by the chief elected local official.

(3) Properties for which a study was
conducted before the effective date of

these regulations are not subject to the

requirements of paragraph (c) (1) and (2)

of this section.

(4) The results of each study will be
incorporated into a report which will

contain at least (i) a precise description

of the property studied; and (ii) an
analysis of the significance of the

property and its relationship to the

National Historic I.andmark criteria.

(d}(l) Properties appearing to qualify

for designation as National Historic

Landmarks will be presented to the

Advisory Board for evaluation except as

specified in subsection (h) of this

section.

(2) Before the Advisory Board's

review of a property, NFS will provide

written notice of this review, except as

provided below, and a copy of the study

report to (i) the owner(s) of record; (ii)

the appropriate State official; (iii] the

chief elected local official; (iv) the

Members of Congress who represent the

district and State in which the property

is located; and. (v) if the property is

located on an Indian reservation, the

chief executive officer of the Indian

tribe. The list of owners shall be
obtained from official land or tax

record, whichever is most appropriate,

within 90 days prior to the notification

of intent to submit to the Advisory

Board. If in any State the land or tax

record is not the appropriate list an
alternative source of owners may be

used. NPS is responsible for notifying

only those owners whose names appear

on the list Where there is more than one
owner on the list each separate owner'

shall be notified.

(3) In the case of a property with more
than 50 owners, NPS will-notify, in

writing, (i) the appropriate State official;

(ii] the chief elected local official; (iii)

the Members of Congress wdio represent

the district and State in which the

property is located; (iv).if the property is

located on an Indian reservation, the

chief executive officer of the Indian

tribe; and, (v] will provide general notice

to the property awners. The general

notice will be published in one or more
local newspapers of general drculaticMi

in the area in which the property is

located. A copy of the study report will

be made available on request Notice of

Advisory Board review will also be ^

.

published in the Federal Registar.

(4) Notice of Advisory Board review

will be given at least 60 days in advance
of the Advisory Board meeting. The
notice will state date, time and location

of the meeting; solicit written comments
and recommendations on the study

report; provide information on the

National Historic Landmarks Program,

the designation process and the effects

of designation and provide the owners
of private property not more than 60

days in which to concur in or object in

writing to the designation. Notice of

Advisory Board meetings and the

agenda will also be published in the

Federal Register. Interested parties are

encouraged to submit written comments
and recommendations which will be
presented to the Advisory Board.

Interested parties may also attend the

Advisory Board meeting and upon
request will be given an opportunity to

address the Board concerning a

property's significance, integrity and
proposed boimdaries.

(5) Upon notification, any owner of

private property who wishes to object

shall submit to the Chief, Plistory

Division, a notarized statement that the

party is the sole or partial owner of

record of the property, as appropriate,

and objects to the designations. Such
notice shall be submitted during the 60-

day commenting period. Upon receipt of

notarized objections respecting a district

or an individual property with multiple

ownership it is the responsibility of NPS
to ascertain whether a majority of

owners have so objected, tf an owner
whose name did not appear on the list

certifies in a written notarized statement

that the party is the sole or partial

owner of a.nominated private property

such owner shall be coimted by NPS bi

determining whether a majority of

owners has objected. Each owner of

private property in a district has one
vote regardless of how many properties

or what part of one {noperty that party

owns and regardless of whether the

property contributes to the significance

of the district

(6) The commenting period following

notification can be waived only when
all property owners and the chief

elected local official have agreed in

writing to the waiver.

(e)(l] The Advisory Board evalutes

such factors as a property's significance,

integrity, proposed boundaries and the

professional adequancy of the study. If

the Board finds that these conditions are

met, it may recommend to the Secretary

that a property be designated or

dedared eligible for designation as a

National Historic I.andmark. If one or

more of the conditions are not met die

Board may recommend that the property

not be designated a landmarii or diat

consideration of it be deferred for

further study, as appropriate. In making

its recommendation, the Board shall

state, if possible, whether or not it finds

that the criteria of the landmarks "

program have been met A simple

majority is required to make a

recommendation of designation. The
Board's recommendations are advisory.

(2) Studies submitted to the Advisory
Board (or the Consulting Committee
previously under the Heritage

Conservation and Recreation Service)

before the effective date of these

regulations need not be resubmitted to

the Advisory Board. In such instances, if

a property appears to qualify for

designation, NPS will provide notice and
a copy of the study report to the parties

as specified in subsections (d)(2) and (3)

of this section and will provide at least

30 days in which to submit written

comments and to provide an opportunity

for owners to concur in or object to the

designation.

(3) The Director reviews the study

report and the Advisory Board
recommendationa, certifies that the

procedural requirements set forth in this

section have been met and transmits the

study reports, the recommendations of

the Advisory Board, his

recommendations and any other

recommendations and comments
received pertaining to the properties to

the Secretary.

(f) The Secretary reviews the

nominations, recommendations and any
conunents and, based on the criteria set

forth herein, makes a decision on
National Historic Landmaiic designation.

Properties that are designated National

Historic Landmarks are entered in the

National Register of Historic Places, if

not already so listed.

(1) If the private owner or, widi

respect to cUstricts or individual

properties with multiple ownership, the

majority of such owners have objected

to the designation by notarized

statements, the Secretary shall not make
a National Historic Landmaric

designation but shall review die

nomination and make a detennination of

its eligibility for National Historic

Landmark designation.

(2) The Secretary may thereafter

designate such properties as National

Historic Landmarks only upon recent of

notarized statements from the private

owner (or majority of private owners in

the event of a district or a single

property utrith multiple ownership) that

they do not object to the designation.

(3) llie Keeper may list in^
National Register properties considered

for Natiooal Historic Landmark
designation wdiich do not meet the

Nattonaliiistorio Ijinrimark criteria but

wdiidi do meet the National Register

criteria for evaluation in 36 CFR Part 60

or determine such properties eligible for

the National Register if the private

owners or majority of such owners in

^7
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tiw case of diiMcts ob|«ct to

dadgnation. A prupwty detazniiiud

•ligibla for National Hatoric Landmaik
deaigpation la detanidnad aUgibla far

tha National Register.

[g] Notica of National HIatotic

Landmaik designation. National

Register listing or a detenaination of
eligibility will be sent in the same
maimer as specified in subsections (dK2)
and (3) o£tUs section. For piopeidee
n^dcb are detetmitted diglble tfi»

Advisory Conndl will also be notified.

Notice wlQ be published in the Pedofi^

i)(l) The Secretary may (

National Historic Lanteuk withoot

Advisory Board review through^

accelerated procedures described in dii»

section when necessary to assist in-tbe

preservation of a natimialty si^iificant

property wnnwiigBied by a threat of
imminent damage or destructioiL

(2) NFS will conduct the study and
prepare a study report as desaibed in

subsection (c)(4) cd this section.

(3) If a property appear* to qualify for

designation, the National Paric Service

will provide notice and a copy of the

study report to the partiea specified m
subsections (d)(2)^md (3) and will aUow
at least 30 days btr dm submittal of

wiittai comnents and to provide
owners of private property an
opportunity to concur in or object ta
designation as provided in subsection

(d)(5) of this section except thet the
commenting period may be less than 60
days.

(4) The Director will review the study
report and any comments, will certify

that procedural requirements have been
met and will transmit the study report,

his and any other recommendationa and
comments pertaining to the property to

the Secretary.

(5) The Secretary will review the

nomination and rwm»nm«nviiiHmia and
any comments and. baaed on the oitoia
set forth herein, make a dedsioa on
National Historic i-«nAwi4r designation
or a determinatlDn of eligibility for

designation if the private owners or a
majority of such owners of historic

districts object

(6) Notice of National Historic

Landmark designation or a
determination of eligibility wiU be sent
to the same parties specified in

subsections (d)(2) and (3) of this section.

V9.0 nvvoyiNiion or Nanonai iiiaiono

Landmarks.

(a) Following designation of a
property by the Secretary as a National
Historic Landmark, the owner(8) will

receive a certificate of designation. In

the case of a district the certificate %vill

be delivered to the chief elected local

official or other local offidaL or to tha

chief bfficer of a private organizatioo

faivolved with the preservation of the

district or the chief officer of an
organizatian representing the owners of

the district as appropriate.

(b].NPS will tanrite the owner of each
designated National (flstoric Landmark
to accept free of charge, a landmark
plaque. In the case of a diatrict die cMef
elected local official or other local

official; xv tfae'cUrfefficeroftfi

organization involved in the

preservation of the diatrict or chief

officer of an organization representing

die owners of the district aa

.

appropriate, may accept the plaque on
behalf of the owners. A plaqne win be
presented to properties where ate

appropriate iecipient(s} (fimi those

listed above) apees Uy display it

pubndy and approprlatefy.

(to) Tne appropriate iecipieu((s} may
accept die plaque at any time after

designation of the National Historic

Laadnaaik. In so doing o«vnat»gnre up
none of the rights and privilegesof

ownership « use of the landmark^
property not does the Department of die

Interior ecqnire any interest in property

so deeignatad.

(d) M*S will provide one standard
cettfficate and plaqne for each
desigoated National Hiatotic Landmark.
The certificate"and plaqne remaitt the

property of NFS. Should the Natiooai
Historic r,anrtmark designation at any
time be withdrawn, in accordance vrith

the procedures specified in f 66.9 of
these rales, or siuoukl the certificate and
plaque not be publidy or appropriately
displayed, tha certificate and this plaque,

if issued, will be reclaimed by NPS.
(e) Upon request and if feasible, NFS

will help arrange and participate in a
presentation ceremony.

OS./ MOnnllfWig IVBUmWI IWmWmK

(a) NFS maintains a continuing

relationship with the owners of National
Historic Landmarks. Periodic visits,

contacts with State Historic

Preservation Officers, and other

appropriate means will be used to

determine whether landmarks retain

their integrity, to advise owners
concerning accepted preservation

standards and techniques and to update
administrative records on the properties.

(b) Reports of monitsring activities

form the basis for the annual report

submitted to Congress by the Secretary

of the Interior, as mandated by Section

8, National Park System General
Authorities Act of 1970, as amended (90

SUt 1940, 16 U.S.Q la-S). The
Secretuys annual report will identify

those National Historic Landmarks

which exhibit known or antid^wted
damage or threats to their integrify. bi

evaluating National Ifistoric i.atu(mmAf
for hating in dia report the seiioasnese^

and iiwmii^^n^^ of the *.^**w*ffff or threat

are considered, as weU as the integrity

of the landmaik at the time of

designation taking into account the

criteria in Section 6S.4.

(c) Aa mandated hi SectfcmS, Mhdng
hi die National Paik« Act of 1978^
•StaL«42. ldU.S.a 1080),'wheneverUw
Secretary of the Interior finda that a
National (fistoric Landmark may bo
ineparably lost or destroyed in whole or
in part by any surface mining activffy.

including exploration for. removal or

production of >nint»ml« or materiala» die

Secretary ahafl (1) notify the poson
nrmttmrHng gach SCtivlfy of !«» Burling

(2).fubniit a report thereon. inrlnAing die.

bada for hia finding that such activity

may cause irreparable loss or
ds^ructian of a Natimal Historic

(3) request from the Council advice aa to
alternative meaaurea that may be taken
by the United Statea to mitigate or ^>ate
such activify.

(d) Mooitoring acttvitieadescribed hi

thto sectioa inchiding the preparatlan ai
the mandated reports to Conffnsa and
the Adviaory Council are carted out by
NFS regioaal offices under the direction

of the Preservation Aasistanoe Division*

NFS [Address; Chiet Resource
Assistance Divisioa National Padc
Service, 440G Street NW, WaaUngton,
DC 20243] hi consultation widi die

Histny Divisioa NFS.

itSJt Alterstion of National HMorie
Landmark boundsrtes,

(a) Two juatificationa existfor
enlarging the boundary ofa Ndtioaal
Hietoric Landraark: Documentation of

previousfy unrecognized signifkamce or

profesaionaTerror in the original

deai^iation. Enlargement of a boundary
will be approved only when the area

proposed for addition to the National

Historic landmark possesses or

c(Kitributes directiy to the

characteriatics for which the landmaik
was designated.

(b) TWo juatificationa exiatfor

reducing the boundary ofa National
Hiatoric Landmark Loss of mtegrify or
professional error in the original

designation. Reduction of a boundary
wiU be approved only when the area to

be deleted from the National Histnic
Landmark does not possess or has lost

the characteristics for which the

landmaric was designated.

(c) A proposal for enlargement or

reduction of a National Historic

Landmark boundary may be submitted

3(pS
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to or can originate with the History

Division. MPS. NPS may restudy the

National Historic Landmark and
subsequently make a proposal, if

appropriate, in the same manner as

specifled in i 65.5 (c) through (h]. In the

case of boundary enlargements only

those owners in the newly nominated

but as yet undesignated area will be

notified and will be counted in

determining whether a majority of

private owners object to listing.

(d)(1) When a boundary is proposed

for a National Historic Landmark for

which no specific boundary was
identified at the time of designation,

NPS shall provide notice, in writing, of

the proposed boundary to (i) the

owner(s); (ii) the appropriate State

official; (iii) the chief elected local

official: (ivj the Members of Congress

who represent the district and State in

which the landmark is located, and (v) if

the property is located on an Indian

reservation, the chief executive officer

of the Indian tribe, and shall allow not

less than 30 nor more than 60 days for

submitting written comments on the

proposal. In the case of a landmark with

more than 50 owners, the general notice

specified in { 65.5(d)(3) will be used. In

the case of National Historic Landmark
districts for which no boundaries have

been established, proposed boundaries

shall be published in the Federal

Register for comment and be submitted

to the Committee on Energy and Natural

Resources of the United States Senate

and to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs of the United States

House of Representatives and not less

than 30 nor more than 60 days shall be

provided for the submittal of written

comments on the proposed boundaries.

(2) The proposed boundary and any
comments received thereon shall be

submitted to the Associated Director for

National Register Programs, NPS, who
may approve the boundary without

reference to the Advisory Board or the

Secretary.

(3) NPS will provide written notice of

the approved boundary to the same
parties specified in subsection (d)(1) of

this section and by publication in the

Federal Register.

(4) Management of the activities

described in (d)(1), (2), and (3) is

handled by the National Register of

Historic Places, NPS, [Address: National

Register of Historic Places, National

Park Service, Department of the Interior,

Washington, DC 20240].

(e) A technical correction to a

boundary may be approved by the

Chief, History Division, without

Advisory Board review or Secretarial

approval. NPS will provide notice, in

writing, of any tedmical correction in a

boundary to the same parties specified

in (d)(1).

§ 65.9 Withdrawal of National Landmark
designation.

(a) National Historic Landmarks will

be considered for withdrawal of

designation only at the request of the

owner or upon the initiative of the

Secretary.

(b) Four justifications exist for the

withdrawal of National Historic

Landmark designation:

(1) The property has ceased to meet
the criteria for designation because the

qualities which caused it to be originally

designated have been lost or destroyed,

or such qualities were lost subsequent to

nomination, but before designation;

(2) Additional information shows
conclusively that the property does not

possess sufficient significance to meet

the National Historic Landmark criteria;

(3) Professional error in the

designation; and

(4) F>rejudicial procedural error in the

designation process.

(c) Properties designated as National

Historic Landmarks before December 13,

1980, can be dedesignated only on the

grounds established in subsection ||b)(l)

of this section.

(d) The owner may appeal to have a

property dedesignated by submitting a

request for dedesignation and stating

the grounds for the appeal as

established in subsection (a) to the

Chief, History Division, National Park

Service, Department of the Interior,

Washington, DC 20240. An appellant

will receive a response within 60 days

as to whether NPS considers the

documentation sufficient to initiate a

restudy of the landmark.

(e) The Secretary may initiate a

restudy of a National Historic Landmark
and subsequently a proposal for

withdrawal of the landmark designation

as appropriate in the same manner as a

new designation as specified in § 65.5 (c)

through (h). Proposals will not be

submitted to the Advisory Board if the

grounds for removal are procedural,

although the Board will be informed of

such proposals.

(f)(1) The property will remain listed

in the National Register if the Keeper

determines that it meets the National

Register criteria for evalution in 36 CFR
60.4, except if the property is

^designated on procedural grounds.

(2) Any property from which

designation is withdrawn because of a

procedural error in the designation

process shall automatically be

considered eligible for inclusion in the

National Register as a National Historic

Landmark without further action and

will be published as such in the Federal

Register.

(g)(1) The National Park Service will

provide written notice of the withdrawal

of a National Historic Landmark
designation and the status of the

National Register hsting, and a copy of

the report on which those actions are

based to (i) the owner(s); (ii) the

appropriate State official; (iii) the chief

elected local official; (iv) the Members
of Congress who represent the district

and State in which the landmark is

located; and (v) if the landmark is

located on an Indian reservation, the

chief executive officer of the Indian

tribe. In the case of a landmark with

more than 50 owners, the general notice

specified in { 65.5(d)(3) will be used.

(2) Notice of withdrawal of

designation and related National

Register listing and determinations of

eligibility will be published periodically

in the Federal Register.

(h) Upon withdrawal of a National

Historic Landmark designation, NPS will

reclaim the certificate and plaque, if

any, issued for that landmark.

(i) An owner shall not be considered

as having exhausted administrative

remedies with respect to dedesignation

of a National Historic Landmark until

after submitting an appeal and receiving

a response from NPS in accord with

these procedures.

S 65.10 Appeals for designation.

(a) Any applicant seeking to have a

property designated a National Historic

Landmark may appeal, stating the

grounds for appeal, directly to the

Director, National Park Service,

Department of the Interior, Washington.

DC 20240, under the following

circumstances.

Where the applicant

—

(1) Disagrees with the initial decision

of NPS that the property is not likely to

meet the criteria of the National Historic

Landmarks Program and will not be

submitted to the Advisory Board; or

(2) Disagrees with the decision of the

Secretary that the property does not

meet the criteria of the National Historic

Landmarks Program.

(b) The Director will respond to the

appellant within 60 days. After

reviev/ing the appeal the Director may:

(1) deny the appeal; (2) direct that a

National Historic Landmark nomination

be prepared and processed according to

the regulations if this has not yet

occurred; or (3) resubmit the nomination

to the Secretary for reconsideration and

final decision.

(c) Any person or organization which

supports or opposes the consideration of

a property for National Historic
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Landmaric detignatlonmay submit an
appeal to d>a Director, MPS, during the

designation process either supporting or

opposing the designation. Such appeals

received by the Director before the

study of the property or before its

submission to the National Park System
Advisory Board will be considered by
die Director, the Advisory Board and the

Secretary, as appropriate, in the

designation process.

(d) No person shalhbe considered to^

have exhausted administrative remedies
with respect to failure to designate a
property a National Historic Landmark
until he orshe has complied with tfie

procedures set forth in this section.

(nrooe.»-vMFU*da-i-McMftB|
|

ENVmONMENTAL PROTECnOM^
AQENCY

40CFRPwt123
^

.

[8W-2-fm. 2296-6]

Haurdoue Waste Manaowncnt*
1 1 Interim Autttorliatton

'I

'. Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), Region IL.

ACnow Granting of phase I interim

authorization to State hazardous waste
program.

: The State of New Jersey has
applied for Interim Authorization of its

hazardous waste program under Subtitie

C of the Resource Conservation and.
Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976, as
amended, and EPA guidelines for the

approval of State hazardous waste
programs (40 CFR Part 123, SubpartF).
EPA has reviewed New Jersey's

hazardous waste program and has
determined that the program is

substantially equivalent to the Federal
program. EPA is hereby granting I%ase I

Interim Authorization to New Jersey to

operate a hazardous waste program in

lieu of Phase I of the Federal hazardous
waste program in its jurisdiction.

Emcnvi DATE February 2, 1983.

TOR nmTHBI INTOMfUTIOM CONTACR
Deborah Craig. Solid Waste Branch. Air
and Waste Management Division. U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency,
Region O, 26 Federal Plaza. New York.
New York 10278. 212/264-6166.

SUPPUDNINTAIIV INKNIMATKM:

LBackground

Subtitie C of RCRA. requires EPA to

establish a comprehensive Federal
program to assure the safe management
of hazardous waste. Once a Federal
program is established. EPA is

authorized under Section 3006 ofRCRA
to approve State hazardous waste
programs to operate in lieu of the

Federal i»ogram in their jurisdictions.

Two types of State programs approvals

are authorized under RC31A: "Final

Authorization" is a permanent approval-'

which may be granted to States whose
programs are "equivalent" to and
"omsistuit" with the Federal program
and provide adequate enforcement;

'"Interim Authorization" Is-a-temporary

approval for States which might not

meetthe requirements of Rnal
Authorization but whose programs are

at least "substantially equivalent" to the

Federal program. RCRA contemplates
that States receiving Interim

Authorization will use the Interim

Authorization period t»make the

changes in their regulations and statutes

necessary to qualify for Final

Authorization;

On May 19. 1960, EPA published the

first phase of the Federal hazardous
waste program regulations (40 CFR Parts

280-283 and 285) including guidelines for

'authorizing State hazardous waste
program under Section 3008 (40 CFR
Part 123). These guidelines set forth the

requirements for dterim Authorization

and the procedures which EPA will

follow in acting on State applications for

Interim Authorization. They also

provide that EPA will grant Interinr

Authorization in two major phases
(Phase I andPhase II]r corresponding to

the two major phases of the Federal

program.

On January 11. 1982, the State of New
Jersey submitted to EPA its complete
application for Phase I Interim

Authorization (lA application). In the

February 11. 1982 Fedwal Re^ster (47

FR 6298), EPA announced tiie

availabUity for public review of the New
Jersey application. EPA also indicated

that a public hearing would be held on
March 24, 1982, with the public record
open until March 31, 1982. At the public

hearing, the New Jersey Department of

Environmental Protection (DEP) made
available copies of draft amendments to

its hazardous waste regulations which
were subsequentiy proposed in the

October 1& 1982 State Register. These
and other amendments were initially

requested by EPA when it commented
on an earlier draft version of the State's

lA application. On May 10, 1982, DEP
requested that EPA delay making a final

determination on the State's lA
application until after the State had an
opportunity to solicit public comment on
the regulatory amendments requested
by EPA. EPA granted DSP's request
Presented below in Section II of this

notice is a synopsis of the public

comments on the Stste's lA application

and EPA's responses.

After detailed review of the final New
Jersey lA application. EPA transmitted

comments to DEP on June 1, 1982. "niese

comments requested sdditions and
revisions to the Program Description.

Attorney General's Statement
Memprandtun of Agreonent and
Authorization Fian portions of the lA
application, including the State's

,j
hHzardons*waste reguletions. On - ^
December 17, 1982, the State submitted
amendmiBnts to the above mentioned
portions of the lA application^

The major issue raised by EPA
concerned the confidentiality of

information obtained by inspection;

New Jersey law may restrict die State's

ability to use confidential information

collected during inspections in

enforcement proceedings or in court
and to share such information with EPA.
DEP satisfied this area of concern by
amending the Attorney General's

Statement so as to commit the State to

rely upon RCRA Section 3007ta) to

support its inspection authority..As a
result of such reliance on Section

3007(a), Section 3007(b) bf RCRA would
govern the use of information gained
through inspections. Thus, there would
be no unacceptable restrictions upon.the
use of information obtained through
inspections!

"The minor comments in EPA's June 1,

1982 letter were also addressed by DEP
in its December 17. 1982 submission. The
following summarizes the most
significant of these comments and the

State's responses:

(1) A Deputy Attorney General signed

the Attorney General's Statement in lieu

of the Attorney General Under 40 CFR
123.125, this certification must be made
by the Attorney General Ine letter

dated August 18, 1982, the Assistant
Attorney General demonstrated that the

Deputy had the authority to perform this

duty for the Attorney General

(2) New Jersey's statutory definition of

"solid waste" excludes from regulation,

industrial sewage treated at publicly-

owned treatment works (POTWs)
devoted exclusively to the treatment of

industrial wastes. Thia exclusion is not
provided for under the RCRA definition.

DEP satisified this area of cmicem by
amending the Program Description to

include a demonstration that no existing

POTWs in the State treated exclusively

industrial wastes. Therefore, the

statutory exemption could not be ,
utilized by any existing POTWs. «yl

(3) Purauant to 40 CFR 123.127, tiie
'

State must identify those statutory and
regulatory changes needed to make the

State program equivalent to the Federal

^7o



THE NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS PROGRAM

The National Park Service conducts the National Historic Landmarks Program to
Identify, designate, recognise, and protect buildings, structures, sites, and
objects of national significance. These properties commemorate and illustrate
the history and culture of the United States. This statement explains how the
Secretary of the Interior selects these properties, how they are recognized and
protected, and the effects of designation. The relationship of the National
Historic Landmarks Program to other cultural resources programs of the Service
and other bureaus is specified. Sources of additional Information are also
cited.

Landmark designation offers advantages to owners who wish to preserve their
properties. It aids planning by government agencies, private organizations,
and individuals because it is the primary Federal means of weighing the
national significance of historic properties. The program is one of the
major tools for scrutinizing areas proposed for addition to the National Park
System and for nomination to the World Heritage List.

The Service conducts the program for the Secretary of the Interior. It is a

cooperative endeavor of government agencies, professionals, and Independent
organizations sharing knowledge with the Service and working jointly to Identify
and preserve National Historic Landmarks. The Service also offers advice and
assistance to owners of Landmarks. The program is an important aid to the
preservation of many outstanding historic places that are not in the National
Park System. By late 1983, 1599 properties had been designated National
Historic Landmarks.

DESIGNATION OF NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS

Landmarks are identified by theme and special studies prepared or overseen by

Service professionals. Nominations for designation are then evaluated by the

National Park System Advisory Board, a committee of scholars and other citizens.

The Board recommends properties that should be designated to the Secretary;

however, decisions on designation rest with the Secretary.

Theme studies are surveys of fields of American culture. In them, a number of

properties dealing with the same subject are evaluated at the same time, using

the National Historic Landmarks criteria. Special studies for Landmark desig-

nation may also be conducted. These may be mandated by the Congress or the

Executive Branch and often include endangered properties.

The Service selects the places for study and informs owners and appropriate

government officials whose recommendations are considered in conducting the

study. The researcher gathers information on the history, significance,

description, and Integrity of the property, prepares a statement of its rela-

tionship to the criteria and visits the property. A study appears as a formal

nomination ordinarily presented to the Advisory Board for evaluation.

Before the Board reviews a nomination, the owners, specified government offi-

cials, and the public are invited to comment and may attend the Board's meeting.

Owners of private property may object to designation. The Board may recommend

to the Secretary that a property be designated or not, declared eligible for

designation, or deferred for further study. The Director of the National Park

yi\
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Servlce reviews the nomination and the Board's recommendations and transmits
them to the Secretary along with his own recommendations and any public
comments. The Secretary reviews this transmittal and acts on the recommenda-
tions.

Certain rules govern the Secretary's decision. If a private owner (or the
majority of owners In a historic district) objects to designation, the
Secretary may not make the designation but may. Instead, declare the property
eligible for designation. Places which the Secretary finds do not meet the
criteria may be listed In, or determined eligible for, the National Register
of Historic Places, based on their local or State Importance.

In cases of endangered properties, the Secretary may designate without Board
review. Notice, nomination, and owner Involvement are generally the same as
for studies reviewed by the Board.

RECOGNITION OF NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS

After the Secretary has designated a Landmark,- the owner receives a certifi-
cate of designation signed by the Secretary and the Director. The Service
Invites the owner to accept a free plaque bearing the name of the property and
attesting to Its national significance. The plaque Is presented to owners who
pledge to preserve the Landmark and display the plaque publicly and properly.
The certificate and plaque remain the property of the Service, but are entrusted
to the care of the owner.

In accepting the plaque, the owner gives up none of the rights and privileges
of ownership or use of the property; nor does the Department of the Interior
acquire a legal Interest In the property. If asked and If feasible, the Service
will assist In a ceremony for the presentation of the plaque and certificate.
The owner of a Landmark Is not required to grant public access, although many
do. Thus, persons wishing to visit a Landmark should Inquire In advance
whether the property Is open to the public.

EFFECTS OF DESIGNATION

The program focuses attention on places of exceptional value to the nation as

a whole, by recognizing and promoting the preservation efforts of private
organizations. Individuals, and government agencies. Designation often leads
to Increased public attention to and Interest In a property.

Legal effects of designation may help preserve historic places. These effects
require that:

—before approval of any Federal project directly and adversely affecting a

Landmark, the responsible Federal agency must, to the maximum extent possible,
plan and act to minimize harm to the property. The agency must also permit
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation the opportunity to comment on
the undertaking.

^72.
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—when Landmarks demonstrate known or anticipated threats to their integrity,
they are Identified in an annual report by the Secretary to the Congress.
The Congress may then consider legislation to aid in their preservation.

—when surface mining activity may damage a Landmark, the Secretary must report
to the Advisory Council and request the Council's advice on alternatives to
lessen or eliminate the danger.

Upon designation, properties not listed in the National Register of Historic
Places are entered in it. The Register, the Federal Government's list of
places worthy of preservation. Includes places of State and local signifi-
cance, as well as Landmarks. Listing of private property in the Register
does not prohibit, under Federal law or regulation, any actions which may
otherwise be taken by the owner.

Additional effects resulting from Register listing of Landmarks, which may be
beneficial to owners, include:

—special Federal Income Tax incentives for rehabilitation of privately owned
structures

—Federal Income Tax incentives for donations that result in preservation of
the property

—Federal grants (to the extent available) for preservation, and

—consideration of historic values in issuing surface coal mining permits.

CONTINUING CARE OF NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS

The Service, through its Preservation Assistance Division and its Regional
offices, maintains a continuing relationship with Landmark owners. Visits and
other means are used to advise owners about preservation standards and prac-
tices and, if appropriate, interpretation to the public. Owners are informed
of tax advantages. Federal grants, and other assistance.

The Service monitors the condition of Landmarks. This review results in the
annual report to the Congress identifying threatened Landmarks. Information on
assistance to Landmark owners is available from National Park Service Regional
Offices and the Preservation Assistance Division, National Park Service,

Washington, DC 20240.

APPEALS FOR DESIGNATION

A person who wishes to have a property designated a National Historic Landmark
may appeal to the Director of the National Park Service if he disagrees with a

decision that the property does not meet the Landmarks criteria and will not

be studied, or will not be designated by the Secretary. The Director may then

order a Landmark nomination prepared and processed, or submit a nomination to

the Secretary for reconsideration, or deny the appeal.
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LOSS OF DESIGNATION AND ALTERATION OF BOUNDARIES

Designation may be withdrawn for four reasons: (1) the Landmark has lost the
qualities for which It was designated; (2) new Information demonstrates that

the property does not meet the criteria; (3) professional error has been made;
or (4) procedural error occurred In the designation process. (For legal rea-
sons, a designation before December 13, 1980, can be withdrawn only If the pro-
perty In question has lost the qualities for which It was originally selected.)

Appeals to revoke designations, or modify Landmark boundaries, are made to the
Chief Historian, History Division, National Park Service. The History Division
may also Initiate such studies. If It decides a study for revocation or boundary
change Is merited. It will conduct a study In the same manner as a study for
designation.

A Landmark that has lost its designation may remain listed In the National Reg-
ister unless dedeslgnation has occurred on procedural grounds. In the latter
case, the property will still be considered eligible for Inclusion in the Reg-
ister as a National Historic Landmark. When designation is withdrawn, the
Service reclaims the National Historic Landmark certificate and plaque.

SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The legal description of the National Historic Landmarks Program is found in
the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (36 CFR 65). The regulations cite the
statutory authorities for the program and related Federal laws. State and
local historic preservation laws and regulations may also apply to Landmarks
and other historic properties; information on these matters is best obtained
from the State Historic Preservation Officer in the State or other jurisdiction
in which the property is located.

The list of Landmarks is published in a booklet entitled National Historic
Landmarks , Issued periodically by the National Park Service. Ten theme studies
have been published in a book series describing both Landmarks and units in the
National Park System.

Information on the National Historic Landmarks Program and allied preservation
programs is available by addressing the Associate Director, Cultural Resources,
National Park Service, Washington, DC, 20240, and specifying one or more of the
following programs:

—World Heritage Program: The United States nominates National Parks and
National Historic Landmarks of international significance to the World Heritage
List maintained by UNESCO.

—National Register of Historic Places: Historic properties are nominated to
this list by the State Historic Preservation Officers and Federal Agency Historic
Preservation Officers. National Register listing is ordinarily required before
a property is considered for National Historic Landmark designation.

—Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS): This survey records, measures,
photographs, and studies buildings of Importance in American architecture and
history. Its records are located in the Library of Congress.

3>74.
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—Historic American Engineering Record (HAER): The companion of HABS, this
program focuses on Important examples of American engineering.

—Archeologlcal Assistance: This program develops standards, guidelines,
regulations and other technical materials for the identification, evaluation,
and protection of archeologlcal resources on public and Indian lands. It also
advises Federal agencies on the recovery of archeologlcal resources and issues
permits for archeologlcal investigations on public and Indian lands.

CRITERIA OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

The following criteria are prescribed for evaluating properties for designa-
tion as National Historic Landmarks. The National Park System Advisory Board
applies them in reviewing nominations and in preparing recommendations to the
Secretary. Studies leading to designation are prepared by historians, archeolo-
gists, and anthropologists familiar with the broad range of the Nation's historic
and prehistoric sites and themes. The criteria establish the qualitative
framework in which comparative analysis of historic properties takes place.

National significance is ascribed to districts, sites, buildings, structures
and objects that possess exceptional value or quality in illustrating or

interpreting the heritage of the United States in history, architecture,
archeology, engineering and culture and that possess a high degree of Integrity
of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association,
and:

(1) that are associated with events that have made a significant contribution
to, and are identified with, or that outstandingly represent, the broad national
patterns of United States history and from which an understanding and apprecia-
tion of those patterns may be gained; or

(2) that are associated importantly with the lives of persons nationally

significant in the history of the United States; or

(3) that represent some great idea or ideal of the American people; or

(4) that embody the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type

specimen exceptionally valuable for the study of a period, style or method of

construction, or that represent a significant, distinctive and exceptional

entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or

(5) that are composed of Integral parts of the environment not sufficiently

significant by reason of historical association or artistic merit to warrant

Individual recognition but collectively compose an entity of exceptional his-

torical or artistic significance, or outstandingly commemorate or Illustrate a

way of life or culture; or

(6) that have yielded information of major scientific importance by revealing

new cultures, or by shedding light upon periods of occupation over large areas

of the United States. Such sites are those which have yielded, or which may

reasonably be expected to yield, data affecting theories, concepts and ideas

to a major degree.
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Excluslons and exceptions to exclusions; Ordinarily, cemeteries, birthplaces,
graves of historical figures, properties owned by religious Institutions
or used for religious purposes, structures that have been moved from their
original locations, reconstructed historic buildings and properties that
have achieved significance within the past 50 years are not eligible for
designation. If such properties fall within the following categories they
may, nevertheless, be found to qualify:

(1) a religious property deriving Its primary national significance from
architectural or artistic distinction or Importance In a historical field
other than religion; or

(2) a building or structure removed from Its original location but which
Is nationally significant primarily for Its architectural merit, or for
association with persons or events of transcendent Importance In the na-
tion's history and the association consequential; or

(3) a site of a building or structure no longer standing but the person
or event associated with It Is of transcendent Importance In the nation's
history and the association consequential; or

(4) a birthplace, grave or burial If It Is of a historical figure of
transcendent national significance and no other appropriate site, building
or structure directly associated with the productive life of that person
exists; or

(5) a cemetery that derives Its primary national significance from graves
of persons of transcendent Importance, or from an exceptionally distinc-
tive design or an exceptionally significant event; or

(6) a reconstructed building or ensemble of buildings of extraordinary
national significance when accurately executed In a suitable environment
and presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan,
and when no other buildings or structures with the same association have
survived ; or

(7) a property primarily commemorative In Intent If design, age, tradi-
tion, or symbolic value has Invested It with Its own national historical
significance; or

(8) a property achieving national significance within the past 50 years
If It Is of extraordinary national Importance.

History Division
December 20, 1983
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NATIONAL REGISTER
of HISTORIC PLACES

INFORMATION

u

U.S. Department of the tntcrior

Natioful Park Servict

Inteniency Rnourcn Division

June 1988

Following is a list of the most commonly asked questions, with
answers, about the National Register of Historic Places.

1. What is the National Register of Historic Places?

The National Register, maintained by the National Park
Service, Department of the Interior, is the nation's official
list of districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects
significant in American history, architecture, archeology,
engineering, and culture.

2. What are the benefits and restrictions of listing?

In addition to honorific recognition, listing in the National
Register results in the following benefits for historic
properties:

. consideration in planning for Federal, federally licensed,
and federally assisted projects;

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of
1966 requires that Federal agencies allow the Advisory
Council on Historic Prservation an opportunity to comment
on all projects affecting historic properties either
listed in or determined eligible for listing in the
National Register. The Advisory Council oversees and
insures the consideration of historic properties in the
Federal planning process.

. eligibility for certain Federal tax provisions;

Owners of properties listed in the National Register may
be eligible for a 20 percent investment tax credit for

the certified rehabilitation of income-producing
certified historic structures such as commercial,
industrial, or rental residential buildings. This credit
can be combined with a straight-line depreciation period
of 27.5 years for residential property and 31.5 years for

nonresidential property for the depreciable basis of the

^65



rehabilitated building reduced by the amount of the tax
credit claimed. Federal tax deductions are also
available for charitable contributions for conservation
purposes of partial interests in historically important
land areas or structures.

. consideration of historic values in the decision to issue a
surface mining permit where coal is located in accordance
with the Surface Mining Control Act of 1977; and

. qualification for Federal grants for historic preservation
when funds are available.

Presently funding is unavailable for most categories of
properties

.

Owners of private properties listed in the National Register
are free to maintain, manage, or dispose of their property as
they choose provided that no Federal monies are involved.

What are the National Register criteria for evaluation?

The criteria are designed to guide State and local
governments. Federal agencies, and others in evaluating
potential entries in the National Register. The quality of
significance in American history, architecture, archeology,
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites,
buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling
and association, and:

a. that are associated with events that have made a

significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history; or

b. that are associated with the lives of persons significant
in our past; or

c. that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type,
period, or method of construction, or that represent the
work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or
that represent a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction; or

d. that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

Criteria considerations: Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces,
or graves of historical figures, properties owned by
religious institutions, or used for religious purposes,
structures that have been moved from their original
locations, reconstructed historic buildings, properties
primarily commemorative in nautre, and properties that have
achieved significance within the past 50 years shall not be
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considered eligible for the National Register. However, such
properties will qualify if they are integral parts of
districts that do meet the criteria of if they fall within
the following categories:

a. a religious property deriving primary significance from
architectural or artistic distinction or historical
importance; or

b. a building or structure removed from its original location
but which is significant primarily for architectural
value, or which is the surviving structure most
importantly related with a historic person or event; or

c. a birthplace or grave of a historical figure of
outstanding importance if there is no other appropriate
site or building directly associated with his productive
life; or

d. a cemetery that derives its primary significance from
graves of persons of transcendent importance, from age,
from distinctive design features, or from association with
historic events; or

e. a reconstructed building when accurately executed in a
suitable environment and presented in a dignified manner
as part of a restoration master plan, and when no other
building or structure with the same association has
survived; or

f. a property primarily commemorative in intent if the
design, age, tradition, or symbolic value has invested it

with its own historical significance; or

g. a property achieving significance within the past 50 years
if it is of exceptional importance.

4. How old does a property have to be to qualify for listing?

Generally, properties eligible for listing in the National
Register are at least 50 years old. Properties less than 50

years of age must be exceptionally significant to be

considered eligible for listing.

5. How is a property nominated to the National Register?

Properties are nominated to the National Register by the

State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) of the State in

which the property is located or by the Federal Preservation
Officer for properties under Federal ownership or control.
Ordinarily, State nomination forms are prepared by citizens
or the staff of the SHPO. These nomination forms are then

submitted to a State review board, composed of professionals
in the fields of American history, architectural history,
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architecture, prehistoric and historic archeology, and other
related disciplines. The review board makes a recommendation
to the SHPO either to approve the nomination if, in the
board's opinion, it meets the National Register criteria or
to disapprove the nomination if it does not.

During the time the proposed nomination is reviewed by the
SHPO, property owners and local officials are notified of the
intent to nominate. Local officials and property owners are
given the opportunity to comment on the nomination and owners
of private property are given an opportunity to object to or
concur in the nomination. If the owner of private property
or the majority of such owners for a property or district
with multiple owners object to the nomination, the SHPO
forwards the nomination to the National Park Service only for
a determination about whether the property is eligible for
listing. If the property is determined eligible for listing,
although not formally listed, the Advisory Council must be
afforded the opportunity to comment on any Federal project
which may affect it.

If the review board and the SHPO agree on the eligibility of
a property (and the owner has not objected to nomination),
then the nomination is forwarded to the National Park Service
in Washington to be considered for listing.

6. How long does the nomination process take?

The process varies from State to State depending on State
workload, planning and registration priorities, and the
schedule of the review board. The process takes a minimum of
90 days to fulfill all of the review and notification
requirements provided that a complete and fully documented
nomination form has been completed for the property.

Upon submission to the National Park Service, a decision on
whether to list the property is made within 45 days.

Information on State and local historic designations and the
availability of State or local preservation funding is available
from the appropriate SHPO office. The addresses of all SHPOs are
included in the enclosed National Register brochure.
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